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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

A large, world-wide research effort is being undertaken towards the goal of energy production by
controlled thermonuclear fusion. In order to achieve this goal a mixture of deuterium and tritium (or
of other light elements) must be heated to a sufficiently high temperature and kept confined for a
sufficiently long time for a net energy production by nuclear fusion reactions. The required
temperatures are typically 10" to 10^ K. In present experiments temperatures of 107 to 10® K have
been reached. At such high temperatures the gasscs are fully ionized. Thus, in thermonuclear fusion
research one deals with hot, fully ionized plasmas.
In this thesis a number of topics relevant to the magnetic confinement approach to thermonuclear
fusion is addressed. The first part is concerned with the theory of electromagnetic waves in the
electron cyclotron range of frequencies, the second part with the modelling of plasmas in a
tokamak. At present, the tokamak configuration is the most promising approach to magnetic
confinement fusion.

1 BASIC CONCEPTS OF NUCLEAR FUSION.
First, an introduction to some basic concepts of thermonuclear fusion is given. For a more complete
introduction to this subject the reader is referred to Ref.s f 1-4].
The possibility of energy production by fusing light nuclei comes from the fact that the binding
energy per nucleon for these is low. Many energy producing fusion reactions exist. Of practical
interest for fusion energy production are those reactions for which both the energy produced per
reaction is high, and for which the cross-section is large at comparatively low energies of the
reacting particles. The most interesting reactions from this point of view are those between the
hydrogen isotopes deuterium, D, and tritium, T, and between D and •'He:
D + T
D +D

D + 3He

I

>

(4He + 3.5MeV) + (n+14.1 MeV);

(la)

*

(T+1.0 MeV)

+ ( p + 3.0MeV),

(lb)

(3 H e + 0.8 MeV) + (n + 2.5 MeV);

(1c)

(4He + 3.7 MeV) + (p + 14.6 MeV).

(Id)

»

The energy is released as kinetic energy of the reaction products and is distributed among them
inversely proportional to their masses. The total cross-sections for these reactions averaged over a
MaxweUian particle distribution, < av r >, are shown in Fig. 1.
From the point of view of the energy released per reaction, deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion,
Eq. (la), D3He fusion, Eq. (Id), and DD fusion, Eq. (lb and c), are comparable, provided that in
the latter case also the energy released in the possible follow-up reactions, i.e. DT and D3He fusion,
is included. DT fusion has by far the largest cross-section, at relatively moderate temperatures
(cf. Fig. 1). Consequently, the requirements to achieve net energy production by DT fusion are the
least stringent, even when one accounts for the fact that the largest part of the energy is carried by
neutrons and, thus, does not contribute to the self-heating that is required to keep the plasma at
thermonucJear conditions. Furthermore, the neutrons lead to activation of the structures surrounding
the plasma. An other disadvantage of DT fusion is that tritium is radioactive having a half-life of
12.3 yr and, consequently, is not available in any appreciable amount in nature. This poses
additional problems in terms of tritium handling, and breeding. Nevertheless, these problems are at
present fully compensated by the less stringent physical requirements for DT fusion.
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FIG. 1

Averaged cross-section for DD (total), DT, and rAfc fusion.

1.1 PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS FOR FUSION.
There are two obvious requirements for efficient energy production by thermonuclear fusion. First,
the reaction rate must be high. This implies that the temperature of the plasma must be high enough
for the average fusion cross-section to approach the maximum value. The maximum fusion power
density at fixed (J, i.e. the quotient of the plasma pressure over the pressure of the confining
magnetic field, is found for a temperature T = 12 kcV. Thus, a temperature
T = lOkeV

(2)

is appropriate for DT fusion.
The second requirement is that the power produced by the fusion reactions must be larger than
the power required to support the reactions. The power required to suppon the reactions can be
expressed in terms of the thermal energy content of the plasma divided by the so-called energy
confinement time, TE, which is the characteristic time in which the plasma loses its energy due to all
possible mechanisms as heat conduction, convection, and radiation. Thus, assuming a pure, fully
ionized mixture of D and T with equal election and ion temperatures one has to require
p

fus>

3nT

with
P

fus =

n

DnT

<av

r>DT £DT'

<4)

where n D and n T are the number densities of the deuterium and tritium components, respectively,
so that the total density is n = n D + nT, and £ D T is the total energy released per DT fusion reaction.
It is to be noted that the fusion power is maximum, for a fixed total density, when the densities of
the deuterium and tritium components are equal,
n D = n T = - n.

(5)

In that case condition (3) can be written as
ntE>

12 T

<ov r > D T - 1 ,

(6)

£DT
which is known as the Lawson criterion. For T = 10. keV where < av r > D T = 10~22 m 3 /s and with
= 17.6 MeV the Lawson criterion becomes
n x E > 0.7 10 2 0 s/m3.

(7)

The criterion for ignition, requiring that the plasma is kept at thermonuclear conditions by selfhealing, is actually more stringent, because only the power released as kinetic energy of the
a-particles, i.e. 4He, is deposited in the plasma. In fact, the criterion for ignition is easily recovered
from Eq.s (3) to (7) by substituting Pfus a and £ D T a f o r Pfus and £ D T , respectively, where P f u s a
is the fusion power carried by the a-particles a.id £ D T a is the fusion energy released as kinetic
energy of the a-particles. Thus, ignition requires values of n t E which are 5 times larger than the
limit given in the Lawson criterion (Eq. (6)).
In conclusion, for efficient generation of energy by DT fusion one needs a method to produce
and confine a hot plasma with a temperature of about 10 kcV and a confinement parameter n xE of
aboui 3. 1020 s/m3.

1.2 CONFINEMENT OF A HOT PLASMA.
Two approaches exist to obtain high values of the confinement parameter, n TE. In the first
approach one uses the fact that the motion of charged panicles perpendicular to a magnetic field is
constrained, to maximize Xg. This is called magnetic confinement fusion. With magnetic confinement only relatively moderate densities can be obtained, since the ratio of plasma pressure to the
magnetic pressure, the plasma [}, must be smaller than one. Taking a magnetic field of ~5 T and
assuming a temperature of about 10 keV this means that the density can be at most of the order of
10 2 ' m"3. In the second approach one relies on the panicle inertia to maximize n. Therefore this is
referred to as inertial confinement fusion. In this approach the confinement time is necessarily short;
hence very high values of n, up to 100 times the density of solid DT, are required. Such high
densities are produced by the impact of intense laser or panicle beams on a DT target which leads to
a strong (adiabatic) compresssion of the target. Here, we will consider further only magnetic
confinement.
In the presence of a magnetic field charged particles cannot move across the field lines, but
instead are forced to gyrate around them with the cyclotron frequency o»B,

where q is the charge and m the mass of the particle, and B is the magnetic field strength, and with a
gyration radius, rL, often called Larmor radius, which is given by

mv ±

where v^ is the velocity of the particle perpendicular to the magnetic field. The motion of the
particles along the field lines, however, remains unconstrained, so large end-losses will occur in

open confinement systems, where the field lines are not closed inside the device. There are
essentially two solutions to this problem. In the first solution, one uses the fact that the magentic
moment, \i defined by
(10)

B
is conserved. Together with the conservation of energy, E = V2 m v 2 , it then follows that

v,, = Vv 2 - n B ,

(11)

where v,, is the velocity of the particle parallel to the magenetic field. From Eq. (11) it is seen that
when a particle moves in the direction of increasing magnetic field strength, it will be slowed down
and eventually will be teflected at the point where B = v 2 / (i. Consequently, particles with
R

11/2

R
max"

min

(12)

B

can be trapped between two maxima of the magnetic field. The simplest magnetic field geometry in
which this occurs is a simple magnetic mirror as shown in Fig. 2.

"min

FIG. 2

Magnetic mirror geometry as obtained with two solenoidal coils.

Particles with higher parallel velocities for which Eq, (12) does not hold, however, are still lost
from the plasma. This leaves a cone in velocity space (loss-cone) that is depleted of particles. The
limitation to the confinement in a magnetic mirror comes from the fact that particles are continuously
scattered into the loss-cone due to collissions or, equivalently, due to fluctuations caused by plasma
instabilities, and are lost from the plasma. In fact, the actual confinement parameters reached in
mirror devices are relatively poor.
Another solution to the problem of end-losses is to bend the field lines such that they are
closed upon themselves within the device. This yields the so-called closed confinement systems.
The simplest example of such a magnetic field geometry is the toroidal one sketched in Fig. 3. The
spatial dependence of such a field, however, gives rise to particle drifts in a direction perpendicular
to both the magnetic field and the magnetic field gradient and curvature. The total drift velocity due
to the magnetic field inhomogeneity, vB, is given by
m v±2 B x V B
2qB

B2

m v,,2 B x R c
q B

RC2B

(13)

where the first term corresponds to the gradient drift and the second term to the curvature drift, R c
being the radius of curvature. In the case of the purely toroidal field sketched in Fig. 3, the magnetic
field gradient and the radius of curvature are in the direction of the major radius, R, and,
consequently, the particle drift motion is in the vertical direction. As is seen from Eq. (13), the
particle drifts of electrons and ions are in opposite directions. This leads to a charge separation and,
consequently, to a vertical electric field that causes a horizontal outward drift for both electrons and
ions according to

vE=

ExB
—
•

04)

Thus, the plasma is not confined by a purely toroidal field, but will drift to larger major radii.
This situation is improved upon, when a poloidal component is added to the magnetic field
leading to helical magnetic field lines that form a set of nested magnetic surfaces (cf. Fig. 4). Thus,
the top and bottom of the torus are connected, leading to a short-circuit of the vertical electric field,
effectively suppressing the outward drift motion of the plasma. Because the resistivity of the plasma
is finite, actually a small residual electric field remains that induces a drift motion across the
magnetic surfaces and leads to enhanced radial transport.

FIG. 3

Sketch of a purely toroidal field showing the associated particle drifts and vertical electric field.

magnetic surface'
magnetic axis

FIG. 4
Toroidal magnetic field configuration in the presence of toroidal (B z ) and poloidal (B_) magnetic field.
The field lines have become helical forming a set of closed and nested magnetic surfaces.

An important parameter in the toroidal magnetic confinement systems is the safety factor q
which measures the pitch of the magnetic field lines and is equal to the number of turns around the
symmetry axis that is required for one turn around the magnetic axis when travelling along a field
line,

where B z is the toroidal field, B_ the poloidal field, R the major radius, and the integral is over the
poloidal projection of the magnetic surface. Note that, when q is a rational number, the field lines
are closed upon themselves after a finite number of turns around the major axis and thus do not
cover the whole magnetic surface, while the field line is not closed and will cover the entire
magnetic surface, when q is not a rational number. The magnetic surfaces with rational values of the
safety factor play an important role in the occurrence of plasma instabilities.
Examples of closed magnetic confinement systems of this type are the tokaiiak and the
stellarator. In a tokamak the poloidal field is generated by a toroidal plasma current. In general, this
current is generated by applying a finite loop voltage induced by a transformer of which the plasma
is the secondary winding. At the same time this leads to an efficient heating of the plasma. A
disadvantage of this method to generate the plasma current is that the current can only be sustained
for a limited time. Other possible schemes to generate the plasma current that do allow continuous
operation of a tokamak, are to drive a current by injection of waves or particles. Such schemes,
however, require relatively large amounts of power. In a stellarator, instead, the poloidal field is
generated by appropriate external currents. In principle there are no problems for continuous
operation of a stellarator.
To prevent contact of the plasma with the walls of the vacuum vessel a material limiter can be
used as sketched in Fig. 5a. Alternatively, one can use an appropriate set of coils to divert the field
lines towards special plates or a special wall area away from the main plasma (cf. Fig. 5b). The first
case is known as a limiter configuration and the latter as a divertor.

8

limiter

minor
radius

separatrix

divertor
coil

*•*:•:•/

FIG. 5
Poloidal cross-section of magnetic surfaces in a case with a material limiter and in a case with a
magnetic limiter or divertor.

Finally, the experimental results obtained so far by the various confinement schemes are
summarized in a Lawson-diagram giving the obtained values for n x E as a function of the
corresponding ion temperature, Fig. 6. Obviously the best results up to now were obtained in
tokamak devices. Even for tokamaks, however, the parameters reached, in temis of n; Tj Xg, are
still by more than an order of magnitude below the requirements for ignition.
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2 SOME PROBLEMS OF TOKAMAK PLASMA PHYSICS.
This section is intended as a short introduction to a number of major problems in tokamak physics
that are addressed in this thesis, namely transport, heating, and instabilities.
2.1 TRANSPORT.
Because the transport along magnetic field lines is very much faster than that across the field, the
plasma properties such as density n and temperature T are approximately constant on a magnetic
surface. Thus, transport in tokatnaks may be considered as a one-dimensional process.
The transport in a plasma is caused by the effect of particle collisions and by the interaction of
particles with fluctuations due to plasma instabilities. The transport caused by collisions is called
classical or, when the enhancements caused by the magnetic field geometry are included,
neo-classical transport. A good introduction to neo-classical transport in a tokamak is given in
Ref. [5] and a thorough, comprehensive review of the subject can be found in Ref. [6]. In a
tokamak, the plasma resisitivity is usually consistent with neo-classical transport predictions, while
the ion heat conductivity %\ varies between 1 to 5 times the value predicted by neo-classical theory.
The particle diffusivity D and electron heat conductivity %e, however, are much larger than predicted
by neo-classical theory and, consequently, must be determined by a transport mechanism caused by
fluctuations. Moreover, the energy loss from a tokamak is usually dominated by electron transport,
whereas neo-classical theory predicts an ion heat conductivity much larger than electron heat
conductivity. An understanding of these 'anomalous' transport processes is not yet available. It
would be essential for the physical interpretation of tokamak experiments.
Many theoretical models based on various types of plasma instabilities have been put forward
to explain the anomalous transport [7]. None of these models, however, provides a satisfactory
explanation of the observed anomalous transport in tokamaks. Therefore one usually resorts to
empirical models to describe the anomalous transport. A common approach is to try to derive
scalings for the energy confinement time (8-10] fitting the available experimental data with a relation
of the type
xE = Const. 0 Uj ,

(16)

where the Uj are taken to be the geometrical parameters of the plasma and the macroscopic plasma
variables such as the major radius R, the minor radius a, the elongation of the poloidal cross-section
K s b/a, b being the minor radius in the vertical direction and a that in the horizontal direction, the
toroidal field B z , the plasma current I, the density n, the temperature T, etc.. Here, assuming steady
state conditions, the energy confinement time is defined by

11

% = — .

(17)

where W is the total plasma kinetic energy and P is the total power input into the plasma.
In most tokamaks the dominant energy loss is by electron heat conduction, whereas losses due
to convection are generally smaller and radiation losses are only important at the plasma edge. An
estimate of the electron heat conductivity can then be obtained from

Alternatively, a scaling for %Q can also be derived directly from experimental data. The particle
diffusivity, which also is dominated by anomalous processes, is usually taken to be proportional to
%e. As the particle confinement is generally better than the energy confinement, the proportionality
factor is taken to be smaller than 1; typically one uses
D = \ Xe>

(19)

but the proportionality factor may vary from 0.1 to about 1.
An example is the ALCATOR / INTOR scaling for the energy confinement time,
xE(s) = 5.0 10"21 a(m)2 n e (nr 3 ),

(20)

which yielded reasonable fits to the energy confinement times and, using Eq. (18), to the temperature profiles obtained in the early experiments. However, large deviations from ALCATOR /
INTOR scaling have been found. The anomalous transport in tokamaks, including recent data, has
been reviewed by Goldston [11]. For tokamak discharges in which the plasma is heated by resistive
dissipation of the induced plasma current ('ohmic' heating) Goldston proposes the following
('neo-Alcator') scaling
= 8.5 lO"22 <ne(m"3)> a(m) 104 R(m) 204 q1^,

(21)

where <ne> is the average electron density. A large degradation of the confinement is observed
when, in addition to ohmic heating, other high power heating methods are applied. In particular for
additional heating by neutral beam injection (cf. Section 2.1), the energy confinement time is often
found to follow the 'L-mode' scaling [11]
xEadd(s) = 3.7 10"5 I(A) Ptot(W)-W a(m)-°-37 R(m)1-75 K 1 / 2 .
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(22)

In fact, in the large tokamaks with a limiter L-mode scaling is found to apply for all heating
methods. In tokamaks with a divertor a regime with improved confinement is found, the H-mode,
where confinement is typically about 2 times better than L-mode confinement. A certain minimum
amount of additional heating power is required for a transition from L-mode to H-mode. The
mechanism for this transition, however, is as yet not known.
Finally, it must be noted that extrapolation of these scaiings to regions of parameter space not
covered by the available experimental data necessarily remains highly speculative. Nevertheless,
these scalings are at present our only means to predict the performance of future tokamak devices.
2.2 HEATING.
The basic method of heating a tokamak is by resistive dissipation of the induced plasma current.
This ohmic heat is mainly put into the electrons. The local ohmic power density PQ is given by
Pfl

= j E z = i!J2

(23)

where j is the current density, E z the toroidal electric field, and T) the resistivity. A limitation to the
ohmic heating power is imposed by the fact that, for stability reasons, the safety factor at the edge
can, in general, not be lower than 2. This effectively limits the plasma current. Also, the resistivity
decreases as the electron temperature rises (r\ ~ Tg"), leading to a decrease of the ohmic heating
power. In fact, ohmic heating alone is not sufficient to reach ignition in a tokamak, even for devices
of the size of reactors as considered at present Thus, additional heating methods are called for.
The methods of additional heating are based on the injection either of energetic particles or of
waves into the plasma. At present the highest heating powers have been achieved by means of
Neutral Beam Injection (NBI), see e.g. [12]. In this case beams of neutral hydrogen or deuterium
atoms with energies of several tens of keV to about 100 keV are injected. These energetic atoms
then are ionized in the plasma, whereafter they transfer their energy to the plasma by collisions.
Comparable power levels have been reached by the injection of electromagnetic waves in the ion
cyclotron range of frequencies, a method commonly called Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH), see e.g.
[13]. ICH relies mainly on absorption, by resonant wave-particle interaction, in the region where
co = 0)cj, to being the wave frequency and coci the cyclotron frequency of one of the ion species of
plasma, or around a low harmonic of wci. High power levels have also been reached by injection of
waves in the lower hybrid range of frequencies. Depending on the wave frequency and the plasma
density either electrons or ions are heated. Electron heating is through electron Landau damping.
Ion heating is through conversion of the waves at the lower hybrid resonance to ion Bernstein
waves and subsequent damping at a harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency. Apart from showing
efficient plasma heating, lower hybrid waves have also proven to be effective in creating a noninductively driven plasma current

13

Also electromagnetic waves at higher frequencies are being used [13]. Power levels at these
frequencies, however, have been limited by the lack of available high-power sources. In particular
in the electron cyclotron range of frequencies, about 100 GHz, power sources in the 200 kW range
have become available only recently, and sources in the MW range of powers are just being
developed. The use of these waves for Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) may have important
applications to future tokamak reactors, as ECH has a number of very attractive features. First,
because of the high frequency, the electron cyclotron waves propagate freely into the plasma until
quite high densities are approached. Secondly, wave absorption is high and well localized.
Moreover, a non-inductively driven plasma current can be created by electron cyclotron waves.
These properties make electron cyclotron waves particularly suitable for tailoring of the temperature
and current density profiles in order to control or prevent certain instabilities. A short introduction to
the theory of electron cyclotron waves is given in Section 3. Electron cyclotron waves are a major
topic of this thesis.
2.3 INSTABILITIES.
In this subsection, a description is given of some general features of two macroscopic instabilities
that are relevant to the work presented in this thesis, namely, the major and internal disruptions.
Both lead to a rapid loss of confinement, in case of a major disruption, of the plasma as a whole
and, in case of an internal disruption, of the plasma interior [14]. Major disruptions, in general,
cause a termination of the discharge and a rapid quench of the plasma current. This is accompanied
by high heat loads on the wall of the tokamak and with large electromagnetic forces on coils and
other parts of the machine. Consequently, major disruptions are a critical issue for future tokamak
reactors. An internal disruption, in contrast, only leads to a drop of the central temperature and
density. Thereafter the central temperature and density slowly rise again until the next internal
disruption occurs. This process repeats itself giving rise to characteristic sawtooth-like oscillations
of the temperature and density, hence the name sawtooth oscillations.
The major disruptions are often attributed to the destabilization of so-called resistive tearing
modes [15,16]. Tearing modes lead to the breaking of magnetic field lines on opposite sides of a
neutral sheet, across which a magnetic field component changes direction, after which they are
reconnected to form magnetic islands. This can happen on those magnetic surfaces where q is
rational. The islands can be characterized by their poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (m, n). The
poloidal mode number m gives the number of periods of the perturbation in poloidal direction, and
the toroidal mode number n follows from the requirement of resonance, m/n = q. A central role in
the occurrence of major disruptions is usually played by the (3, 2), (2, 1), and (3,1) modes of
which the m=2, n=l mode located around the q = 2 surface is, in general, the most unstable mode.
In Fig. 7 the poloidal cross- section of the magnetic surfaces is sketched showing the magnetic
islands corresponding to the m=2, n=l and m=3, n=l modes. When the islands associated with
these modes grow too large, such that they start to overlap, the magnetic field lines become
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stochastic. As a consequence, the magnetic surfaces are destroyed and the confinement is lost, thus
leading to a major disruption. In order to prevent major disruptions one must either suppress these
modes or prevent plasma equilibria in which they can develop. This topic is addressed in Chapters 3
and 4.
No general consensus exists on the explanation of internal disruptions. In most explanations
put forward so far, the m=l, n=\ tearing mode on the q = 1 surface plays a key role. According to
Kadomtsev [17] the internal disruption is caused by a rapid growth of the m=l, n=l island mixing
the plasma from opposite sides of the q = 1 surface until all field lines from inside the q = 1 surface
are reconnected with those from outside the q = 1 surface. This process of complete reconnection is
sketched in Fig. 8. Alternatively, it has been proposed that at some stage in the evolution of the
m=l, n=l magnetic island the field lines become stochastic, thus leading to loss of confinement as
in the case of a major disruption. In other, somewhat similar models the loss of confinement is
ascribed to turbulence, rather than stochastization of the field lines. The turbulence is assumed to be
generated at some critical point in the evolution of the m=l, n=l island. The different explanations
for the internal disruptions are addressed in Chapters 5 and 6.

FIG. 7
Poloidal cross-section of the magnetic surfaces showing the m=2, n= 1 and m=3, n=l islands around Ihe
q=2 and q=3 surfaces, respectively.
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FIG. 8
Sequence of magnetic surfaces during the evolution of the m=l, n=l mode. This process has been
proposed as the explanation of the sawtooth collapse [17].
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3

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RANGE OF
FREQUENCIES.

In this section an introduction to the basic properties of electromagnetic waves with a frequency
around the electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics is given. For a more comprehensive
review of the subject we refer to Ref. [18].
3.1 WAVE DISPERSION.
In general the dispersion relation of electromagnetic waves with frequency to and wave vector k in a
homogeneous plasma, can be written as
with

(30)

det( A ) = 0,

ij E j = 0,

(24)

Ti'

where 8J: is the unit tensor, e^ is the dielectric tensor which incorporates the plasma response to the
waves, and N = ck / CO is the refractive index. The summation convention is adopted. For
temperatures and densities typical for a tokamak, the dispersion properties of the waves are well
described by the cold-plasma limit. In this limit the dielectric tensor for a magnetoplasma is given by

VQc

1 CO2 - G ) c 2

CO (CO 2 - CO

2

)

1 -

-1CO (CO 2 -

COC2)

(25)
CO 2 -

CO C 2

0
where coc is the electron cyclotron frequency and O)_ is the plasma frequency,
2
e

ome

with -e being the electron charge, m c the electron mass and e 0 the dielectric constant of vacuum. The
cold-plasma dispersion relation has two solutions, the ordinary or 0-mode and the extraordinary or
X-mode, given by
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with
p 2 = sin 4 6 + 4 cos2 8

(26)

co2 - co 2
cotoc

where the + sign corresponds to the X-tnode and the - sign to the O-mode, and 0 is the angle
between the wave vector and the equilibrium magnetic field. Equation (26) is known as the
Appieton-Hartree solution. The O- and X-modes are characterized by their polarization. For
propagation perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field the O-mode is linearly polarized with the
electric field of rhe wave parallel to the magnetic field, whereas the X-mode is elliptically polarized
with the wave electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field. At parallel propagation with respect
to the magnetic field both modes are circularly polarized, the polarization of the O-mode being lefthanded, that of the X-mode being right-handed. It must be noted that right-handed polarization
means that the electric field of the wave rotates in the direction of the electron gyration, so the
interaction of the wave with the plasma will be largest for the right-handed mode.
Taking N|| = constant in Eq. (26) it is seen that the X-mode has a resonance (N ^ ->»), for any
N||, at the Upper-Hybrid frequency,
co = ©UH = (<nL2 + » c 2 ) 1 ' 2 ,

(27)

and that there exist up to three cut-offs (defined as N x -»0) which are given by
co = co+'' = ± -^ C +
2

H H + ——
I l 2 -1 1 - NT,,2

(28)

provided that N|(2 < 1, and by
co = co0 = o)p

(29)

for any NB. For perpendicular propagation co+ is the low-density cut-off, while co" is the highdensity cut-off of the X-mode. The cut-off of the O-mode is co0. The resulting dispersion curve is
sketched in Fig. 9 for a case with cop < coc. It is seen that there are two branches for X-mode
propagation, namely, the fast X-mode branch for to > co+ and the slow X-mode branch for
0)"<to<coyj^, while the O-mode propagates for co > to_.
These results also apply to an inhomogeneous plasma, as long as the wave properties vary
only on a length-scale long compared to the local wave length I 2n I k I and on a timescale long
compared to the wave period 12jt / oo!. The wave propagation then can be described in the WKB
approximation, so, locally, the. wave properties are given by the local solution of the dispersion
relation Eq. (24). In general, the requirements for the WKB approximation are satisfied when the
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plasma equilibrium is only weakly space- and time-dependent, as e.g. is usually the case for
tokamak plasmas. Strictly speaking, this is no longer true around the cyclotron harmonics, where
the dielectric tensor has a resonant character and becomes a rapidly varying function of the cyclotron
frequency. Nevertheless, the WKB approximation is expected to remain valid also in these
frequency ranges as long as the absorption is weak, i.e. Uql < lk,.l, kj and kj. being the imaginary and
real parts of the wave vector, respectively [18, 19]. The WKB approximation has been used
throughout the work reported in this thesis for the description of electron cyclotron waves in
tokamaks.

fast X-mode

FIG. 9

//

/ a = ck

The dispersion curves of the X- and O-modes for perpendicular propagation.
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3.2 WAVE ABSORPTION.
In order to calculate the wave absorption one has to go beyond the cold-plasma approximation and
to calculate the dielectric tensor including all effects of finite temperature. An outline of the
calculation of the dielectric tensor from kinetic theory is given in, e.g., Ref. [18, 20, 21] and will
not be repeated here. The result is a dielectric tensor consisting of a Hermitian part eh determined by
non-resonant wave-particle interaction and an anti-Hermitian part ea de ermined by the resonant
wave-particle interaction, e = eh + i ea. The wave absorption arises from the anti-Hermitian part,
which is appreciable only around the cyclotron harmonics, i.e. in the frequency ranges where
electrons satisfy the resonance condition
N|, p||
7 - —
mec

n to
= 0,

(30)

co

whith n the harmonic number, y = 1 / V(l - v2/c2) the relativistic mass factor and Pn s y me V|( the
momentum parallel to the magnetic field.
The wave absorption can be calculated directly by solving the dispersion relation with the
proper dielectric tensor for, e.g., complex k as a function of real co. In that case the wave
absorption is obtained from the imaginary part kj of the wave vector. A more useful way for
displaying the underlying physics and, in particular, the role of the wave polarization, is to calculate
the absorption by means of the energy balance equation [18,22]
V-S = - « I S I S - P a b s

(31)

where a is the absorption coefficient and, in the case of weak absorption, the power flux S and the
absorbed power P abs are given by
S(k,(o) = ji 0 Re(ExB*) -

1 3 coeh iS
-1 e 0
-Ej'E:
3k

(32)

and
P

abs =

me

oEiXijEj

(33)

with |J.O being the permeability of vacuum. The first term in the equation for the power flux is the
electromagnetic flux (Poynting vector) and the second represents the flux of kinetic energy due to
particles flowing coherently with the wave (this is also called the sloshing energy). This latter part is
generally small. The absorption coefficient and the imaginary part of the wave vector are related
through

a = 2 k: • — .

(34)

ISI
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The use of Eq.s (31) to (33) is particularly suitable to those cases in which wave dispersion to
a good approximation is given by the cold dispersion relation.
Much work has been done for a Maxwellian plasma, and the properties of the propagation and
absorption [18] are well-established. For the parameter range of typical ohmic tokamak experiments
(cop = coc and T = 1 keV), these can be summarized as follows. High absorption is found for the
first harmonic O-mode and the second harmonic X-mode at perpendicular propagation. The
absorption, of the first harmonic X-mode at perpendicular propagation is much weaker, because the
polarization of the X-mode is close to left-handed around the first harmonic. High absorption for
the first harmonic X-mode is found for oblique propagation and also for lower densities.
Under various circumstances the electron distribution function is non-Maxwellian. Typical
examples are a population of drifting, supra-thermal electrons in tokamaks and a loss-cone
distribution in magnetic mirror devices. The effects of such non-thermal features of the distribution
function are the subject of the first part of this thesis (Chapters 1 and 2).
3.3 APPLICATIONS TO A TOKAMAK.
Before discussing the use of electron cyclotron waves in a tokamak, it is instructive to analyze the
consequences of the results obtained from the cold-plasma dispersion relation (see Section 3.1) for
a tokamak plasma. In Fig. 10 the positions of the various cut-offs and of the Upper-Hybrid
resonance are indicated for a fixed frequency. It is seen that a wave injected in the X-mode from the
outside of the torus, i.e. the low-field side where coc < co, will encounter the low-density cut-off
co+ = co before it can reach the electron cyclotron resonance. A wave injected in the X-mode from
the inside, i.e. the high-field side, can reach the electron cyclotron resonance and, subsequently,
will propagate to the Upper-Hybrid resonance c o ^ = co, provided the plasma density remains
below that for the high-density cut-off co" = co. Waves injected in the O-mode can propagate freely
into the plasma from all directions, until the density exceeds that for the O-mode cut-off co = co.
Thus, the electron cyclotron resonance is accessible to waves injected in the O-mode as long as
C0p < co at the resonance.
Important applications of electron cyclotron waves in tokamaks are the measurement of
electron cyclotron emission for diagnostic purposes, and the injection of high-power electron
cyclotron waves for plasma heating or non-inductive current drive. For the first application the
second harmonic X-mode radiation at perpendicular propagation is of particular interest, as the
optical depth is highest for this mode and mostly well above 1. The plasma can then be regarded as
a black-body radiator, so the measurement of the radiation intensity at a certain frequency yields
direct information on the local temperature at the corresponding position of the second harmonic.
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FIG. 10
Poloidal cross-section showing the locations of the cut-offs and resonance of the X- and O-modes for a
case with a central density above the high-density cut-off of the X-mode.

For the same reason the second harmonic X-mode at perpendicular propagation would also be
the most suitable for heating purposes. At present, however, the availability of high-power sources
constrains the frequencies to lower values, and thus one prefers the use of the first harmonic
O-mode at perpendicular propagation as this allows operation at higher magnetic field. The optical
depth for this mode is usually above 1 in present-day tokamaks, so more than 70% of the injected
power is absorbed. When, however, the electron cyclotron resonance is located at the edge of the
plasma where the temperature is relatively low, the optical depth becomes much smaller than 1 and
that absorption is very poor. In Chapters 3 and 5 some aspects of electron cyclotron heating in
tokamaks are addressed.
For driving a current, one uses the possibility to heat preferentially electrons travelling in one
direction. This increases the energy of these electrons with respect to those travelling in the opposite
direction. Since the collision time for a particle increases with its energy, the heated electrons lose
their momentum more slowly. Thus, a net flow of electrons in the direction of the heated electrons
is obtained corresponding to a current flowing in the opposite direction [23]. As can be seen from
the resonance condition, Eq. (30), this requires a finite N((. This means that the first harmonic
X-mode is most suitable for this purpose, as it has the highest absorption for oblique propagation.
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4 SUMMARY OF THE THESIS.
In this section a summary of the work reported in this thesis is given.
PART 1 THEORY OF ELECTRON CYCLOTRON WAVES.
In Chapter 1 the absorption and emission of electron cyclotron waves in a thermal plasma with a
small population of supra-thermal, streaming electrons is examined. The distribution function that is
used, consists of a bulk Maxwellian distribution and a small fraction of streaming electrons which
have a Maxwellian distribution in the co-moving frame. The contribution to the dielectric tensor of
these streaming electrons is calculated in the co-moving frame and, subsequently, transformed to
the laboratory frame with the appropriate Lorentz transformation. Thus, optimum use is made of the
well-known properties of the dielectric tensor for a Maxwellian distribution. The absorption is
obtained from the energy balance equation, the emissivity is calculated using Kirchhoff s law for
the bulk electrons and a Lorentz-transformed Kirchhoff s law for the streaming electrons. It is
shown that the absorption of both the first harmonic X- and O-modes is significantly affected by the
streaming electrons, the effect being largest for the O-mode. Also the polarization of the X-mode is
found to be influenced by the streaming electrons.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the properties of electron cyclotron waves in a plasma with a pure
loss-cone distribution. The main interest of loss-cone type distribution functions comes from the
fact that they can give rise to negative absorption, i.e. instability, because there are regions in
momentum space where df / dp^ is positive. This effect is known as the electron cyclotron maser
or loss-cone instability. Also the dispersion properties of the X-mode are changed by the loss-cone
anisotropy. Among others, additional cut-offs and resonances are found, which in some cases lead
to a third branch of X-mode propagation between the slow and fast X-mode branches. In this
chapter the results of a numerical study of these effects for a Dory-Guest-Harris type distribution
and for a loss-cone distribution with rounded edges are presented. A systematic discussion of the
changes of the X-mode dispersion and of the regions in parameter space (the electron density and
temperature, etc.) where these changes are found, is given. In a parameter regime where the
dispersion of the X-mode is unaffected, i.e. at relatively high density and low temperature, a
comparison of the strength of the loss-cone instability for both types of distribution functions is
made for both the first and second harmonic X-mode. The largest negative absorption, for the
Dory-Guest-Harris distribution function, is present for perpendicular propagation, whereas for a
loss-cone distribution it is found at finite N||. This difference can serve as a diagnostic to discern the
two loss-cone type distributions.
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PART 2 STUDIES ON TRANSPORT AND INSTABILITIES IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS.
In Chapter 3 we report on the 1-D transport code simulations that were performed to assist the
interpretation of the Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) experiments on the TFR tokamak. An
introduction is given to the transport code that was used for the simulations reported in this chapter
and in Chapter 5. Two main topics of the experimental program are addressed, viz. bulk heating
and MHD mode control experiments.
The main purpose of the simulations of the bulk heating experiments was to study the
behaviour of transport and confinement during ECH. Experimentally, three plasma regimes were
identified, namely the Low-Current regime characterized by clean plasma conditions, low plasma
current (q^, > 3.2), and a low level of MHD activity, the High-Current regime characterized by clean
plasma conditions, high plasma current (qa < 3.2), and a high level of MHD activity, and the
Iron-Dominated regime characterized by high levels of metallic impurities. Discharges from all three
regimes were simulated. The main conclusion of this work is that the confinement degradation
during ECH is consistent with a x e ~ T e 0 5 scaling of the anomalous heat conductivity, with the
exception of discharges in the Low-Current regime which had an exceptionally good ohmic
confinement, but showed a large deterioration of the confinement already at low power ECH.
During ECH, however, discharges in the Low-Current regime were almost indistinguishable from
discharges in the High-Current regime and could be satisfactorily simulated with the scaling of the
anomalous heat conductivity for the High-Current regime. It is concluded that ECH makes the
plasma conditions of the Low-Current regime equal to those of the High-Current regime.
The MHD mode control experiments were aimed at suppression of the m=2, n=l magnetic
islands by tailoring the temperature and current density profiles. The experiments were simulated
using quasi-linear theory of tearing modes to calculate the effects of the profile changes on the width
of the m=2, n=l magnetic islands. Two discrepancies between the experimental findings and the
results of the simulations were found. First, in the simulations complete suppression of the
magnetic islands was only obtained for ECH very close to the q=2 surface, whereas in the
experiments complete suppression was obtained for a much broader range of heating positions.
Secondly, in the simulations the suppression was only temporary, while in the experiment the mode
could be suppressed during a full 300 ms ECH pulse. It is concluded that the experimental results
cannot be explained by the effects of profile tailoring alone.
In Chapter 4 we return to this last problem and give a systematic analysis of the requirements on
local heating or non-inductive current drive for tearing mode stabilization by profile tailoring. To
this end a simple model is developed to evaluate the profile changes in steady state due to welllocalized heating or current drive. This model is then employed to calculate the consequences of
these changes for the stability of the m=2, n=l tearing mode in case of an initially unstable profile.
Scans are made in heating power and position and, similarly, in the amount of driven current and its
position to obtain the regions in parameter space where complete stabilization of the mode is
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obtained. It is found that the effect of local heating is extremely sensitive to its exact localization,
such that it will in practice be impossible to obtain complete stabilization of the mode in steady state
by this method, in agreement with the results presented in the previous chapter. Non-inductive
current drive, on the other hand, is shown to be an attractive method for mode stabilization.
Expressions are given for the required current and its localization which ensure that complete
stabilization is obtained.
In Chapter 5 transport code simulations of sawteething discharges in the T-10 tokamak are
discussed. The aim of these simulations is to compare the predictions of different models for the
sawtooth oscillations with the experimental findings. For this purpose two models were chosen and
incorporated in the transport code which are each representative for a wider class of sawtooth
models. The main difference between these models is the mechanism assumed for the sawtooth
collapse. In the first model the collapse is a consequence of the complete reconnection
('reconnection model'), as originally proposed by Kadomtsev. In the second model the collapse is
attributed to enhanced radial transport caused by turbulence ('turbulent model') which is generated
at some critical point in the evolution of the m=l, n=l magnetic island. First, a thorough
comparison of both models is made on the basis of a simulation of sawteeth in an ohmic discharge.
Among other features the heat pulse generated by the sawtooth collapse is analyzed. Next, the
influence of central and off-axis ECH on the sawtooth dynamics is studied. The results obtained
with the turbulent model did compare very well with experimental data on such points as the overall
Te-profile, the sawtooth amplitude, the heat pulse generated by the sawtooth collapse, as well as the
changes in sawtooth amplitude and period as caused by additional heating. It was not posssible,
however, to obtain satisfactory simulations with the reconnection model. The sawtooth amplitudes,
in particular in the case of central ECH, obtained with the reconnection model were too large and the
temperature profiles were too broad. These shortcomings are a consequence of the general
properties of the reconnection process and, consequently, also apply to any other model in which
the sawtooth collapse is ascribed to complete reconnection. It is concluded that the sawtooth
collapse in T-10 must be attributed to enhanced radial transport and is not a consequence of
complete reconnection.
Chapter 6, finally, has the character of a comment rather than being a research paper, and reflects
the author's view on the present status of knowledge of the sawtooth phenomenon, both
experimental and theoretical. First, the available experimental data are reviewed. Next, when
considering the theoretical models, two classes of sawtooth models are identified based on the
mechanism assumed for the sawtooth collapse, viz. the class of mixing models and the class of
turbulent models. In the mixing models the collapse is a consequence of the mixing of the central
plasma caused by (complete) reconnection or by the plasma flows associated with the ideal m=l,
n=l internal kink mode. In the turbulent models the collapse is ascribed to enhanced radial transport
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that, e.g., is caused by turbulence generated at some critical point in the evolution of a m=l, n=l
magnetic island. It is pointed out that, while all experimental data can be explained by one of the
available models, they are not consistent with one single model. Instead, it is suggested that there
are two discharge regimes in which the sawteeth have different features and have a different
explanation: a high-shear regime in which the safety factor on axis q o can be well below 1 and the
sawteeth can be described by a turbulent model, and a low-shear regime in which q 0 = 1 and the
sawteeth can be described by a mixing model.
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ELECTRON CYCLOTRON ABSORPTION AND EMISSION
IN THE PRESENCE OF A SMALL POPULATION OF
STREAMING ELECTRONS
M. BORNATICI,* U. RtlFFINA* and E. WKSTKRHOFt
•Physics Department "A. Volia". l'ni\ersil\ nf Pa via. Hawa. Italy and ^Association I!uraU>n-l()M.
t-OM-lnstituut voor Plasmafysica "Rijnhui/cn". Nicuwcgcin. The Netherlands
(Ktvi'iii'd 16 Aufiusi I9K5)
Abstract—The electron cyclotron absorption and emission in Ihc presence of a small population of electrons
in motion relative to an isolropic Maxwellian bulk are investigated for the case for which the distribution
of the streaming electrons is Maxwellian in the co-moving frame. The dieleclric lensor accounting for the
complete relativistic cyclotron resonance condition is used and the contribution from the streaming electrons
to the absorption as well as to the emission is evaluated by Lorentz-transforming from the co-moving
to the laboratory frame the dielectric tensor and Kirchhoff's law. A detailed numerical study of the profile
of both the absorption and radiation tempeiature of the ordinary as well as the extraordinary mode around
the first harmonic is performed and the corresponding scaling with respect to the relevant parameters
is discussed.

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
MOST of the theoretical work on the electron cyclotron absorption and emission in
non-thermal plasmas containing a small population of high energy electrons (superthermals or runaways) in relative motion with respect to a thermal bulk is based on
the derivation of the dielectric tensor for a model distribution which possesses the
relevant non-thermal features and the (numerical) solution of the corresponding
dispersion relation, from which both the spatial damping rate in some specific direction
and the optical thickness are obtained. The emission coefficient, on the other hand,
is evaluated without considering the possibility of making use of a Kirchhoff-type
law specific to the non-thermal distribution under consideration (FIDONE et ai, 1980a,

b; Wv et ai, 1981).
In this paper the problem of the evaluation of the coefficient of cyclotron absorption
and emission for an electron distribution comprising two components in relative
motion is re-examined with the purpose of both stressing the physics of the processes
involved and exploiting as much as possible the results available for a Maxwellian
distribution.
For displaying the relevant physics of the absorption it is convenient to utilize the
energy balance equation to obtain the absorption coefficient a. = 2ImkS/|S|, i.e. the
spatial damping rate along the direction of propagation of the power flux density
S, in the form (BORNATICI et a/., 1983)
_ co E*-eo-E
4JT
|S|
where, to lowest significant order in the finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects,
E*-£a- E = ea.xx\Ex - i£,| 2 + 2ea,X;Re{(Ex - iEy)E?} + ea.z:\E:\\
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(2)
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with iea the anti-Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor c, and E = (Ex, Ey, E.) the
wave-electric field [the r-direction being that of the static magnetic field and the wave
propagation being in the (r, r)-plane]. As for the power flux density S in equation
(1), it comprises both the electromagnetic flux (Poynting vector) and the flux of kinetic
energy due to the coherent motion of the particles in the wave (flux of sloshing energy),
(he former being, in general, dominant with respect to the latter in the electron
cyclotron frequency range. The wave polarization that enters explicitly into equation
(1) and equation (2) is determined from the wave equation A(k,w)E = 0, where A =
/V2(fct - I) + c is the cispersion tensor, with N = N±x + NKi the wave refractive index,
/Vj = iV1(/Vi]) being solution of the (cold) dispersion relation det [A(k,w) = 0.
The purpose of this paper is the evaluation of the absorption (and emission}
coefficient (I) for an electron distribution that comprises a small population of (high
energy) electrons in motion with respect to an isotropic Maxweliian bulk, i.e. the
electron distribution is of the form

/ = ( ! -'?)//> +

tf*

(3)

with/f, and/ s , respectively, the distribution of the bulk and of the streaming electrons,
the latter being weighed with respect to the bulk by the parameter»/ <§ 1. With regard
to the absorption coefficient (1), whereas the contributions from the streaming
electrons to both the Poynting vector (a: S) and the wave dispersion, as well as to
that part of the wave polarization for which the cold-plasma approximation is
appropriate, is of order rj with respect to that from the bulk, and, therefore, can be
disregarded to lowest order in tj, the corresponding contribution to £„.„, as well as
to the components of the wave polarization for which the thermal effects are significant,
is proportional also to the streaming energy and can therefore be significant notwithstanding the smallness of r\. In particular, as it will be discussed later on, for the first
harmonic extraordinary mode, the elliptically polarized component Ex — i£ y of the
wave can be significantly affected by the streaming electrons.
The distribution of the streaming electrons fs to be considered in this paper is a
(relativistic) isotropic Maxweliian in the co-moving frame, that is the frame with respect
to which the streaming electrons are at rest, so that the corresponding dielectric tensor
in the co-moving frame, Ey, is known in its fully relativistic form (BORNATICI and
RuFFtNA, 1985). The corresponding dielectric tensor in the laboratory frame, i.e. the
frame with respect to which the streaming electrons move, can then be conveniently
evaluated by applying the Lorentz transformation to £|y (Section 2), thus avoiding
the laborious calculation of the explicit derivation of ej, (FIDONE et al., 1980a, b).
Furthermore, as for the contribution from the streaming electrons to the cyclotron
emission, this can be evaluated simply from the Lorentz-transformed KirchhofF's law
that yields the emissivity in terms of the absorption coefficient (1), as shown in
Section 2. With such an approach, therefore, the evaluation of the absorption and
emission in the presence of a streaming motion is conveniently reduced to that for
a Maxweliian plasma at rest, for which a considerable amount of work has been done
(BORNATICI et al., 1983).

Given the complexity of the dielectric tensor in its fully relativistic form, the quantitative evaluation of the absorption coefficient (1) can only be done numerically and
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the results of a detailed numerical analysis are discussed in Section 3. Finally, the
conclusions of this work are summarized in Section 4.
2. THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION OF THE DIELECTRIC
TENSOR AND KIRCHHOFFS LAW

The dielectric tensor in the presence of a streaming motion can be conveniently
evaluated in terms of the dielectric tensor for a plasma at rest, taken to be known,
by utilizing the Lorentz transformation. More specifically, we consider a group of
electrons moving along the static magnetic field B o = Boi with uniform velocity v0
relative to an observer in the laboratory frame and obtain the corresponding dielectric
tensor E\J by applying the Lorentz transformation to the dielectric tensor in the comoving frame, e\j. For wave propagation in the (x, z)-plane of the laboratory frame,
the transverse (with respect to the streaming direction £) components of Ei} are simply
given by (MELROSE, 1973; TAMOR, 1978)
% - &u = 7od - NHv0)2(e:u - 6J, (\,j = x,y)
whereas for the longitudinal components £iz, i = x, y, z, one has
TAMOR,

(4)
(MELROSE,

1973;

1978)

e« = 7o(l - Ar,,»0)Ce« + H±P~o(£'xx - 1)],
£yz = Vo(l - W n y 0 )(ey 2 + NiPos'yx),
2

e» = e'zz + 2NLpoe'xz + (NLp0) (e'xx - 1),

(5)
(6)

(7)

with £ij = £i;(N, w) the dielectric tensor in the laboratory frame, and e|j = £|y(N', w')
the dielectric tensor in the co-moving frame. The wave frequency a/ and the refractive
index N' = k'cjca' = N'±x + N'vz in the co-moving frame are related to the corresponding quantities in the laboratory frame by (MELROSE, 1973; POMRANING, 1973)
w' = Vo(l -N\\v0)(o,

(8)

1

N' 1 = [y o (l-N||t'o)]- JV i ,

(9)

AT', = 0 - ^ 0 ) - ' ( N i l - t > o ) ,

(10)

where y0 = (1 — «o)~* = (1 + Po)*> w 'th "o and p 0 ( = 7o«o), respectively, the streaming
velocity and momentum in units of the speed of light.
From the transformation equations (4)-{7) it appears that (i) together with the effect
of the streaming motion contained in the factor [yo(l — N]\Vo)], that is related to the
frequency transformation (8), there is a cross-effect proportional to NLp0 which enters
the longitudinal components (5}~(1) and couples different elements of the dielectric
tensor; (ii) the explicit effect of the streaming on ezz occurs via Nj_p0, only; (iii) the
factor (1 — TV || tJ0) as well as the functional dependence of e^ on the streaming motion,
cf. equations (8H'O), make the dielectric tensor in the laboratory frame dependent
on the sign of N f, in particular, for perpendicular propagation in the laboratory frame,
i.e. for N|| = 0 , both zxz and eyz are not zero (recall that for a distribution that is even
in pn, as characteristic of the case of no streaming, the elements exx, eyy, exy and ezz
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are even functions of N\\, whereas sx: and ey: are odd with respect to N\\, with ex: =
cyz = 0 for AT || =0).
With reference to the Lorentz transformation (8)—(10), one sees that, to lowest order
in iV|ji~0, the strength of the parallel refractive index is increased or decreased by an
amount equal to v0, depending on whether N\\ is negative or positive, a second order
streaming effect appearing through both the factor 70, which has to do with the
relativistic time dilatation and yields the so-called transverse Doppler effect, and the
combination N\\Vo, which itself depends on the sign of N\\ and yields the familiar
longitudinal Doppler effect. Note, in particular, that a>'N'± = coN±, i.e. k'x = kx, so
that the contribution to the dielectric tensor connected with the finiteness of the
electron Larmor radius is unaffected by the streaming motion.
For the case to be considered here, the distribution of the streaming electrons is
taken to be an isotropic Maxwellian in the co-moving frame, the corresponding
dielectric tensor gy being thus known in its fully relativistic form. As for the antiHermitian part, e'aiij, of ey, limiting ourselves to the lowest significant order in the
FLR effects, so that e'axx = gj,iW, = ie'a,xy, i!axz = — iej, one has (BORNATICI and
RUFFINA, 1985) around the n-th harmonic, n 2: 1,
(11)

an(r~JfiXl'-lNlxGn(N'n),

(12)
(13)

with
c~>>

1
2"n!

(He

(.4)

H = me2JT, an inverse temperature variable; Ki denotes the modified Bessel function
of the second kind and has to do with the normalization of the relativistic Maxwellian
distribution; X = [(CJ/<OC)N±]2/I-1
is the FLR parameter [which is invariant with
respect to the transformations (8) and (9)]. The (profile) functions G and H in (12)
and (13) are defined by

(16)
the function ^ , + 3/2, with q a positive integer, being defined by
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w^" 1 -""' 2 -

(17)

with (W||)2 < 1. The (relativistic) profile variable x'n is
(18)
whereas the argument of the modified Bessel functions of the first kind lq + i is

with

(N\})2 + tej - 1 = bod - WiiiJo)]-2^2! + ( ^ Y ~n>0.

(20)

Note that both ^,+3/2 and Hn and, hence, e'axx and e'aaz are even with respect to N'p
whereas Gn and, consequently e'ax2 are odd.
For the particular case of perpendicular propagation with respect to the laboratory
frame, i.e. for N\\ = 0 , so that a>' = yoix>, N'± = Nx/yo and N\\ — —v0, the antiHermitian part of the dielectric tensor in the laboratory frame, which follows from
(4H7) combined with (11)—(13), is

= 0) =

) Vd"~l&n + 3l2{Po),

flB[

ea.«(N,| = 0) = an—fiX--1N1po^n+5,2(Po),

(21)
(22)

(0

«.«(Afn = 0 ) = a n A " - 1 ^ i | | i r ^ J

- 1 |J ir n + 3/2(Po)-2(M+ l)J% + 5 / 2 (M(23)

the profile function ^,+3/2(po), q = n;n+ \, being obtained from (17) with \N\t | = r 0 ,
-"(^o-i);

( 2 4 )

Wo/
with x n 3 fi(na)c/a) — 1) ( ^ 0) and

In the limit of no streaming motion, expressions (21H23) and the profile function
(24) reduce to the corresponding quantities obtained for a Maxwellian plasma
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and RUFFINA, 1985); for n = 1 and in the weakly relativistic approximation,
i.e. }'o =: I + Po/2, one recovers the expressions for Ba,n(N \\ = 0) given by FIDONE
et al. (1980a).
Concerning the Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor, £(,,„, for most cases of
practical interest it suffices to take the cold plasma limit for all the harmonics with
the exception of the first one, for which the thermal effects are, in general, significant
(BORNATICI et al., 1983). In this latter case one obtains £'hij in terms of a one-dimensional
integration which has to be carried out numerically (BORNATICI and RUFFINA, 1985),
the corresponding a/,,^ being then obtained by using (4)-(7).
As for the emission from a population of electrons in motion with respect to the
laboratory frame, for the case for which the distribution is Maxwellian in the
co-moving frame, the corresponding emission in the laboratory frame can be conveniently obtained by Lorentz-transforming Kirchhoff's law that holds in the comoving frame. By noting that the specific intensity times N~2, with Nr the ray refractive
index, transforms as a>3, which is a generalization of the transforming properties of
the case Nr = 1 considered by POMRANING (1973), the emissivity j , i.e. the power per
unit volume radiated per unit of solid angle and frequency, in the laboratory frame
is related to the corresponding absorption coefficient a by
(BORNATICI

t

J

2T

' Ml-N&)*£&*'

(26)

where a>2T/8n3c2 is the black-body intensity in the laboratory frame (the temperature
is, however, that in the co-moving frame). Whereas the combined effect of the streaming
motion and N n tends to increase the emissivity with respect to the value corresponding
to N\\v0 = 0, the opposite holds for the relativistic effect related to y0- Furthermore,
to lowest order in both pi and N \\ v0, relation (26) reduces to the well-known Kirchhoff's
law for a thermal plasma.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of a small population of streaming electrons on both the electron cyclotron absorption and emission have been investigated on the basis of the Lorentz
transformation and the fully relativistic dielectric tensor. We consider a Maxwellian
bulk with (ojp/coc)2 = 0.3 and temperature Tb = 1 keV, in the presence of streaming
electrons with density relative to the bulk equal to >/ = 5%, the corresponding
temperature Ts and streaming momentum p 0 being parameters to be specified later
on.
As for the absorption, we analyse in detail the absorption profile, namely, the
absorption coefficient a in units of a>p/(c<yc) versus the (bulk) profile variable
xb = (mc2/Tb)(wc/a> - 1), and the corresponding dependence on both the magnitude
and sign of the parallel refractive index /Vy, as well as on p0 and Ts. In Fig. 1, the
absorption profile of the first harmonic extraordinary (X) mode is shown for
TV|| = +0.3, and superthermals with temperature Ts = 4 keV (= 4Tb) and streaming
momentum (in units of me) />o/mc = 0.2 (corresponding to a thermal velocity
v,/c s (Tj/mc2)1 = 0.088 a 0.45 vo/c and 70 ^ 1-02). With respect to the single-peaked
thermal profile (BORNATICI et al., 1985), given by the t\ = 0-curve, the most relevant
feature of the non-thermal profile is a double-peaked structure which depends
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FIG. 1.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic extraordinary mode for NN = +0.3;
the profile variable xt = (mc2/Ti,)((uc/oj - 1); bulk parameters: (tup/<oc)2 = 0.3; Tk = I keV;
parameters of the superthermals: relative density IJ = 5%; Ts = 4 keV; p<>/mc = 0.2.

significantly on the sign oiNf, namely, (i) for N\\ = — 0.3 the non-thermal contribution
to the absorption occurs far away in the low frequency (a> < a>c) wing of the thermal
profile and results in a hump that is about a factor two lower and somewhat broader
than the bulk feature, the peak of the latter being slightly lifted with respect to that
of the r\ = 0-profile; (ii) for N u = 0.3, instead, it is the high-frequency (a> > <oc) portion
of the thermal profile that is mainly affected by the superthermals, the corresponding
contribution to the absorption tending to pile up at frequencies just below the
maximum frequency for which there is absorption (recall that a # 0 provided that
iV jj + (coc/co)2 — 1 > 0, such a condition being Lorentz invariant). A tiny peak is thus
produced on the ca > coc-side of the bulk profile, towards higher frequencies and lifted
somewhat more than that corresponding to N\\ = —0.3.
The frequency range relevant to the absorption by the streaming electrons has to
do with the frequency shift produced by the streaming motion and resulting from
the combined Doppler effect and the relativistic time dilatation, according to the
Lorentz transformation (8). Whereas the relativistic shift due to the time dilatation
is always downward and depends on the strength of y0, the Doppler shift depends
on both the sign and magnitude of N n iJ0. For N\\ < 0, the Doppler and relativistic shifts
are in the same direction so that co < u>', i.e. the absorption by the streaming electrons
occurs at frequencies lower than those characteristic of the absorption in the absence
of streaming. The downward shift is the larger the higher the streaming momentum
Po is, as it appears from Fig. 2 where the absorption profile for the first harmonic
X-mode is shown for JV|| = —0.3 and po/mc = 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6. From Fig. 2, one also
sees that the absorption by the streaming electrons increases with po, such a scaling
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FIG. 2.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic extraordinary mode for JVn = —0.3
and po/mc = 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

resulting mainly from the increasing strength of the elliptically polarized component
of the wave as one goes to lower frequencies, as will be discussed later. For N\\ > 0,
instead, the Doppler shift is upward and prevails over the down-shift due to the Lorentz
time dilatation whenever N^> No = (}'o — l)/po(< 1), with a consequent piling-up of
the absorption next to the (relativistic) cutoff of the absorption profile, whereas the
two shifts tend to compensate each other for N\\ « No. For larger streaming velocities
and/or quasi-perpendicular propagation such that JVu < No, the absorption tends to
occur at frequencies lower than those in the absence of streaming, as for the N$ < 0case. Examples for which N\\ k, No are displayed in Fig. 3 where the absorption profile
of the first harmonic X-mode is shown for Ny = 0.3 and different values of the streaming. The remarkable difference with respect to the #n = — 0.3-case shown in Fig. 2
is apparent; in particular, (i) the profile width is larger than that of the bulk as a
result of the fact that Ts > Tb, (ii) the non-thermal peak has a non-monotonous
dependence on p0, the double-peaked profile for Nn> No turning into a single peaked
structure for N\\ * No, in this latter case the non-thermal features being embedded
in the bulk one.
A further effect on the absorption produced by the streaming motion has to do
with the effective parallel refractive index N\t, given by the Lorentz transformation
(10), which depends on the sign and magnitude of both (TVH - tJ0) and Nnv0. Thus,
for AT || < 0, it is iVj, < 0 with

an increasing function of both \N\\\ and v0, with the result that, for the Doppler regime
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FIG. 3.—The same as in Fig. 2 for Nu = 0.3. The thermal profile, tj = 0-curve, is also shown.

et ah, 1983), the non-thermal feature of the profile broadens as p0 increases,
as is apparent from Fig. 2 (the larger broadening with respect to the bulk has mainly
to do with the fact that Ts > Tb). For N \\ > 0, on the other hand, JV'n is negative or
positive depending on whether vo>N\\ or i>o<N\\, respectively, with |/V|||^/V||
forro ^ 2N||/(1 + A^Jthe values of|W'n | being typically smaller than those corresponding to the case N\\ < 0, with the result that the effect on the profile width is less evident.
Furthermore, both from Fig. 1 and comparing the profiles of Figs. 2 and 3 for the
same value of p0, it appears that the non-thermal peak of the N:i > 0-profile is higher
than that for JV n < 0, which is a consequence of both the effective parallel refractive
index being smaller for Nn > 0 than it is for AT „ <0(e.g. N'^Nu = 0.3) s> 0.24|JV]| |(JV||
= —0.3); recall the \N\\\~'-scaling of the absorption of the X-mode in the tenuousplasma limit (BORNATFCI et al, 1983) and the different behaviour of the wave
polarization.
(BORNATICI

In fact, a good deal of the physics of the absorption can be displayed by considering
the mode polarization (BORNATICI et al, 1983). for |AT||| $0.3, it is the left-handed
elliptically polarized (in a plane perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field)
component of the wave (Ex — \Ey) that yields the dominant contribution to the absorption of the A'-mode. From the profile of | £ , - \Ey\2j\Ey\2, shown in Fig. 4, it appears
that (i) the deviations of the wave polarization from circular increase as one moves
from the frequency range relevant to the bulk absorption (|xb| ^ 20) into the frequency
range where the non-thermal absorption occurs (30^Xb^90 for N\\ = - 0 . 3 , and
xi % —20 for JV|| = 0.3, as seen from Fig. 1), the sharp rise on the CD > wc-side of the
profile being due to the influence of the nearby upper hybrid resonance; (ii) with respect
to the bulk (the r\ — 0-curve), the most significant contribution to the polarization
from the streaming electrons occurs to the left (to > coc) of the dip in the polarization
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FIG. 4.—Profile of the contribution to the absorption of the first harmonic extraordinary
mode from the elliptically polarized component of the wave, for the same parameters as
in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 5.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic extraordinary mode with (full line) and
without (dashed line) the contribution of the superthermals to the mode polarization. The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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profile, the corresponding decreasing effect on the absorption being shown in Fig. 5,
where the absorption profile of the A'-mode is displayed with (full line, that is the
same as in Fig. 1) and without (dashed line) the contribution to the polarization from
the streaming electrons.
As for the absorption profile of the first harmonic ordinary (0) mode, this is shown
in Figs. 6-8 for the same parameters as for the A'-mode. One notes that (i) the modifications with respect to the bulk produced by the streaming motion are stronger for
the O-mode than for the A'-mode (BORNATICI and ENGELMANN, 1978), and more significant for N|| > 0 than for N\\ < 0; (ii) whereas the profile has a double-peaked structure
for Nn < 0, cf. Fig. 7, it is single-peaked for N\\ > 0, as shown in Fig. 8, even for those
values of p0 for which the corresponding profile of the A'-mode develops a dip, cf.
Fig. 3. As for the mode polarization, for \Nn \ ;$ 0.3, the dominant contribution to the
non-thermal absorption comes from the linearly polarized (along the magnetic field)
component of the wave, in contrast with the bulk absorption for which the contribution
from the elliptically polarized component is as important as that from the linearly
polarized component (BORNATICI et al, 1985). Furthermore, for propagation with
respect to the magnetic field at an angle such that N y > 0 and streaming velocities
sufficiently large, the O-mode absorption is comparable with or larger than that
corresponding to the A'-mode (TAMOR, 1978), as shown in Fig. 9 where the absorption
profile of both the O and the A'-mode are displayed for Nn = 0.3 and p o /mc = 0.4;
0.5; 0.6, the superthermals yielding by far the most dominant contribution to the
absorption of the O-mode, as it appears also from Figs. 10 and 11 where the O-mode
absorption is shown for N\\ = 0.0; ±0.3, a streaming parameter y0 = 1.5 (po/mc ^
1.118), the temperature of the streaming electrons being, respectively, Ts = 7* = 1 keV
~ 6 x 10" 2 tJ0) and Ts = 20 Tb = 20 keV (vs/c = 0.27 v0). The frequency shift for
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FIG. 6.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic ordinary mode for the same parameters
as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic ordinary mode for IV n = —0.3 and
Po/mc = 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

Nn = —0.3 is so large that the low-frequency portion of the corresponding absorption
profile is strongly affected by the cutoff at a> = <x>p. Note also that the absorption
by the streaming electrons decreases as the effective parallel refractive index N\
increases, such a scaling being typical of the 0-mode (BORNATICI et al., 1983). From
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FIG. 8.—The same as in Fig. 7 for Ntl = 0.3. The thermal profile, t) = 0-curve, is also shown.
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FIG. 9.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic of both the ordinary (full line) and
extraordinary (dashed line) mode for Ntl = 0.3 and po/mc = 0.4; 0.5; 0.6, together with the
r\ = 0-profile; the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

the comparison of Figs. 10 and 1!, it appears that the absorption decreases as Ts
increases, in agreement with the scaling obtained by describing the streaming electrons
with a (5-like distribution.
Regarding the emission, this can be conveniently expressed in terms of the radiation temperature T, = C&n3c2/N2<o2)(j/a) (BEKEFI, 1966), where the total emissivity
;' = jb + js is obtained from Kirchhoff's law for the bulk together with the Lorentztransformed Kirchhoff's law (26) for the streaming electrons, with the result that
1

Ts 1

yo(l-Nllvo)Tb'Xs}

(27)

with a = ab + as the total absorption coefficient, ab and as denoting the absorption
coefficient (1) where ea,\j is due, respectively, to the bulk and the streaming electrons.
For the frequency range for which the contribution to the right-hand side of (27) from
the streaming electrons is dominant with respect to that from the bulk (for Nn < 0 ,
this corresponds to the low-frequency side of the absorption profile), it is
1

(28)

which, for a given N\\,is independent of both the harmonic number and the mode.
In particular, for N n < 0, it is T, < Ts, with T, a decreasing function of po, whereas
for N || > 0, it is Tr > Ts or Tr < Ts depending on whether Nn is, respectively, larger
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FIG. 10.—The absorption profile of the first harmonic ordinary mode for a streaming
parameter y0 = 1.5 and temperature T, = I keV; the other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 1 and the case A/« = 0 is also shown. The value of the eflective parallel refractive index
is indicated within parentheses.
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FIG. 11.—The same as in Fig. 10, but with T, = 20 keV.
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or smaller than (y0 - \)/po- On the other hand, for p0 = 0, (28) yields Tr = T5, as
required for a Maxwellian plasma at rest (BEKEFI, 1966).
As illustrative results of a numerical analysis of the radiation temperature (27), the
dependence of Tr/Tb on the profile variable xb = (mc2/Ti,)(wc/w — 1) is shown in
Figs. 12-14 for the same plasma parameters as in Fig. 1 and for different values of
po- More in detail, Fig. 12 is for Nn = —0.3 and refers to the first harmonic, the same
profile being obtained for both the extraordinary and ordinary mode. One can see
the low-frequency plateau given by (28), extending up to the lowest frequency at which
there is absorption, and the high-frequency plateau T, = Tb at frequencies for which
the bulk is dominant (this plateau is cut-off at the frequency for which N* +
{WC/OJ)2 - 1 = 0 ) . The Tr-profile for N\\ = 0.3 is shown in Fig. 13 for the first harmonic
A'-mode and in Fig. 14 for the first harmonic 0-mode. It appears that (i) the profile
has a plateau-like behaviour, given by (28), in the frequency range around JVj) +
(ojc/co)2 — 1 = 0 , where the absorption is mainly due to the streaming electrons, cf.
Fig. 3 for the A'-mode and Fig. 8 for the 0-mode; (ii) going towards the resonance
ai ~ u)c (xb = 0) from the to > a)c-side, Tr decreases as the bulk absorption increases;
(iii) for the A'-mode, the bulk absorption tends to be dominant on the a> < wc-side
(cf. Fig. 3), so that Tr -* Tb; instead, for the 0-mode, it is the contribution from the
streaming electrons that dominates, cf. Fig. 8, with the result that Tr starts increasing
again, the corresponding profile thus exhibiting a broad dip. From a comparison of
Figs. 13 and 14, it appears that the non-thermal effect on the radiation temperature
is stronger for the 0-mode than for the X-mode.
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FIG. 12.—The radiation temperature (in units of the bulk temperature) as a function of the
profile variable xb = (mc2/Tb){wc/<o — 1), for the first harmonic of both the extraordinary and
ordinary mode, for N\t = —0.3 and po/mc = 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; the other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 13.—The same as in Fig. 12, for the first harmonic extraordinary mode, for JVn = 0.3.

4. C O N C L U S I O N S

The effects of a smail population of electrons in motion relative to a thermal bulk
on both the cyclotron absorption and emission have been investigated by Lorentztransforming the dielectric tensor as well as Kirchhoff's law. A detailed numerical
5
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FIG. 14.—The same as in Fig. 12, for the first harmonic ordinary mode, for N^ — 0.3.
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analysis of the absorption profile of the first harmonic of both the extraordinary and
ordinary mode has been performed, paying particular attention to the dependence
on both the sign of the parallel refractive index and the streaming momentum. The
radiation temperature has also been obtained and discussed, both analytically and
numerically. In general, it is the ordinary mode that is the most affected by the streaming motion.
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ABSTRACT.
The effect of loss-cone anisotropy on the dispersion and absorption properties of electron cyclotron
waves around the fundamental resonance and the second harmonic is studied. The dielectric tensor
for a Dory-Guest-Harris-type distribution and a loss-cone distribution with rounded edges is
calculated numerically. For both types of distribution functions the loss-cone anisotropy leads to a
variety of changes in the dispersion of the extraordinary mode around the fundamental resonance.
The occurrence of these changes in parameter space is studied systematically. Also the effect of the
inclusion of the full finite-Larmor-radius effects is assessed. The negative absorption, or wave
growth, caused by the loss-cone anisotropy is studied in detail. A comparison between the results
obtained for the two types of distribution functions as well as between the results around the
fundamental resonance and those around the second harmonic is made.
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1
INTRODUCTION.
Magnetic mirrors are a frequent phenomenon in both laboratory and space plasmas, giving rise to
anisotropic electron distributions with excess perpendicular (with respect to the equilibrium
magnetic field) energy. This anisotropy has an important effect on wave-particle interactions. For
example, it can give rise to amplification of electromagnetic waves around the electron cyclotron
resonance and its harmonics. This amplification can be regarded as inverse, perpendicular Landaudamping caused by an inversion of the perpendicular momentum derivative of the electron
distribution function, 9f/9p^ > 0. This so-called electron cyclotron maser is thought to be
responsible for certain types of solar radio emission (see e.g. [1]), the auroral kilometric radiation
(see e.g. [2]), and high levels of electron cyclotron radiation from mirror machines (see e.g. [3]).
For a recent review of this subject the reader is referred to Ref. [4], which also contains an
extensive bibliography.
Also the dispersion properties of, in particular, the X-mode can be significantly affected by the
loss-cone anisotropy [5-7]. In the discussion of these effects it is convenient to introduce the
parameter r\ = (co / coc)2 p., where co is the plasma frequency, coc is the electron cyclotron
frequency and |i is an inverse temperature parameter defined by (J. = m c 2 / T, m being the electron
mass, c the speed of light, and T the temperature. For r| » 1 (finite-density regime) and T) « 1
(tenuous-plasma regime) the wave dispersion is well described by the cold-plasma limit and the
tenuous-plasma limit, respectively [8]. In the intermediate regime (T| of order 1) wave dispersion is
significantly modified. In a Maxwellian plasma the resonance cut-off pair, separating the slow and
fast X-mode, gradually shifts to lower frequencies as r\ approaches 3. When r\ ~ 3, the resonance
disappears, and a new cut-off is formed at co = coc. Finally, the old and new cut-off connect and the
two branches of the X-mode merge for T) = 3/2 [5,9]. A similar behaviour is found for the case of
loss-cone distributions but at values of rj significantly above those for a Maxwellian plasma [5,6].
For lower values of r\, but still above 1, additional resonances and cut-offs are found [7]. Finally,
for T) < 1 these features disappear and the dispersion approaches the tenuous-plasma limit. These
results were obtained for perpendicular propagation neglecting all but lowest order finiteLarmor-radius effects [5-7]. Furthermore, in Ref. [6] the weakly relativistic approximation was
used. In Ref.s [5] and [7] only a distribution function of the Dory-Guest-Harris-type was
considered.
In this paper a numerical study of the absorption and dispersion properties of both the X- and
0-mode at perpendicular as well as oblique propagation is presented for two types of distribution
functions with a loss-cone feature: the first one is a relativistic Dory-Guest-Harris-type distribution
function, the second a modified Maxwellian having a loss-cone with a rounded edge. The reasons
for using a rounded edge rather than a sharp edge are purely computational, as the numerical
program developed for the calculation of the dielectric tensor cannot cope with such singularities in
the distribution function. This is, however, not expected to affect the conclusions significantly as
long as the width of the edge is not chosen too broad [10].
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section the two types of distribution functions
are defined and discussed. Subsequently, the dielectric tensor and the dispersion equation are
presented in Sections 3 and 4. To elucidate the changes in absorption and dispersion due to the
loss-cone anisofropy the changes to the dielectric tensor elements, calculated to lowest order finiteLarmor-radius efects, are discussed in detail in Section 5. In Section 6, the corresponding results of
the dispersion calculations around the fundamental resonance are presented. Then, the effects of the
inclusion of the full finite-Larmor-radius effects are addressed briefly in Section 7. In Section 8,
wave absorption around the second harmonic is treated and compared with that around the
fundamental resonance. Also a detailed comparison between the results obtained for the two types
of distribution functions is made. In the final section a summary of the results and the conclusions
are given.
Throughout the paper, the following conventions and coordinate system are adopted:
-The indices 1 (perpendicular) and II (parallel) refer to directions relative to the magnetic field.
-The coordinate system is chosen with the x-axis along the perpendicular component of the wave
vector, kj_, and the z-axis along the magnetic field (see Fig. 1).
-Normalized momenta, p, will be used defined by p = y v / c, where v is the velocity, c the speed
of light, and y is the relativistic mass factor y = 1 / "i( 1 - (v/c) 2 ) = V(l + p 2 ).
-The distribution functions are normalized according to J dp f(p) = 1.

kz =

ky=O
k K =KL

FIG. 1

The system of coordinates used throughout this paper.
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2 THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS.
Two types of loss-cone distributions are studied. The first one, a relativistic Dory-Guest-Harristype (subsequently referred to as DGH) distribution function, is defined by [5, 7]
f(p) = Cj(n) px2J e-mr

(1)

whith C:( | i ) s (i.i+1 [4 n V j ! K:+2( n )]"*, j is the loss-cone index (j = 0 corresponds to the
relativistic Maxwellian), and K v is the modified Bessel function of order v. The second type, a
modified Maxwellian having a loss-cone with a rounded edge (referred to as LC distribution), is
defined by [10]

with
C( n, * „ , , , D ) = \i \ 4 7C K2( fi)

{

1 + D In -

I

e'

where \p = PH / p is the cosine of the pitch angle, \)/ loss s cos 8 ]oss , 6 loss being the loss-cone angle,
and D is the width of the edges of the loss-cone. The limit D = 0 corresponds to the sharp edged
loss-cone, and D = 0 and 0 loss = 0 yields the relativistic Maxwellian. It is instructive to compare the
average kinetic energy, W s (<y> - 1) m c2, and the anisotropy parameter, A = <p^2> / 2 <P||2>,
for both distribution functions. The average kinetic energy of the DGH distribution function is [11]

Wnr,H= \1^L

+ J±r^-1\

mC2,

(3)

which to lowest order in |i~' reduces to W = (3/2 + j ) T. The average kinetic energy of the LC
distribution is equal to that of the relativistic Maxwellian, which is given by j = 0 in Eq. (3). The
anisotropy parameters are [11]

and
A

LC

for the DGH distribution and for the LC distribution in the limit D = 0, respectively. The same
anisotropy for both distribution functions is obtained for
Vloss 2= 3/(3+2j).

(6)

which for j=l yields \i/,oss2 = 3/5, i.e. 9 loss = 40°.
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3

T H E DIELECTRIC TENSOR.

In the present work only waves around the fundamental electron cyclotron resonance and the
second harmonic are considered for r\ = 1, which for co_ < coc means that ji > 1. In this parameter
regime a convenient expression for the numerical evaluation of the dielectric tensor e{: is given by
the expression of e^ cs a sum over harmonics [8]

4
- ^,2

e^k,©) =

0)

(7)

2 , Jdp nco /co
c

nsr

where 5): is the unit tensor, co is the wave frequency and N is the refractive index, which is defined
as N = c k / CO. The S-W can be written as a Hermitian tensor with the following definition [8]:

Plu

-ipxU

b2

ip ± U-

(8)

(J n ') 2

P||WJ n 2

where J n is the Bessel function of order n and argument b, J n ' = dJ n / db, and
k

co

Xvl

(9)

coc/y

is a measure of the ratio of the electron Larmor radius and the perpendicular wave length 27t/kx. The
quantities U, and W are defined by

9f

3f

3f

and

(10)

w= —

n( c

°

3f

Wave dispersion, related to the real parts of k and co, is determined mainly by the Hermitian part of
the dielectric tensor, ey*1, arising from the principal value integration of Eq. (7), while wave
absorption, related to the imaginary parts of k and co, is determined principally by the antiHermitian part, e^3, which arises from the integration over the proper Landau contour at the pole in
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Eq. (7), i.e.

o p 2 ^. f

a

ej: (k, c o ) = -7t

.

£J J dp SjjW 8( ncOj/co + N||Pn - Y ).

(11)

A numerical program based on the above equations, was developed to evaluate the dielectric tensor
for an arbitrary distribution function at given (real) co and N|(. The Bessel functions in Eq. (8) are
evaluated for complex argument either excactly or up to a specified order of the series expansion.
This means that also cases with complex N ± can be treated.
In many cases the Bessel functions are approximated by the first term from their series
expansion only, which for n > 0 is J n = b n / 2 n n! (J. n = (-1)" J n ). In this way, one retains only
lowest order finite-Larmor-radius effects. If one writes

the following symmetry relations hold for the a^") to lowest order finite-Larmor-radius effects:
a

l l ( n ) = a 22 ( n ) = +i sgn(n) a 12 (n) = -i sgn(n

ftrt
Art
M
&\y ' = a 3i J = -i sgn(n) &%$ =

+1 s

M
S n ( n ) a 32 •

(13)

Further insight in the importance of the various contributions to e^ is obtained by considering the
ordering of the a^") around the n * harmonic with respect to the basic plasma (e.g. T| and u.) and
wave parameters (e.g. N|| and Nj_). Keeping in mind the relations given above, one only needs to
consider the ordering of aj j(n), a 13 ( n \ and a33(n).
For quasi-perpendicular propagation (i.e. IN||I < (i"1^2) the ordering of the a^11) around the n *
harmonic is [8]:
a . > ) =0

(Tl n1'1"1

_2n-3
N, 2 l n | - 2 —
)
2 n (n-1)!

a, 3 ( n ) = 0 (Tl (i1"1"1 IN,,I N^lnl-l

forn#0,

n2n-3

)

n

forn?tO,

2 (n-l)!
(14a)
a33(n) =0

lnl

(Tl H"

N,

2lnl

-^-~)
2 n (n-l)!

where it was supposed that the distribution function is symmetric in pn, which means that a ^ " )
vanishes for N|t = 0. Far from resonance these values are to be multiplied by n" 1 .
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For oblique propagation (i.e. IN|jl > \x~l/2) the ordering of the a^") is [8]:
n 2n-3

a,/") = 0 (rt y.lV-to{ IN,,!-' N ± 2ln| - 2 —

)

forn*0,

)

forn*0,

2"(n-l)!

a]3(n) =0 Cn H'lnl

IN,,!-1 P^21"1"1

n2n-3

2n(n-l)!

(14b)
1/2 |nl

a ,(n) =0(1]

fl
a

ll

(0) _
-

aa

13

H' -

1

IN,,!" N

2lnl

-^—),
2n ( 1 ) !

(0) _ Un
~ -

Far from resonance these values are to be multiplied by IN||I \x'x^.
It is seen that for \i > 1 the largest contribution to EJ: comes from the a j / + 1 ) term around the
fundamental resonance, which is of order T|, or r\ I )U1/2IN||I for quasi-perpendicular, or oblique
propagation, respectively. Terms that are much smaller than 1, which, in general, is the case for
terms of order n"1^2 or smaller, will not affect wave dispersion. Consequently, only the terms
aj^"1"'"1), a 3 3 ^ , a33C) and a ^ 1 ) around the fundamental resonance, and a t l ^ around the second
harmonic, are important for the calculation of the wave dispersion. In the frequency and parameter
range which is studied here, a good approximation for the terms a^ ^-'^ and a ^ ^ is provided by the
cold-plasma limit [8]:
CO 2

a n (-D =
11

P _

(15a)

2OD(CO+ODJ

and
a

33 v

(15b)

CO,2

Except around the fundamental resonance, this also applies to a j ^ + 1 \ which in the cold-plasma
limit is given by
0) 2
11

(l)

L

(15c)

2co(co-coc)

The contribution from the n t n harmonic to the anti-Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor
vanishes for co > con(N,|) = nwc / V(l-N|| 2 ), N|| 2 < 1, because there are no resonant particles in that
frequency range. As a result, the (n-l) t n term will usually not contribute to ej=a for co = ncoc, so eya
is determined by the contribution from the n t n term only, and harmonic overlap will only become
important for N1( <= 1, or high T and large n (i.e. nio.'1 = 1 in case of perpendicular, or nN||H"1/l2 = 1
for oblique propagation [8]).
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4

THE DISPERSION EQUATION.

In its most general form the dispersion equation is [8]:
k- k
Det | N 2 | - ^ -

= 0,

(16)

In principle this is a complicated transcendental equation with an infinite number of solutions. Most
of these solutions are, however, of little physical interest, as they correspond to strongly damped
modes (i.e. Im( N ) is of the same order or larger than Re( N)) that are pure warm-plasma waves,
which have no counter part in the cold-plasma limit. Here, only the roots corresponding to the Xand O-mode known from cold-plasma theory are considered. There are many ways in which the
dispersion equation can be solved, e.g. by complex root-finding methods solving for complex k as
a function of real co, or vice versa. Around the fundamental resonance, however, keeping only
lowest order finite-Larmor-radius effects, the dispersion equation can be cast in a particularly simple
form: a bi-quadratic equation for Nj_ as a function of co, and N|j, which can be written as [ 12]
A N±4 - B Nx2 + C = 0
with

(17)
A a (Xi3 + N|,) 2 + ( e n - N,,2) (1 B

a

(«22 " NH2) &13 + Nll>2

+ e

12 2

- fell " N,,2) [ X 23 2 " e 3 3 (0) " Ofc • N,|2) (1 - X33) ]
C = e33(°) ( e 1 2 2 + (e,, - Nl(2) (e 22 - N,, 2 )),
where the ordering with respect to N ± as given in Eq. (14a, b) was used to define
%23se23/Nl'

5Cj3 = e 1 3 / N ± ,

to

2

(18)

The solution of Eq. (17) is
Nx2 = —

+ ^

B

*4

A C

,

(19)

where the + corresponds to the X-mode and the - corresponds to the O-mode.
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In the limit of perpendicular propagation, this dispersion equation reduces to
2

[N TO]2 =

£l2

+ £ n £ 2 2

(20a)

and
2

e33
1

(20b)

•

Using the symmetry relations (Eq. (13)) and the cold-plasma limit for a ^ 1 ) , Eq. (20a) can be
further simplified to obtain
2

1e

ll

ox.

CO

1

E c)
2co(co+Q)

a l

From this equation one sees that a cut-off, [ N j ^ ] 2 = 0, exists when either
<»„

co(co+coc)

= 1,

(21a)

or

2

(21b)

while a resonance is found for
a,,( +1 ) = 1 -

2co(co+o)c)

(= 1-a,/' 1 )).

(22)

The solution of Eq. (21a) corresponds to the high-density cut-off, co', of the slow X-mode:

The solutions of Eq. (21b) and (22) in general correspond to the low-density cut-off, co+, and
Upper-Hybrid resonance, a>yHt respectively, which separate the fast and slow branches of the
X-mode. The fast X-mode branch exists for co > co+, the slow X-mode branch for to" < co < co^y.
For T) » 1, a solution for Eq.s (21b) and (22) can only be found far from resonance, because around
the fundamental resonance a11^+1^ is of order T). In that case, a11^+1^ may be approximated by its
cold-plasma limit (Eq. (15c)), and one recovers the well-known expressions for the low-density
cut-off and the Upper-Hybrid resonance from cold-plasma theory [8]:
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l

4-

CO

=

+ — C0 c •

cou H = V ( coc2 + co p 2).

(221)

Evidently, both the low-density cut-off and Upper-Hybrid resonance will change significantly by
warm plasma effects when T) becomes of order 1. These effects were studied in Ref. [9] for a
Maxwellian distribution, and are studied here and in Ref.s [5-7] for a loss-cone distribution.
The dispersion of the 0-mode is determined by the numerator in Eq. (20b), which causes the
cut-off for co = C0p. The denominator in Eq. (20b) never leads to a resonance on the 0-mode branch,
because %33 is of order 1/2 (cop2/co)2 only around the fundamental resonance and is of order n' 1
elsewhere. Consequently, warm plasma effects cannot lead to fundamental changes in the
dispersion properties of the O-mode.
With a few modifications, the discussion of the wave dispersion given above for perpendicular
propagation, also applies to the case of oblique propagation. Considering the bi-quadratic equation
for N^ (Eq. (17)), one recovers the Upper-Hybrid resonance for A = 0, while the cut-offs are
found for C = 0. In the cold-plasma limit, A = Ej j = 0 again leads to Eq. (221) for co^jj, while
C = 0 leads to either co = co , or to co = co+>', where co +> ' are given by Eq. (21b1) and (21a1),
respectively, with cop2 replaced by co 2 /(l-N|| 2 ) [8]. Important modifications to C0IJH» and °>+ are
again expected when aj j( +1 ) is of order 1 around the fundamental resonance, i.e. forri = IN||I |i. 1/2
(cf. Eq. 14b).
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5

CHANGES TO THE DIELECTRIC TENSOR CAUSED BY LOSS-CONE
ANISOTROPY.

Here, the effects of loss-cone anisotropy on the dielectric tensor are discussed in order to give some
idea of their consequences for wave propagation. In doing so, only lowest order finite-Larmorradius effects are retained. This leads to a significant simplification of both the dispersion equation
and the dielectric tensor. As was pointed out in the previous section, the dispersion properties of the
X-mode are largely determined by a, / + 1 \ so any important changes to this term will be reflected by
the X-mode dispersion. An analytical expression for aj j( +1 ) in the case of the DGH distribution and
perpendicular propagation was given in Ref.s [5, 7], The results obtained here by numerical
integration of Eq. (7), were found to be in good agreement with this analytical expression; the
agreement was typically better than 1 %.
In Fig.s 2 and 3 the real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of aj j ^ + 1 ^ are presented for the case of
perpendicular and oblique propagation (N(| = 0.3), respectively. The results are given both for a
DGH distribution with temperature T = 10 keV, density (co J($c)2 = 0.2 (i.e. T) = 10.), and
loss-cone index j = 1, and for a LC distribution with the same temperature and density, loss-cone
angle 6 ) o s s = 60°, and width D = 0.1. For comparison also the results for the Maxwellian case and
the cold-plasma limit are given. The changes to the other resonant terms in the dielectric tensor are
qualitatively similar to those of a] j( +1 ) described here. Also drawn in Fig.s 2a and 3a are curves,
which respresent 1 - a, ^'^ (Eq. (22)) and 1/2 (1-N|| 2 ), where the factor (1-N||2) comes from the
modification of Eq. (21b) for oblique propagation. An intersection of the real part of aj[( +1 ) with
one of these curves means that at that point the X-mode has either a resonance (Eq. (22)) or a
cut-off (Eq. (21b)), provided the imaginary part of aj j( +1 ) is zero at the point of intersection. For a
Maxwellian plasma, Im(a] ^+^) is zero only for frequencies where there are no resonant particles,
i.e. for co > C0j(N|,) = coc / V(l-N ( | 2 ). Thus, the intersections at lower frequencies do not lead to a
resonance or cut-off. Comparing the real parts of ajj( +1 ) for the Maxwellian case and the coldplasma limit clearly shows that both the low-density cut-off and the Upper-Hybrid resonance are
shifted to lower frequencies by the finite-temperature effects [9]. The loss-cone anisotropy leads to
a further reduction of ajj( + 1 ) for co>(O](N||), and, consequently, to a further downshift of the
resonance and cut-off frequencies [5,7].

60

1.00

FIG. 2
The real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the resonant contribution to the dielectric tensor around the
fundamental harmonic, aj y ', for perpendicular propagation, N|| = 0.0, in case of a Maxwellian plasma (j = 0) with
2
(0)p/(»c) = 0.2, and T = 10 keV and in case of a DGH distribution with loss- cone index j = 1 and a LC distribution
with 6 l o s s = 60° and D = 0.1. For comparison also the results from the cold-plasma limit are given. The dashed and
the dotted lines corespond to the right-hand sides of Eq. (21 b), the condition for a cut-off, and (22), the condition for a
resonance, respectively.
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As Fig. 2 but for oblique propagation with N|| = 0.3.
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Apart from this further reduction, however, two new features in a, j( +1 ) appear: First, a small
wiggle in the real part of a} j( +I ) is found around co = a>|(N||) with a local minimum at co < C0j(N||)
and a local maximum, a]/ + 1 ^ m a x » at co = © m a x > CO|(N||). For oblique propagation this wiggle is
strongly reduced or even completely disappears. Secondly, the imaginary part of aj j ^ + 1 \ which for
a Maxwellian plasma is negative corresponding to positive absorption and stability (ImCNj^ > 0),
becomes positive in a narrow frequency range, co]c < 0)<C0j(N||). The inversion of the sign of
h1

)) is due to the inversion of 3f / 9p^ and leads to negative absorption and instability

i < 0). The lower edge of the unstable frequency range, colc, is a function of NM and the
parameters of the loss-cone distribution (j, and \i, or 6[0SS, D, and |i). In the case of the LC distribution the instability and the wiggle are limited to a much narrower frequency range than in the case
of the DGH distribution even though the anisotropy of the LC distribution is much larger than that
of the DGH distribution, A L C (8 I o s s = 60°) = 5.5 and A D G H (j = 1) = 2. For the DGH distribution,
the amplitude of aj ^ + 1 ^ is reduced for finite N||, in agreement with the ordering given in Eq.s (14a,
b). This is not true for the LC distribution, for which both the real and imaginary parts of a|^ +1 ^
show a relatively sharp maximum that for N,, =0.3 is still of similar amplitude as for N|( = 0. This
arises from the fact that at finite N|( the resonance curve, given by ncoc/co + N||p|| - y = 0, can be
tangent to the loss-cone edge, in which case the effect of the inversion of df / 3p^ will be largest.
When the energy of the resonant particles at that point is much larger than the thermal energy,
however, the effect will be strongly reduced. The frequency at which the resonance is tangent to the
loss-cone edge, c o ^ N,,, 6 l o s s ), is given by

and the energy of the particles that are resonant at that point is given by
i
T Plan

2

i
~

•>

2

N| [ 2 cos 2 e i
i

i

i - Nf,,2 cos 2 e l o s s

•

*• '

Thus, when N | 2 satisfies the condition 1/2 p l a n 2 »|i."\ the loss-cone instability will be suppressed,
and when 1/2 p ^ 2 < j r 1 , the instability will be large and have a maximum at co = cotan. In the case
of Fig. 2b the latter condition is satisfied, and the imaginary part of aj j( +1 ) indeed is found to be
maximum at co = 0),^. It is noted that this latter condition is similar to, but less stringent than, the
condition for quasi-perpendicular propagation, i.e. N | 2 « ( i ' 1 [8].
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6 CONSEQUENCES FOR THE X-MODE DISPERSION.
From Fig.s 2 and 3 one can also easily assess the modifications of the dispersion properties of the
X-mode around the fundamental resonance. A key role in this assessment is played by the
maximum that a^"1"1) attains for frequencies above (Oj(N||). For the loss-cone distributions the
maximum is given by the maximum of the wiggle, a ] / + 1 ) m a x at co = comax. For a Maxwellian
plasma, or when the wiggle has disappeared due to finite N|( effects, the maximum is obtained at
co = C0j(N|,). In that case, a>max = cOjCN,,) and aj j ( + 1 ' r a a s = aj ^+1\ O)j(N||)) are assumed. Keeping
in mind the scaling of ajj(+1) with density and temperature as given in Eq.s (14a, b), and going
from high to low density or, equivalently, from low to high temperature one can distinguish the
following consecutive cases (see also Ref. [7]):
CASE I

One resonance and one cut-off for
an(+1>( ca^Nj)) > l - a j / " 1 ^ co^N,,)).

(25)

In this case, the Upper-Hybrid resonance and low-density cut-off are recovered. Due to the effects
of finite temperature and loss-cone anisotropy, however, both are shifted to lower frequencies.
CASE II

Two resonances and two cut-offs for
< l-a u <-»( «>,<]*„)) and an<+l>max > 1 - a,,*"1* 0>max). (26)

Due to the wiggle in Re(ajj(+1)) caused by the loss-cone anisotropy, a new cut-off and resonance
are formed at frequencies between COj(N||) and the Upper-Hybrid resonance, leading to a third
branch for X-mode propagation in a narrow frequency range bounded by the new and the
Upper-Hybrid resonances and separated from the other branches by evanescent regions. When
a n < +1 )( COJCNIJ) ) > 1/2 (1-N||2), the new cut-off is at co = a>j(N|,), because Re(e, j) is negative at
co=C0j(N||) and, consequently, Nj_ becomes purely imaginary (cf. Eq. 20a'). Thus, a cut-off at
co = C0j(N,|) is formed, in the sense that Re(N^) = 0, even though an( +1 ) does not intersect with the
line for 1/2 (1-N,,2). When a, ,<+1>( co^N,,)) < 1/2 (1-N,,2), the cut-off will again be at the point of
intersection. Note, that when the wiggle has disappeared due to finite Nj, effects, or for a
Maxwellian distribution, this case is skipped and one immediately gets to the next one.
CASE III

Two cut-offs and no resonance for
1/2 (1-N,,2) < a 1 1 < + » i n a x < l - a 1 1 ( - l ) ( a W ) .

(27)

Next, when the two resonances have disappeared, one is left with two cut-offs. The same remarks
as made for the cut-offs in the previous case also apply here. Going to still lower densities or higher
temperatures, the two cut-offs come closer together and finally merge at co = tomax.
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CASE IV

No resonance and no cut-off for
a i l ( + 1 ) m a x < 1/2 (1-N,,2).

(28)

In this case, there are no longer intersections of a n ( + 1 ) with either 1 - a , ^ ' 1 ) , or 1/2 (1-N||2) at
frequencies above CO](N,|). At lower frequencies such intersections can still exist, but there
Im(aj j( +1 )) generally is not equal to zero. The only exception is the point where, for the loss-cone
distributions, Im(aj ,( +1 )) changes sign, co = co]c, and that marks the transition from the stable to the
unstable frequency range. Thus, one still has the next possibilities.
CASE V

A (near) resonance for
Re(a, ,<+1>( co |c )) - 1 - a, ^ \ co, c ).

CASE VI

(29)

A cut-off for
1 - in(-l\

co,c) > Re(an<+1>( colc)) > 1/2 (1-N, 2 ).

(30)

As before, a cut-off is also obtained, when e , , is negative, while the numerator in Eq. (18a) is
positive. This leads to Condition (30) rather then R e ( a , , ( + 1 ) m a x ( colc )) = 1/2 (1-N,,2) for the
existence of a cut-off (Re(N^) = 0 but not necessarily Im (Nj_) = 0). As a further consequence,
Condition (29) and (30) can be satisfied simultaneously, giving rise to a near resonance and a
cut-off that are very close together.
CASE VII

No resonance and no cut-off for

Re(a n ( + I )(£o, c )) < I/2(1-N B 2 ).

(31)

Finally, when this condition holds, the X-mode dispersion approaches the tenuous-plasma limit in
which no cut-offs or resonances exist.
Note, that Cases II, V, and VI only exist for the loss-cone distributions. In fact. Case II is only
made possible by the existence of the wiggle in Re(a, j( +1 )) around co = co,(N||) and, thus, no longer
exists when the wiggle is suppressed by finite Nn effects. Cases V and VI exist, because
Im(aj j( +1 )) becomes zero at co = CO|C < co,(N|,). Moreover, for a Maxwellian distribution Cases IV
and VII become equivalent, since in that case aj / + 1 ^ m a x = 3j / + 1 H co,) and comax = C0j, while one
also might define co,c = co,, because for a Maxwellian Im(a, ,( +1 )) only becomes zero for co £ co,. It
is noted, that for the loss-cone distributions Case VII is obtained at roughly the same parameters
(i.e. (cOp/coc)2, \i, and N,,) for which Case IV (= Case VII) is obtained for a Maxwellian
distribution.
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Examples for these Cases are shown in Fig.s 4 and 5. Figure 4 gives the real, Re(Nj^) (a),
and imaginary part of N j ^ , Im(N^ x ') (b), for perpendicular propagation and a LC distribution
with 8 l o s s = 60°, D = 0.1, T = 20 keV, and (oyo>c)2 = 0.40, 0.25, 0.20, and 0.10 corresponding
to Cases I, II, III, and IV, respectively. Note, that in Case II (i.e. for (a) p /o c ) 2 = 0.25) the
evanescent region between the slow X-mode branch and the new branch is very narrow, because
a n ( + I ) varies rapidly around co = coc (cf. Fig. 2). Figure 5 gives Re(N±(X)) and Im(Nj_<x)) for
perpendicular propagation and a DGH distribution with j = 1, (0)Jcoc)2 = 0.10, and T = 10., 20.,
30., and 50. keV corresponding to Cases IV, V, VI, and VII, respectively.
Figure 6 gives Re(Nx<x>) and ImCNj/^) for a DGH distribution with j = 1, (cOp/coc)2 = 0.10,
T = 10. keV, and N,, = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 corresponding to Cases IV, V, VI, and VII,
respectively. This clearly shows that increasing IN(|I has the same effect as increasing T or
decreasing top, in agreement with the ordering given in Eq. (14b). Note, that for N,, = 0.6 the
instability is strongly reduced.
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FIG. 4
The real (a) and imaginary (b) pans of N j ^ ' for perpendicular propagation in case of a LC distribution
with T = 20 keV, 9 l o s s = 60°, D = 0.1, and (o)p/we)2 = 0.40 (corresponding to Case I), 0.25 (Case II), 0.20 (Case
III), and 0.10 (Case IV). For clarity, the additional branch for the X-mode found for (foJa^ = 0.25 is shown
separately in frame c; it exists only in a narrow frequency range and has relatively large values for Nj_W. The region
of negative absorption as predicted by Eq. (32) is indicated by the thick line segment on the horizontal axis in (b).
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For comparison the dispersion of the O-mode is presented in Fig.s 7 and 8 for the same
plasma parameters as used for Fig.s 4 and 6, respectively. The only difference in Re(Nj^°>) with
respect to the cold-plasma dispersion (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 7a for (oi/co c ) 2 = 0.40) is
<- small wiggle around the resonance coming from the denominator in Eq. (20b). For Maxwellian
distributions, a similar wiggle would be obtained. The imaginary part again shows a frequency
range with negative absorption, which for both distributions is broader than the range of negative
absorption for the X-mode. Especially for the LC distribution for which the negative range of
Im(Nj_(O)) is about a factor of three broader than that of Im(Nj_<X)). For the DGH distribution this
difference is much smaller. For both the DGH distribution and the LC distribution, in the limit of
D = 0, analytical expressions for the frequency range of negative absorption around the n t n
harmonic, valid for perpendicular propagation, are given in Ref. 111]. To lowest order in (T 1 , these
can be written as:
0 < n - coc

; - ^ n cos 2 9,10SS
n< . e |
2
3

for the X-mode

0 < n -

- - - n cos 2 0,-.
<!
loss

for the O-mode;

for the LC distribution:
co

2

5

J

(32)
CO
n (j + n + 1/2)
U < n -— <
j+ n
coc

for the X-mode

co
n (j + n + 3/2)
0 < n -— < j+n
co,

for the O-mode.

n

for the DGH distribution:
rt

These ranges are indicated in the figures, showing a reasonable agreement between these analytical
results and the present numerical calculations.
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7 HIGHER ORDER FINITE-LARMOR-RADIUS EFFECTS.
In the previous sections the calculations were limited to the fundamental harmonic and only lowest
order finite-Larmor-radius effects were accounted for, so the bi-quadratic equation for Nj_ or the
corresponding equations for perpendicular propagation (Eq. (20a, b)) could be used. The inclusion
of higher harmonics or of higher order finite-Larmor-radius effects leads to the introduction of
higher powers of Nj_ into the dispersion equation. Thus, the dispersion equation becomes
increasingly more difficult to solve and additional roots are introduced. At present, however, we are
only interested in the roots corresponding to the X- and O-mode. An intuitively simple way to solve
the dispersion relation in that case is by the iterative solution of the bi-quadratic equation (Eq. (17)),
i.e.
~

VBn
+

-'2;4An-iCn-1,

(33)

where An_], B n j , and Cn_ j are a function of the n-l s t solution for Nj_, and the + and - sign again
correspond to the X- and O-mode, respectively. Similar equations may be written down for the
special case of perpendicular propagation, replacing Eq.s (20a, b). With Eq. (33) it is even possible
to include the full finite-Larmor-radius effects, by using a numerical calculation for the Bessel
function of complex argument, i.e. for complex Nx . A measure for the finite-Larmor-radius effects
is provided by X = G)2N_j_2 / coc^)J. [8]. As long as X. is smaller than 1, Eq. (33) is found to converge
rapidly. When X becomes of order 1, however, convergence may become slow and is, in fact, not
always obtained.
Examples of results obtained with the full inclusion of finite-Larmor-radius effects are given in
Fig. 9, which gives R e ( N j ^ ) and Im(N^ x ') for two cases which were presented in Fig. 5 using
only lowest order finite-Larmor-radius effects, namely, for perpendicular propagation and a DGH
distribution with j = 1, (coJcoc)2 = 0.10, and T = 20., and 50. keV. The corresponding curves from
Fig. 5 are given for comparison. The case with T = 20. keV had a pronounced resonance which is
significantly reduced by the finite-Larmor-radius effects. Note, that at the resonance X becomes
close to 1. In the case with T = 50. keV, a reduction of the positive and a, much smaller, reduction
of the negative absorption are found. Also the dip in the curve for Re(Nj^') has become less
pronounced. In general, most features as discussed under Cases V and VI in the previous section
become less pronounced, except for the cut-off when Re(ajj(+1)( to (c )) = 1/2 (1 -N((2) holds exactly.
Going to higher temperatures the finite-Larmor-radius effects become even larger. In particular
the positive absorption is strongly reduced, e.g. by almost a factor of 2 for a DGH distribution with
j = 1, (o)p/coc)2 = 0.10, and T = 150. keV. At such high temperatures also harmonic overlap
becomes important [13].
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8 SECOND HARMONIC.
In the finite-density regime (T| » 1) where the effects of both finite temperature and loss-cone
anisotropy on wave dispersion are small, the absorption of the X-mode for quasi-perpendicular
propagation is suppressed at the fundamental resonance, so absorption at the second harmonic
becomes dominant [8]. It is, thus, of interest to study wave absorption in this finite-density regime
around the second harmonic, and to compare the results with those for the fundamental resonance.
Furthermore, it is of interest is to study the differences between the results for the two types of
distribution functions in cases of equal average kinetic energy and of equal anisotropy parameters
(Eq. (6)). This can also conveniently be done for the second harmonic, or for the fundamental
harmonic in either the finite-density regime or the tenuous-plasma limit, as in those cases no
differences are introduced coming from the effects on wave dispersion as discussed in the previous
sections.
Thus, a DGH and a LC distribution were chosen with (aiJ(Oc)2 = 0.60, and with j = 1 and
T D G H = 3. keV (average kinetic energy W = 7.5 keV, cf. Eq. (3)) for the DGH distribution, and
with 9| oss = 40° (cf. Eq. (6)) and TL(-. = 5/3 • 3. = 5. keV. The dispersion equation was again
solved by the iterative solution of the bi-quadratic equation (Eq. (33)). This time, however, it was
sufficient to include only lowest order finite-Larmor-radius effects and to use only Re(N±) in the
calculation of the dielectric tensor elements, because for the present parameters X « 1 and
Im(N x ) « Re(N x ). In Fig. 10, I r i ^ N ^ ) is given for both the DGH (Fig. 10a, b) and the LC
distribution (Fig. 10c, d) around the fundamental resonance (Fig. 10a, c) as well as around the
second harmonic (Fig. 10b, d) with N(| = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. Wave growth as a consequence of
the loss-cone anisotropy is determined by the extrema of the negative absorption, Im(Nj^') m j n ,
which are given in Table 1 together with the frequencies at which the extrema are obtained. As
expected for the finite-density regime, Re(N1(X)) is not found to differ strongly from the coldplasma dispersion: around the second harmonic, only a small wiggle in Re(N^ x ') is found, similar
to that seen in RetNj^0*) around the fundamental resonance (cf. Fig. 8).
From the results shown in Fig. 10 for perpendicular propagation it is seen that the positive
absorption is indeed much larger around the second harmonic than around the fundamental
resonance. This is, however, not true for the negative absorption which in both cases is
comparable. Moreover, the ratios of the amplitudes of positive and negative absorption around the
fundamental resonance and the second harmonic are markedly different. For N(| =0.0 or 0.1 and
around the fundamental resonance, this ratio is much smaller than or of order 1, whereas around the
second harmonic it is much larger than 1. In fact, this latter ratio is as expected from the ratio of the
extrema in Irnta^")), in which the amplitude of the negative part, corresponding to positive
absorption, is much larger than the amplitude of the positive part, corresponding to negative
absorption. The deviating results obtained around the fundamental resonance for small N|( are due to
the effect of the loss-cone anisotropy on the wave polarization. For quasi-perpendicular propagation
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the right-handed polarized component, which favours absorption [8], is usually strongly
suppressed around the fundamental resonance. As a consequence of the loss-cone anisotropy,
however, the right-handed polarized component is significantly increased in the frequency range of
negative absorption.

TABLE 1

The values for extrema in the negative absorption.
DGH distribution with (o)Jcoc)2 = 0.60, j = 1, and T D G H = 3. keV

fundamental resonance

K,
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

-2.70
-1.86
-0.90
-2.83

10-2
10"2
lO-2
10"3

second harmonic

co/coK

N,,

0.999
1.004
1.017
1.038

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

-1.53 lO-2

-0.80 Kr 22
-0.12 lO-0.03 10'4

1.991
2.000
2.029
2.082

LC distribution with (cya> c ) 2 = 0.60, 8 | o s s = 40°, D = 0.1, and T L C = 5. keV
fundamental resonance
Nil
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

Im(N1(X))m.n
-0.31
-1.13
-0.66
-1.10

10"2
10"2
IO"2
103

second harmonic
G)/O)c

0.9999
1.004
1.014
1.034

N.I
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
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Im( N l (X) )min
4

-0.22 10"
-0.44 10"2
-0.18 10-2
_

co/coc
1.991
2.000
2.02S"

Table 1 shows that for N(| =0.0 or 0.1, Im(Nx(X))min is almost twice as large around the
fundamental resonance as around the second harmonic. This means that the imaginary parts of the
wave vector and, consequently, the wave amplification are almost equal in both cases (remember:
N = c k / co). Changing the plasma parameters, the amplitudes for positive and negative absorption
exhibit the same scalings as known for the absorption around the fundamental resonance and the
second harmonic in case of a Maxwellian distribution [8], which for quasi-perpendicular
propagation are roughly given by
around the fundamental

resonance

Im(N,^) ~ T)"1
(33)

around the second harmonic

IrrtfNj^)

.

With the present results it follows that for quasi-perpendicular propagation and for

V
- , H - 50,

(34)

the negative absorption caused by the loss-cone anisotropy at the fundamental resonance and that at
the second harmonic are comparable. For higher densities or lower temperatures the negative
absorption will be largest for the second harmonic, and vice versa for the fundamental resonance. In
case of a Maxwellian plasma comparable absorption around the fundamental resonance and the
second harmonic is found for parameters given by Eq. (34) with the number replaced by 1, which
also holds for the positive absorption in case of a loss-cone distribution.
For larger N,| the polarization becomes more favourable again around the fundamental
resonance and both the positive and the negative absorption become larger than around the second
harmonic. Also the ratio between positive and negative absorption around the fundamental
resonance becomes normal again.
Comparing the results given in Table 1 for both types of distribution functions, they turn out to
be very similar for finite N,,. Only one striking difference is observed: for the DGH distribution the
largest value for IrrKNj^),,,^, is found for exactly perpendicular propagation, whereas in the case
of the LC distribution ImCNjL^min is largest for finite Nn. It is noted that the value of N(| at which
Im(N L^mjii is largest in case of a LC distribution can be obtained from Eq. (24) by substituting
p.' 1 for p W n 2 , which for the present parameters ((X = 100, 8, oss = 40°) yields N(,« 0.1. This
difference can have important consequences for the radiation spectrum coming from a plasma with
loss-cone anisotropy, and could possibly be used as a diagnostic tool to discern the type of losscone anisotropy of the plasma. A definite conclusion on this point, however, would require the
calculation of the emission coefficient.
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9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
A numerical study of wave dispersion and absorption around the fundamental electron cyclotron
resonance and its second harmonic was presented for a plasma with loss-cone anisotropy. Two
types of loss-cone distributions were studied, namely, a Dory-Guest-Harris-type distribution and a
loss-cone distribution with rounded edges. The loss-cone anisotropy was shown to have a
remarkable effect on the dispersion of the X-mode around the fundamental resonance. The most
salient features caused by the loss-cone anisotropy are the existence of a third branch for X-mode
propagation bounded by two resonances and separated from the slow and fast X-mode branches by
evanescent regions, and the occurrence of either a resonance or a cut-off at to = to,c < C0j(N(|) for
values of T\ where the X-mode branches have merged already. It is noted, however, that these
features are probably of little practical importance, as they are typical of pure loss-cone
distributions. An additional cold plasma component with r\ » 1 can have a large effect on the wave
dispersion around the fundamental resonance, even when the density of the cold component is
much smaller than that of the loss-cone component. E.g., the third X-mode branch can be
suppressed in the presence of a cold plasma component with a density which is much smaller than
that of the loss-cone component. Also an additional warm, Maxwellian plasma component can lead
to significant changes to wave dispersion as obtained for a pure loss-cone plasma, but only if for
this component r\ is at least of order 1 or larger.
Also the wave absorption is strongly affected by the changes to the wave dispersion as described above. In those cases where a resonance or a cut-off is found at oo = GO],. (Cases V and VI),
the absorption, both negative and positive, is found to become very large, i.e. Im(N^ x ') becomes
of the same order of magnitude as Re(Nx(X)). This means that the WKB approximation breaks
down in this parameter regime, which hampers an assessment of the consequences of the positive
and negative absorption in terms of wave damping and wave growth, respectively.
In the finite-density regime (Tj » 1), where the effects of the loss-cone anisotropy on wave
dispersion are small, a comparison was made of the negative absorption between the two types of
distribution functions and between the fundamental resonance and second harmonic. For quasiperpendicular propagation, the negative absorption around the fundamental resonance and around
the second harmonic was found to be comparable for parameters, where for a Maxwellian the
absorption around the second harmonic is much larger than that around the fundamental resonance.
This result is a consequence of the effect of the loss-cone anisotropy on the wave polarization,
which around the fundamental resonance is largely determined by the resonant contribution to the
dielctric tensor, aj^ + 1 ^. As above, this result can be strongly modified by the presence of an
additional cold-plasma component, which at sufficiently high densities leads to a suppression of the
right-handed polarized component of the wave and, consequently, to a suppression of the
absorption, both positive and negative, around the fundamental resonance.
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In case of a LC distribution the negative absorption was found the be largest for finite N||,
while in case of a DGH distribution the negative absorption was largest for exactly perpendicular
propagation. In both cases the negative absorption is suppressed for larger N|(.
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ABSTRACT.
Transport code simulations are presented for the Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) experiments
performed on TFR. The simulations cover both the bulk heating and the MHD mode control
experiments. For each of three experimentally identified plasma regimes a scaling of the anomalous
electron heat conductivity is identified that yields satisfactory fits for the global plasma
characteristics and profiles. For the so-called High-Current and Iron-Dominated regimes the
corresponding scalings (with x c ~ Tc1/2) also yields a satisfactory description with ECH. This was
not the case for the Low-Current regime which showed an exceptionally high ohmic confinement
and a strong degradation of confinement with ECH. Instead, good simulations of the ECH phases
of Low-Current discharges were obtained with the scaling for the High-Current regime. Shifting the
electron cyclotron resonance off-axis led to a gradual decrease of confinement in the simulations.
This is in contrast with the experimental findings which showed a strong reduction of confinement
already when the resonance was displaced by more than + or -5 cm. This discrepancy can be
explained by increased radial transport caused by the destabilization of the m=2, n=l tearing mode
as a consequence of the broader profiles that are generated by off-axis heating. Furthermore,
simulations of the mode control experiments were performed using the quasi-linear theory for
tearing modes. Starting from an ohmic target plasma which was unstable to the m=2, n=l tearing
mode, the evolution of the m=2, n=l magnetic island during a 100 ms ECH pulse was calculated
for various positions of the electron cyclotron resonance and levels of injected power. The best
results, i.e. a complete suppression of the island, are obtained for heating almost exactly on the q=2
surface. In contrast to experimental results, the suppression of the island is found to be only
temporary. It is concluded that the suppression of the MHD activity obtained in the experiment
cannot be explained by profile tailoring alone.
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1 INTRODUCTION.
During the last one and a half year of operation of the Tokamak de Fontenay-aux-Roses (TFR)
studies on plasma heating by electron cyclotron waves were performed [1-6]. For this purpose TFR
was equipped with three 60 GHz gyrotrons, each capable of delivering 200 to 240 kW for 100 ms.
The power from the gyrotrons was transferred to the tokamak by transmission lines, which also
served to convert the TEQ2-mode generated by the gyrotrons into the TEj j-mode which is almost
linearly polarized. This optimizes the coupling to the O(rdinary)-mode which, for propagation
perpendicular to the magnetic field, is lineraly polarized, the electric field being parallel to the
magnetic field and perpendicular to the wave vector. The overall efficiency of the transmission lines
was 70 to 80%. The schematic layout of the transmission lines is given in Fig. 1.
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The launchers were all directed toward the magnetic axis of TFR, two of them exactly perpendicular
and the third with an angle of 74° with respect to the toroidal magnetic field. To prevent power
reflection back into the transmission lines in cases of weak wave absorption, a mirror was mounted
on the vacuum vessel of TFR opposite to the launchers. During the first experiments this was a
smooth, symmetric roof-top mirror, which did not affect the polarization of the wave. Later, this
mirror was replaced by a one-sided, grooved mirror which was tilted by 10° and which rotated the
polarization over 90°, thus changing the wave from O- to X-mode polarization. Most experiments
were performed in the presence of this mode-converting mirror. The launching geometries are
sketched in Fig. 2.

,10°

front view

poloVdal cut

FIG. 2
Sketch of the positions of the antennae and the reflecting mirrors: a), c), and d) refer to the case with the
grooved, mode converting mirror, b) refers to the case with the smooth, mode conserving mirror.
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A large portion of the available machine time during these last operational periods of TFR was
devoted to the Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) experiments. Topics addressed in the experiments
included, among others, bulk heating and MHD mode control. In this paper, transport code
simulations of the experimental results on these two topics are presented.
The main question addressed in the simulations of the bulk heating experiments was the
behaviour of the energy confinement with ECH. Scalings are presented for the anomalous electron
heat conductivity which yielded satisfactory simulations of the global plasma characteristics in the
various plasma regimes both with and without ECH. Little was known so far about the influence of
strong additional heating with ECH on the energy confinement, as high power sources in the
electron cyclotron range of frequencies became available only recently. Moreover, the first results of
high power ECH experiments have yielded contradictory results [7]. From experiments conducted
in D-III [8] it was concluded that discharges with ECH show a similar scaling of the energy
confinement time as do discharges with Neutral Beam Injection (NBI). In T-10 [9], in contrast, the
confinement with ECH was found to be well above that of L-mode scaling [10] which in most other
tokamaks applies in the case of NBI. Instead, the confinement in T-10 agrees well with T-ll
scaling [11].
The MHD mode control experiments in TFR aimed at the suppression of magnetic islands
attributed to instability of the m=2, n=l resistive tearing mode. This suppression is thought to be
due to local changes in the temperature and, consequently, in the current density profiles induced by
suitably localized ECH. In the simulations this interpretation of the experiments was investigated
using the quasi-linear theory of tearing modes 112).
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section a short description of the
transport code used, ICARUS, is given. Also the ECH model used in the simulations of the bulk
heating experiments, is described and compared with full ray-tracing calculations. The subsequent
two sections deal with ECH bulk heating and MHD mode control. These sections are selfcontained: first, the relevant experimental data are shortly reviewed, and thereafter the results of the
simulations are presented and discussed. In a final section the results are summarized.
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2 INTRODUCTION TO THE TRANSPORT CODE.
In this section a description of the version of the 1-D(imensional) transport code ICARUS [13] used
for the present work, is given. In the first part the ICARUS code is presented and the underlying
physical models and assumptions are described shortly. In the second part a simple model, saving
large amounts of computing time, for the calculation of the deposition of the ECH power is
described and compared with results from full ray-tracing calculations.
2.1 ICARUS.
The magnetic field lines of a tokamak form a set of nested surfaces, which are well represented by a
set of concentric circles. Because the transport along the magnetic field is very much faster than the
transport across the magnetic field, the longest transport timescale is that for radial transport. On
this timescale the basic plasma variables, e.g. electron and ion densities and temperatures, are
constant over a magnetic surface and are, thus, only a function of the radius. The evolution of the
corresponding radial profiles is given by a system of coupled diffusion equations

where the Uj are the plasma variables, the Dy are the corresponding transport coefficients, and the Sj
are the sources (or sinks). The ICARUS code solves Eq. (1) for the vector u comprising the
poloidal magnetic field Bg, the electron density ne, the density of specific light and heavy impurities
nx and n z , respectively, and the electron and ion pressures p e and p;. The ion pressure contains the
contributions from all ion species, which at each radius are assumed to have equal temperatures, i.e.
Pi = (Ei nj) • kTj where 1 runs over all ion species.
The ICARUS code contains a variety of models describing physical phenomena that play a role
in the behaviour of a tokamak discharge. From these models any selection can be made by setting
appropriate switches in the code. Keeping only the dominant contributions to the transport
equations as used in the present simulations, the equations can be written as follows:
For the poloidal field we used
^ Bo = =r—— zr rB fi ,
3t e
dr nor 8r e

(2a)

where TI is the resistivity and [i0 the permeability of vacuum. The classical Spitzer resistivity was
used neglecting corrections due to trapped particles.
For the electron density we used
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(2b)
3

with T n = -D n / 3 r (n e )-n e v p i n c h ,
where Dn is the anomalous diffusivity of the electrons, v inch is the inward pinch velocity including
the inward pinch predicted by collisional transport theory (the so-called 'Ware-pinch' [14]), and a
possible anomalous pinch velocity va, and Sn is the particle source including electrons coming from
ionization of neutral particles and the net effect of changes in the degree of ionization of impurity
ions. Under most circumstances this latter contribution will be negligible compared to the source
from ionization of neutral particles. The model employed in ICARUS to calculate the source from
ionization of neutral particles requires some additional remarks. First it is supposed that a fraction R
of the particle flux at the edge is neutralized and reenters the plasma. In all calculations R = 1 will be
used, i.e. the particle content of the plasma is supposed to be constant. Because the neutral particle
transport is fast compared to the radial plasma transport, one can calculate the neutral particle distribution in quasi-steady state. This means that instantaneously a neutral particle distribution is set-up
such that equal amounts of neutrals are being ionized in the plasma as are being formed at the edge.
In ICARUS this neutral particle distribution is calculated in a plane slab model, which in principle is
valid if the mean free path of the neutrals in the plasma is small compared to the minor radius. It
must be noted that for the plasma conditions typical of the ECH experiments in TFR this
requirement is only marginally fulfilled. Therefore, conclusions regarding the density behaviour
will have to be taken with some care.
For the electron pressure we used
3/2

atPe

=

"ra"r r ( Q e

+ 5/

2 r n k T e>

+ P

n

+ P

ECH " Pei " Pn>d

^

with 0 , = -n e x e 3 /8r(kT e ),
where %^ is the anomalous electron heat conductivity, PQ is the power source due to ohmic heating,
P
ECH *s t n e Electron Cyclotron power source to be discussed in the second part of this section, Pei
is the collisional energy exchange between the electrons and the ions, and P , ^ includes all radiation
losses. The calculation of the radiation losses includes bremsstrahlung, cyclotron radiation and line
radiation of the impurity ions. For plasma parameters typical of the ECH experiments in TFR the
dominant contribution comes from impurity line radiation which can only be calculated in an
approximate manner. A satisfactory approximation is provided by the corona model in which all
transport effects of ions in various ionization states are neglected, excitation is by collisions with
electrons and de-excitation is radiative.
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For the ion pressure we used

at

rdr

(2d)

with Qj = -nj X; ^ r ( k T j ) ,
where %x is the ion heat conductivity taken from collisional theory [14], i.e. no anomalous ion heat
conductivity has been used.
The light and heavy impurities, finally, are specified at the beginning of each simulation and are
assumed not to change with time.
The anomalous transport coefficients %c, D n , and v a are a key topic in tokamak plasma physics
and the main subject of Section 3. Ref. [15] gives a comprehensive review of anomalous transport
in tokamaks. Here we limit ourselves to some general remarks.
Generally the anomalous heat conductivity is represented by a scaling of the type
(3)
where the v= are plasma variables, e.g., the major radius R, the minor radius a, the electron
temperature T e , the electron density n e , the safety factor q, etc., and F(r) is some function of the
radius. In the section on bulk heating scalings for %e are presented which fitted the experimental
results from the various plasma regimes. Because the particle confinement time is generally several
times longer than the energy confinement time but obeys a similar scaling, D n is usually taken to be
proportional to %e. We used D n = V4 Xe To obtain the correct electron density profile normally an
anomalous inward pinch velocity is needed. For this the form
va = v 0 ( r / a ) 2

(4)

was taken. The anomalous pinch velocity was kept constant during a discharge.
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2.2 THE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING MODEL.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in the electron cyclotron range of frequencies can be
described in terms of the WKB approximation; the wave lengths involved (e.g., X. = 5 mm at a
frequency of 60 GHz) are short compared to typical scale lengths in a tokamak (e.g., the minor
radius which in the case of TFR is a = 18 cm). Furthermore, the dispersion properties and the
linear absorption of electron cyclotron waves are well known [16]. Ray-tracing techniques therefore
can provide accurate calculations of the electron cyclotron power deposition profile, PECH* recluired
in the transport code simulations. This approach, however, requires long computing times. For this
reason we used a simpler model in the transport code calculations for the bulk heating experiments,
similar to the model described in Ref. [17]. This model is motivated by the observation that the
layer where the power is absorbed, is thin compared to the radius of curvature of the ray trajectories
caused by refraction. Consequently, within this layer refraction may be neglected. This allows to
approximate the actual rays by a straight beam, the width of which is chosen in such a way that it
accounts for the refraction of the rays along their paths up to the absorption layer. The power
density in vertical direction, y, of the beam is taken to be parabolic, i.e. for ly - yol < w

where w is the half-width of the beam and yo is the vertical position of the centre of the beam at the
absorption layer. A projection of the rays on the poloidal plane results in a local power absorption
given by
|S(x, y)

P abs = a(x, y) P beam (y) exp - J 0 a(s') ds1,

(6)

where x is the coordinate along the major radius, s1 is the coordinate along the ray trajectory, and
ds1 = dx / sin 0 , 0 = atan IN^ / N^, and Nj_ (N||) is the ray-refractive index perpendicular (parrallei;
to the magnetic field. In plane slab geometry N|( is constant along a ray. Because this also holds, to
a good approximation, in a tokamak, we assumed N|| to be constant along a ray. The power is
spread very fast over the whole flux surface affected, yielding a radial power deposition profile
P

ECH« =

i
-TZ
2

4jt R

r2*
d9 P

J

abs(x'

tf-

O)

o

This model gives a satisfactory approximation for Pg^H o v e r a w ^ e r a n 8 e or" plasma parameters,
for injection of the 0-mode from the high- and low-field side as well as for the injection of the
X-mode from the high-field side, if the angles of propagation are not too far from perpendicular
with respect to the toroidal field. Also the power absorbed along rays reflected by a mirror mounted
on the discharge chamber opposite to the wave guide antennae can be accounted for. In this case
Eq. (6) has to be applied also to the reflected rays with N|| being determined by the reflection of the
ray at the mirror. For densities close to or above cut-off, of course, the refraction effects are large
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and the model is no longer valid. Figure 3 gives P E C H a s calculated with this model for typical
plasma parameters. For comparison also the results of a full ray-tracing calculation with the TORAY
code [18] are given. Clearly, the results obtained with the simple model agree well with the full
ray-tracing calculations.
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FIG. 3
Power deposition profiles as calculated by the simple model (full lines) and by a full ray-tracing
calculation. In both cases 200 kW of 60 GHz waves in the O-mode was injected perpendicularly to the toroidal field
(N|j = 0) into a plasma with central resonance, R=0.96 m, a=0.18 m, n e = 2.5 10*' (1 - (r/a)^) m"^, and
T e = 1.0 (1 - (r/a) 2 ) 2 keV. In the simple model a half width of the beam of 6 cm was used. In the ray-tracing
calculations the rays were chosen to model a Gaussian beam with an angular spread of 3° coming from R=1.5 m,
which gives a good representation of the actual antenna pattern.
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3 BULK HEATING.
3.1 SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
A main aim of the Electron Cyclotron Heating experiments on TFR was bulk plasma heating. Both
plasma variables and heating power were varied over a broad range. The ECH was localized at
various positions in the plasma.
In the experiments three distinct regimes of the Ohmic target plasma were found, depending on
the plasma current or the contamination with heavy impurities [4-6]. Two regimes corresponded to
relatively clean plasma conditions: one for low plasma current (the Low-Current regime with for the
safety factor at the edge: qa > 3.2) and the other for high plasma current (the High-Current regime
with qa < 3.2) [2,3,6]. A third regime was present in discharges with a high level of metallic
impurities (the Iron-Dominated regime) [4,6]. The latter discharges were obtained during a period in
which a calorimeter was installed in the limiter shadow. No dependence of the plasma regime on
current was found in the Iron-Dominated regime. The best confinement was obtained in the LowCurrent regime which was free of any MHD activity. In the High-Current regime the confinement
was degraded by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 [5], Other marked differences with respect to the LowCurrent regime were the presence of strong, saturated MHD oscillations and a stronger peaking of
the Te-profile. These differences are illustrated in Fig. 4 showing the evolution of the current, lineintegrated density, and MHD activity. Also the corresponding temperature and density profiles are
shown. In the Iron-Dominated regime the worst confinement was found [5].
In the experiments the central electron density ne(0) was varied from 1.0 to 5.0 1019 m'3. We
will concentrate here on the medium-density range (ne(0) = 1.5 to 3.0 1019 m' 3 ) because at low
densities strong suprathermal effects were observed during ECH, while at high densities the plasma
core was inaccessible for the O-mode, the cut-off density for 60 GHz being 4.46 1019 m'3. For
these medium densities, the energy confinement was proportional to the density. This remained true
also during ECH, although this fact was obscured by strong effects of ECH on the particle content
and on the density profile. During ECH the density profile was broadened. In addition, at higher
densities a strong density pump-out was observed, while at low densities ECH led to an increase of
the total particle content. Figure 5 summarizes the experimental data on central ECH by giving the
energy confinement time xE as a function of input power for typical medium-density discharges
(i.e., with a volume average densitiy <ne> between 1.0 and 1.5 1019 m"3) from all three regimes.
Shifting the electron cyclotron resonance to the high- or low-field side leads to off-axis
heating. Shifting of the resonance by more than 5 to 6 cm led to a strong degradation of confinement [5]. Smaller shifts, on the other hand, led to only a minor degradation of confinement.
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FIG. 4
Typical experimental results for a Low- (left) and a High-Current (right) discharge.
a) The evolution of the plasma current I and the loop voltage V ] o 0
b) The evolution of the central line-integrated electron density Njjojand the horizontal displacement AH of the centre
of the plasma column with respect to the centre of the vacuum vessel (R=0.98 m).
c) The evolution of the m=2 mode activity.
d) The injected ECH power.
e) A typical density profile during ECH.
0 Typical temperature profiles both for phases with only ohmic heating and during phases with full power
(-500 kW) ECH.
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FIG. 5
The energy confinement times as a function of ECH power (each gyrotron corresponds to -170 kW) for
typical medium density (i.e. <ne> = 1.0 to 1.5 10 1 ^ m"-*) discharges from the three regimes [5]. It is noted that the
points for the Iron-Dominated regime correspond to dicharges with relatively high densities for which a significant
particle pump-out was observed which, at least partly, explains the strong degradation of confinement observed in this
case [5].
• Low-Current, I_ = 100 kA.
V High-Current, II = 115 kA.
o Iron-Dominated,
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3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE SIMULATIONS.
The main objective of the simulations was to find a scaling for the anomalous electron heat
conductivity which gives a satisfactory description of the energy confinement and of the Te-profiles
observed with and without high power ECH for the discharges investigated. A second question for
which we sought an answer in the simulations, was the cause of the differences between the two
ohmic regimes under clean plasma conditions.
In search of a proper scaling for the electron heat conductivity x c . we observe the following
points. First, as is generally observed in tokamaks, the energy confinement in all ohmic regimes
was proportional to the density. This justifies the working hypothesis Xe - V 1 . Secondly, some
degradation of confinement was found for high-power ECH. One way to obtain such a degradation
is to suppose that Xe increases whith temperature during ECH. Guided by the results obtained on
T-10, we put Xc ~ T e " 2 - Finally, it is known that the fairly peaked Te-profiles as observed in
tokamaks, generally require a radial profile of %$ that increases sufficiently strong with radius. To
assure such a profile of Xe, we introduced an explicit radial dependence, viz.
Te(r)W

Xe(r) = Const.

R

fr)

F(r/a),

(8)

where, for each regime, the constant was adjusted such that the correct value of the global energy
confinement time in the ohmic phase was reproduced, while F(r/a) was chosen such that the
experimental Tc-profile was satisfactorily fitted.
For each regime a discharge of medium density was simulated.
The Low- and High-Current Regimes.
For the Low- and High-Current regimes good simulations of the properties of ohmic dicharges
were obtained with the following scalings for the electron heat conductivity:
1/2

T

at Low-Current

Xe = L410 1 9

-^—

e

at High-Current

Xe = 1410 1 9

T
-^—

e3^r/a)

n

3

« r / a ) " !> m2/s,

!

> m2/s,

(9a)

(9b)

where T e is in eV and ne is in m"3. The particle diffusion coefficient was D n = 1/4 Xg while no
anomalous inward pinch was required to obtain a good simulation of the density profile. For large
r, transport was limited to 5 times Bohm transport: i.e., Xe ^ 5 XB with
Z

2

'
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with T e in eV and B in Tesla. One discharge at medium density, <n c > = 1.3 10 19 m"-5, in both the
Low- and High-Current regime was simulated. In Table 1 the main results of these simulations are
given together with experimental results of two corresponding discharges. The T c and n c profiles
are shown in Fig. 6 including experimental data. Note that the only difference in x,. for the Lowand High-Current regimes is in the explicit radial function F(r). This is sufficient to explain the
difference in both Tc-profiles and energy confinement times. The difference in the functions F(r)
and, consequently, in Xc >s largest for r = 0.7 a. Around this radius the scaling for the HighCurrent regime results in a value for j ^ which is twice as high as the value given by the scaling for
the Low-Current regime. Note, that this radius is close to the i)=2 surface, which suggests that the
increased transport in the High-Current regime can be attributed to the high level of MHD activity,
and more particularly to the m=2, n=l mode on the q=2 surface, observed only in this regime.

TABLE 1 Plasma parameters and results of the simulations (SIM) for the ohmic High- and
Low-Current regimes. Experimental data (EXP) are given for comparison.

LOW-CURRENT
EXP
SIM

HIGH-CURRENT
EXP
SIM

-0.96
-0.18
2.14
< 110.
1.0- 1.5

0.96
0.18
2.14
105.
1.3

-0.96
-0.18
2.14
> 110.
1.0- 1.5

0.96
0.18
2.14
115.
1.3

3%

3%
0.2%c

3%

3%
0.2%o

-900.
-300.
-2.5
-8.
-2.0
1.5

940.
315.
2.6
7.0
2.4
1.5

-1000.
-300.
-2.5
-4.
-2.0
2.0

980.
285.
2.6
4.4
2.4
1.9

Plasma parameters

R
a
Bz
I
<n c >

(m)
(m)
(T)
(kA)
(10 I9 nT 3 )

Impurities
Oxygen
Iron
Ohmic results

X

(cV)
(cV)
(10 19 m-3)
(ms)

Zcff
V,

fV)

T e (0)
Tj(O)

ne(0)
E
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FIG. 6
The ohmic Tc-profiles as obtained in the simulations for ihc Low- (LC) and Ihe High-Current (HC)
regimes (cf. Table 1). Typical experimental data arc given for comparison.

We looked for an explanation of the presence or absence of the m=2, n=l mode in terms of the
linear theory of (resistive MHD) tearing modes. The parameter describing instability, A', depends
only on the current profile and can be calculated easily [19] (see also Section 4.2). This was done
for current profiles predicted by the transport code for discharges in both the Low- and
High-Current regimes. The current profiles predicted for the High-Current regime were found to be
more stable than the current profiles predicted for the Low-Current regime. Also increasing the
current in the Low-Current regime led to a decrease of A', i.e. an increase of stability. It is difficult,
however, to draw definite conclusions from these results, since the absence of experimental data on
the current profile leaves large uncertainties. Still we tend to conclude tentatively that the destabilization of the m=2, n=l tearing mode in the transition from the Low- to the High-Current regime
cannot be explained by standard linear theory. A possible alternative explanation is that the m=2,
n=l tearing mode is driven non-linearly unstable by the ideal m=3 surface kink mode, which is
expected to be unstable for values of q a close to 3 (see e.g. [20]).
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The scaling for the High-Current regime also yielded good results with central ECH. This is
illustrated by Fig.s 7 and 8. Figure 7 presents the temperature profits as predicted by the HighCurrent scaling for central ECH with 1, 2, and 3 gyrotrons (-170 kW each) for a discharge with the
same parameters as in Table 1. Figure 8 gives the resulting confinement times as a function of total
input power. Also given in this picture are corresponding results obtained with the Low-Current
scaling. The latter clearly do not reproduce ihe strong confinement degradation observed experimentally in the Low-Current regime even at quite low ECH power levels. As is seen from Fig. 8,
however, these results can be satisfactorily simulated «viih the High-Current scaling. Thus, we
conclude that ECH makes the plasma conditions of the Low-Current regime equal to those of ihe
High-Current regime.

0.0

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15
>• r

0.20

(cm)

FIG. 7
The Te-profiles as obtained in the simulations for the High-Current regime during ECH with 1,2. and
3 gyrotrons (170 kW each). Typical experimental data arc given for comparison. Note that simulation and experiment
agree well in the outer regions, whereas they differ close to the centre, where the experimental data show a large
scatter.
FIG. 8
The energy confinement times during ECH as obtained in the simulations with the Low- (•) and the
High-Current (o) scaling for *<.• The full and the dashed-dotted lines indicate experimental data (cf. Fig. 5) for
discharges from the Low- and High-Current regimes, respectively. Note that with ECH the results obtained with the
High-Current scaling agree well with the data for both plasma regimes.
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The Iron-Dominated Regime.
The Iron-Dominated regime showed a slightly degraded confinement compared with the HighCurrent regime [5,6]. Good simulations for the Iron-Dominated regime were obtained with the
following scaling for the electron heat conductivity
e2((r/a)

= 1.2

2

-l)m2/Si

(11)

which is very similar to the scaling for the High-Current regime. Only in the central region %^ is
about twice as large. We simulated two discharges in this regime: one at medium density,
<ne> = 1.2 1019 rrf3, and one at high density, <ne> = 2.1 1019 rrr3. The results for both are
presented in Table 2. In Fig. 9 the corresponding Te-profiies are given for the ohmic phase and for
full power (-500 kW) ECH.
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FIG. 9
Results of simulations of discharges from the Iron-Dominated regime. The T -profiles both before and
during ECH (470 kW) are given for a medium-density (a) and a high-density discharge (b). The other data on these
discharges are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2 Plasma parameters and results of the simulations for two discharges from the
Iron-Dominated regime.
MEDIUM-DENSITY
EXP
SIM

HIGH-DENSITY
SIM
EXP

Plasma parameters
R
(m)
a
(m)
(T)
Bz
I
(kA)
<ne>
(1019m"3)

0.96
0.18
2.14
-108.
1.2

0.96
0.18
2.14
108.
1.2

0.96
0.18
2.12
110.
2.1

0.96
0.18
2.14
110.
2.1

Impurities
Oxygen
Iron

3%
2.%o

3%
2.%o

0.5%o

0.5%o

(V)

640.
-300.
2.4
3.1
-3.2
2.2

665.
180.
2.2
2.7
3.2
2.6

600.
-480.
4.0
6.0
-2.4
2.0

650.
300.
3.8
4.8
2.8
2.7

Results with ECH (470 kW)
<ne>
(1019 m"3)
Te(0)
(eV)
ne(0)
(10 19 m- 3 )
X
(ms)
E

1.2
2000.
2.0
2.4

1.2
2100
2.2
2.5
3.4
1.1

1.7
1500.
2.6
3.2

2.1
1700
3.6
4.3
3.0
1.1

Ohmic results
(eV)
Te(0)
Tj(O)
(eV)
ne(0)
(10 19 m- 3 )
(ms)
%

z eff
V

Z

loop

eff

V

loop

(V)

1.2

1.2
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The effect of ECH on the density also is well illustrated by these two discharges (cf. Fig. 10).
In ali cases ECH leads to a strong broadening of the density profile. It is shown in Fig. 10a,
corresponding to the the medium-density discharge, that this effect is only partly reproduced in the
simulations. The broadening is caused both by an increase of the particle diffusion coefficient
(Dn~xe) and a decrease of the Ware pinch [A]. In previous simulations it was shown that these
effects can explain the broadening completely, but only if a higher particle diffusivity is assumed
[4]: in these simulations Dn = 2/3 xe. At higher densities also a net decrease of the total particle
content was observed. This is illustrated by the high-density discharge (Fig.lOb) in which the
volume averaged density during full power ECH dropped to <ne> = 1.7 1019 m~3. This particle
pump-out is most likely due to reduced recycling during ECH. In the simulations the recycling
coefficient was always kept equal to one and no attempt has been made to simulate the pump-out.
The decrease of the density also largely explains the strong decrease of the energy confinement time
with ECH observed in the high-density discharge.
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FIG. 10
The density profiles for ihe same discharges as in Fig. 9. Full lines represent the results of the
simulau'ons and the dashed lines the experimental data. Note the strong decrease of n. in the ECH phase of the
high-density discharge.
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Off-Axis Heating.
Simulations were also performed for discharges in which the electron cyclotron resonance was
placed off-axis by varying the value of the toroidal field. As an example the results of simulations of
discharges with varying positions of the electron cyclotron resonance, which are otherwise equal to
the medium-density discharge from the Iron-Dominated regime discussed above, are given in
Fig. 11. At radii outside the electron cyclotron resonance the Te-profiles obtained with full power
ECH almost coincide with the profile obtained in the simulation for the case of central heating. At
radii inside the resonance the profiles are almost flat. The reason for this result is that most EC
power is deposited close to the resonance, while the power balance is completely dominated by the
EC power; the energy flux outside the electron cyclotron resonance therefore is equal in all cases
and, consequently, also the T e -profiles are equal outside the resonance. This also results in a
relatively moderate decrease of the energy confinement time with increasing off-axis shift of the
electron cyclotron resonance. For shifts of up to ~5 cm, i.e. up to r / a = 1/4 to 1/3, this agrees with
the experimental results. For larger displacements, however, a much larger decrease of the energy
confinement time by a factor of ~2 was found in the experimt..ts [5]. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is provided by tearing mode stability calculations: e.g., the broadening of the Te-profile
caused by off-axis heating with a displacement of the resonance of 8 cm led a strong destabilization
of the m=2, n=l mode, which may well cause the additional degradation of the energy confinement.
These results are apparently in contrast with the ECH experiments in T-10, in which only a minor
degradation of confinement was found for off-axis heating up to r / a = 2/3 [ 11 ]. A closer inspection
of the data presented in Ref. [9], however, shows that the T-10 results do not refer to steady state.
In fact, a large confinement degradation is found on a longer timescale, in agreement with the
present results and the suggested explanation.
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FIG. 11
Results of simulations of off-axis heating. Except for B z all plasma parameters are equal to those for
the medium-density discharge from Table 2.
a) The Te-profiles during ECH (470 kW) for various positions of the EC resonance x f .
b) The corresponding energy confinement time as a function of lxrl. Experimental findings on the energy confinement
time of medium-density discharges from the Iron-Dominated regime are indicated by the crosses and the dotted line.
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3.3 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION.
We conclude that the Te1/r2-scaling of the anomalous heat conductivity gives a satisfactory
description of the global confinement properties of the simulated ECH experiments on TFR.
It is interesting to compare the confinement times and the anomalous heat conductivities appropriate
for TFR with predictions of other scalings. As an example we compare the experimental results for
the two discharges in the Low- and High-Current regimes with similar basic plasma parameters
with the predictions of the scaling for Ohmic heating ('neo-ALCATOR' scaling) in the form
proposed by Goldston [10]
T E = 8.5 10-22 <ne> a1-04 R 2 0 4 qa0-5,

(12)

which for <ne> = 1.3 1019 irr3, a = 0.18 m, R = 0.96 m, and qa « 3 yields t E = 3.0 ms. This is
close to the values found in the High-Current and Iron-Dominated regimes. Goldston also has given
a scaling for confinement in the presence of strong additional heating, known as L-mode scaling
[10]. In the parameter range relevant for the ECH experiments in TFR, however, this L-mode
scaling predicts confinement times well in excess of the predictions of Eq. (12). Under these
circumstances, Eq. (12) is expected to apply also during ECH and, consequently, it is not possible
to draw conclusions on the validity of L-mode scaling during ECH from the experiments on TFR
alone. This could also explain the relatively small degradation, even at full (~500 kW) power ECH,
in the High-Current and the Iron-Dominated regimes.
In the ECH experiments on T-10 confinement degradation was also observed to be relatively
small and to be described well by the T-ll scaling for %& which reads [11]
T 1/2

20

= 10

e

~^—„
^

fr 1W

sJ
lR

where Aj is the atomic weigth of the plasma ions (i.e., Aj = 1 for hydrogen as used in TFR). In
Fig. 12 the heat conductivity of the T-ll scaling is compared to the heat conductivity in the
simulations of the discharges from the Low- and High-Current regimes. We see that in the
confinement range range (r = 0.5 a) the scaling for the High-Current regime (Eq. (9b)) corresponds
closely to the T-ll scaling. In the Low-Current regime %e is smaller in this range. It must be noted,
however, that the T-ll scaling for %g does not provide an appropriate simulation of the ECH
experiments on TFR, because it predicts too small a value for %e at large radii (cf. Fig. 12) and,
consequently, would lead to Te-profiles which are too broad.
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FIG. 12
The electron heal conductiviiy %e according to the Low- and High-Current scalings for the corresponding
discharges from Table 1 compared with x e according to T-l 1 scaling (calculated on the basis of the profiles obtained
in the simulation of the High-Current discharge).
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4 MODE CONTROL.
4.1 SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
A second topic addressed in the ECH experiments on TFR was MHD mode control by local
heating. Similar experiments were performed on T-10 and proved the possibility to reduce m=2
activity by local ECH [11]. The basic idea of these experiments was to reduce the temperature
gradient and, consequently, the current density gradient, locally, leading to stabilization of the mode
[21, 22]. The experimental results obtained on TFR were presented in Ref.s |2, 3].
The positive effect of ECH on mode activity is shown in Fig. 13: both the m=2 and m=3
activity are clearly suppressed during a full 300 ms ECH pulse (-170 kW) in a discharge which,
without ECH, would exhibit strong MHD activity. The maximum efficiency was found for heating
approximately 2 cm outside the q=2 surface. The exact position of the q=2 surface, however, was
not known to whithin ~lcm. Experiments were also performed using a simple feedback loop which
switched on ECH if the m=2 activity exceeded a preset level. An example of repeated suppression
of the m=2 activity by this method is shown in Fig. 14. Also shown in this figure are the plasma
displacement and the safety factor at the ed»e, qa. These latter signals show that because of the
increase in plasma energy with ECH and the poor position control in TFR, ECH has a strong
influence on the plasma position and, consequently, on the value of qa. This severely hampers the
interpretation of the experiments.
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FIG. 13
An example of the suppression of MHD activity by ECH [3]. The evolution of the plasma current (a),
the central line-integrated density (b), the m=2, n=l (c) and m=3, n=l (d) mode amplitude are given for two similar
discharges, one without (full lines) and the other with a 300 ms, 170 kW ECH pulse (dashed lines). For these
discharges lhe EC resonance was xf=15.1 cm, the q=2 surface rq_2=12.7 cm, and the q=3 surface r q= 3=18. cm.
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FIG. 14
An example of MHD feedback control [3J. The following signals are shown as a function of time: a)
the ECH power, b) the m=2 mode amplitude, c) the m=3 mode amplitude, d) the horizontal displacement, e) the safety
factor at the edge, and 0 the loop voltage. For this discharge xr=13.3 cm, rQ_2=12.7 cm, and r Q = 3='8. cm.

For future applications of ECH to mode control it is important to check whether the positive
results were indeed a consequence of profile tailoring. The aim of the present simulations was to
answer this question. Because the m=2 activity is supposed to be due to a magnetic island around
the q=2 surface which is formed by the m=2, n=l tearing mode, we concentrated in the simulations
on the effect of ECH on this mode. Moreover, the m=2, n=l tearing mode is thought to play a
dominant role in the occurrence of major disruptions (see, e.g., [23]). Especially, for a possible
application of local ECH as a means of disruption control, it is thus of crucial importance to have a
proper understanding of the present experimental results. In the next subsection a short description
is given of the model that was employed to evaluate the evolution of the m=2, n=l tearing mode.
Then the results of the simulations are presented. In a final subsection we discuss the results and
present the conclusions.
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4.2 EVOLUTION OF TEARING MODES.
The evolution of the m=2, n=l tearing mode was evaluated within the framework of quasi-linear
theory (in cylindrical geometry) [ 12]. In order to single out the effect of profile tailoring by ECH on
the mode, both the effect of island heating and the effects of the increased transport acros? the
magnetic island were neglected. The evolution of the tearing mode with poloidal and 'oroidal moti?
numbers m and n, respectively, located at the radius rs with q(rs) = m/n, is th< n to a good
approximation given by [12]

where T)(rs) is the resistivity on rs and A"mn(wm n ) is the jump in the logarithmic derivative of the
disturbed helical flux function \|/m n of the mode over the entire width w m n of the magnetic island,
i.e.
A,
A

,
x
m,n(wm,n) ^

3 r V

m

,

n

( s \ f m
— - T ^

i n s

•

(15)

The perturbed helical flux function is obtained by the integration of the following equation from 0 to
r s and from -°° to r s with the condition of continuity of \|/m n at rs [19]:
d2
, 0 Vm.n +
dr2

d
V
Vm,n
rdr

| T
I r2

+

„ nrR ,
Be-nrBz/mR

= 0,

(16)

where j is the current density, B e is the poloidal field, B 2 is the toroidal field, and \i0 is the
permeability of vacuum. It is seen that the mode saturates at a finite amplitude w ^ given by
A'(wsal) = 0.

(17)

It is noted that A' is a very sensitive function of the radial derivative of the current density
profile. In the transport code this term depends on the assumptions made with regard to the
resistivity, while the current density profile is also calculated rather crudely on the discrete radial
mesh. Nevertheless, it is possible to assess certain trends in mode stability with respect to plasma
parameters or the effects on mode stability due to changes in the plasma profiles caused, e.g., by
local hearing.
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4.3 THE SIMULATIONS.
Because strong mode activity was mainly observed in discharges from the High-Current regime
(see Section 3.1), we simulated discharges for which most plasma parameters were equal to those
of the High-Current discharge discussed in Section 3.2. Only the toroidal field and the plasma
current were increaszd by a factor, keeping qa constant and shifting the electron cyclotron resonance
at 60 GHz to xr = 14 cm, i.e. we used Bz = 2.45 T and I = 130 kA. We then changed the
anomalous heat conductivity in such a way that ohmic target plasmas, unstable to the m=2, n=l
tearing mode, were obtained with roughly the same energy confinement time as before. A
moderately unstable target plasma (A'(0)=4.7 m' 1 , ws;t( = 2.3 cm) was obtained with
1/2

T

v

= 0.63 K)l y

e1-6"^8)

—

•'>

m 2 /s.

(18)

n

Whereas an only weakly unstable target plasma (A'(0) = 1.1 m'', w sal = 1.4 cm) was obtained with
sal

T

1/2

l)

m2/s.

In general, it is noted that increasing the factor in the exponential leads to more peaked and,
consequently, more stable profiles and vice versa for decreasing this factor. TABLE 3 summarizes
the results of the simulations without ECH. Note that the plasma variables for the two ohmic target
plasmas show only minor differences. Yet, these differences give rise to large differences with
respect to the m=2, n=l tearing mode. The target plasmas are also not very different from the
results for the High-Current discharge described in Section 3.2 (TABLE 1).
For both discharges the effect of a 100 ms ECH pulse on the unstable mode was evaluated. To
study the dependence of this effect on he exact location of the heating, the wave frequency was
varied between 61.0 GHz (xr = 12 cm) and 59.4 GHz (xr = 15 cm). The power deposition profile
was calculated with a full ray-tracing calculation 118|. This was necessary, because the effect on the
mode depends critically on the exact power deposition profile, while single-pass absorption was
very low, typically 15 to 20% for these resonance positions, so absorption along the rays after
reflection from the mirror which was mounted opposite the launchers, also had to be accounted for.
During most experiments this was a tilted, mode-converting mirror (see Section I), such that after
reflection the rays had X-mode polarization. An example of the ray-tracing calculations including
reflection on the tilted, mode-converting mirror is shown in Fig. 15 for the case of the moderately
unstable profile and xr = 14 cm (60 GHz). Resulting power deposition profiles are also shown in
Fig. 15 for various positions of the resonance. Including the second pass the absorption was 50 to
70% (for xr = 15 and 12 cm, resp.) indicating that most power was absorbed in the second pass. As
seen in Fig. 15 this still resulted in peaked and well localized power deposition profiles as required
for this type of experiments.
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0.0
18

FIG. IS
Results ofray-tracingcalculations for the moderately unstable case.
a) The projection of ray trajectories on the poloidal plane for the case with xr=14. cm. The dots indicate the regions of
maximum absorption along the rays. Only the central and the four outermost rays out of a set of rays that is used to
model the antenna pattern, are shown. All rays were launched from R=l .5 m. The central ray was launched exactly
perpendicular to the toroidal direction and the four outer rays in directions differing from the central ray by + or -3° in
both the toroidal and poloidal directions.
b) The calculated power deposition profiles for the five different resonance positions. Note that the power is well
localized, almost exactly on r = Xj. The total absorbed power fractions are 70, 65, 60, 55, and 45% for x r = 12.0,
11.0,13.5,14.0, and 15.0 cm, respectively.
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TABLE 3.

Tc(0)

<V
Ti(O)
<Tj>

nc(0)
T

E

V

.oop

r

q=2

w

sat

Moderately unstable case
812.
380.
252.
122.
2.21
3.6

Weakly unstable case
848.
384.
257.
122.
2.26
3.7

(eV)
(eV)
(eV)
(eV)
(1019 m'3)
(ms)
(V)

2.0

2.0

(cm)
(m-1)
(cm)

0.86
13.5
4.7
2.3

0.81
13.6
1.1
1.4

%

A'(0)

Results for the ohmic target plasmas

Figure 16 shows the evolution of the width of the m=2, n=l magnetic island, evaluated
according to Eq. (14), during the injection of 300 kW of ECH (-180 kW absorbed) in the
moderately unstable target plasma and for five different positions of the electron cyclotron
resonance x r In spite of the small differences between the power deposition profiles (see Fig. 15),
the effect on the evolution of the magnetic island is seen to be very sensitive to the exact position of
the heating. The optimum effect, a complete suppression of the magnetic island, was obtained only
for xr = 13.5 cm, i.e. for heating almost exactly on the q=2 surface. As little as 0.5 cm difference
in xr already led to a significantly decreased effect. The stabilizing effect of ECH, however, is only
temporary: 20 to 40 ms after the initial decrease of the island width, the island starts to grow again.
Heating on the inside of the q=2 surface (xr = 12 cm) even led to an increase in island width well
above its initial size. A strong dependence on injected and, equivalently, absorbed power was also
observed in the simulations. This is shown by the results presented in Fig. 17 for the injection of
100,200, and 300 kW (60,120, and 180 kW absorbed, resp.) at xr = 13.5 cm. Also shown in this
figure is the result obtained for the injection of 300 kW in the presence of the mode-conserving
instead of the mode-converting mirror. The power deposition profile in this case did not differ
significantly from the ones obtained in the presence of the mode-converting mirror. Only the total
absorption was reduced to 30% (i.e., 90 kW), thus yielding a result intermediate between the
injection of 100 and 200 kW in the presence of the mode-convening mirror.
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FIG. 16 The effect of ECH on the size of the m=2, n=l magnetic island. The evolution of the island during a
100 ms, 300 kW ECH pulse is shown for the moderately unstable case and five different positions of the EC
resonance.
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FIG. 17
As Fig. 16 but for three different levels of injected ECH power (100,200, and 300 kW) with x f = 135
cm. Also the effect of the injection of 300 kW in the presence of the mode-conserving instead of the mode-converting
mirror is shown. In this case the absorbed power was only 90 kW, while the deposition profile was not significantly
different from the cases with the mode-converting mirror.
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In the case of the weakly unstable target plasma the results were slightly less sensitive to x r As
shown in Fig. 18 for injection of 300 kW (-180 kW absorbed), complete suppression of the
magnetic island was obtained for xr =13, 13.5, and 14.5 cm. Again this suppression was only
temporary, although for xr = 13 or 13.5 cm the island starts to grow again after a much longer time
of -80 ms. The dependence on injected power was similar to the case of the moderately unstable
target plasma: injection of either 100 or 200 kW at the optimum value of x,. = 13.5 cm did not lead
to complete suppression of the magnetic island.
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FIG. 18
As Fig. 16 but for the weakly unstable case. Note that in this case the mode is more easily stabilized.
Tlie stabilization is again only temporary.
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4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.
Comparing the results of the simulations with the experimental data the following differences are
immediately apparent. First, the optimum results in the experiment were obtained by heating
approximately 2 cm outside the q=2 surface [3], while the best results in the simulations were
obtained for heating almost exactly on the q=2 surface. It is even noted that the experimental
parameters corresponding to Fig. 13 (r 2 = 13 cm and xr = 15 cm) closely resemble those for the
simulations with xr = 15 cm which showed hardly any suppression of the island. Secondly, in the
simulations the injection of 300 kW was required for complete stabilization while in the experiments
suppression of the MHD activity was easily obtained with one gyrotron, i.e. -170 kW. A possible
reason for this discrepancy is that only around 60% of the power is accounted for in the simulations
while in the experiment the remaining 40% may well have been absorbed after multiple reflections
or conversion to Bernstein waves at the upper-hybrid resonance. If these 40% are absorbed close to
the resonance with a deposition profile similar to that of the power absorbed in the first and second
pass, one should rather compare results of simulations and experimental results taking the absorbed
power equal to the injected power. In that case, one finds that one gyrotron (-170 kW) could be
sufficient to obtain complete suppression of the magnetic islands in the experiments. Finally, in the
simulations the island suppression was only temporary while in the experiment the MHD activity
could be suppressed for a full 300 ms pulse of ECH (cf. Fig. 14). This discrepancy is more serious
since there is a very simple reason for it, which is directly related to the nature of the profile changes
that can be obtained by local heating. This is illustrated by Fig. 19 which gives the temperature and
the current density profile before ECH, 10 ms after the start of ECH and at the end of the 100 ms
ECH pulse for the injection of 300 kW at xr = 13.5 cm in the case of the moderately unstable
profile. After 10 ms of ECH the changes of the current density profile are mainly localized around
x r and such that A'(0) is well below zero (stable case) due to the clearly visible reduction of the
current density gradient around r__2. At that time the island size is still finite, because it changes
only on a local resistive timescale (cf. Eq. (14)) and, consequently, lags behind. On a longer
timescale the changes of the current density profile are more global and a strong broadening of j(r)
takes place, induced by the broadening of the temperature profile. This broadening of the current
density profile is, in general, destabilizing to the m=2, n=l tearing mode.
We are led to the conclusion that the suppression of the MHD activity with ECH obtained in
the experiments on TFR cannot be due to current profile tailoring alone. This conclusion is also
supported by experimental data as presented in Fig. 15 which show a clear correlation between
plasma position (i.e. qa) and the MHD activity. This may well have the same origin as the
correlation between ^ and MHD activity that descriminates the High-Current and the Low-Current
regimes (cf. Section 3).
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FIG. 19
The effect of ECH on the temperature (a) and the current density (b) profiles. The profiles before ECH,
after 10 ms ECH, and at the end of the ECH phase are given for the moderately unstable case with 300 kW of ECH at
x r = 13.5 cm. Note that after 10 ms the changes in the current density profile are still well localized around r = x r
leading to the stabilization of the mode. On a longer lime scale, however, the current density profile is significantly
broadened which causes the mode to become unstable again.
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Transport code simulations of the ECH experiments performed on TFR were carried out. Both bulk
heating and MHD mode control were addressed. Three experimental plasma regimes were
identified, namely, the Low- and High-Current and Iron-Dominated regimes [4-6], an anomalous
electron heat conductivity, y^, scaling like x e ~ ^e/21 ne yielded a good simulation of the
respective ohmic phases. In the High-Current and Iron-Dominated regimes the observed
degradation of confinement with ECH was adequately described by the T e ' ^ scaling of %<,. In the
Low-Current regime wich during the ohmic phases was characterized by an exceptionally high
confinement [2, 3, 6], a much larger degradation of confinement was found, even at low-power
ECH. In fact, during ECH discharges in the Low- and High-Current regimes were almost
indistinguishable, and the scaling of the High-Current regime also gave a good description of the
ECH phases of Low-Current discharges. Around r = 0.5 a, i.e. in the so-called confinement range,
the High-Current scaling is similar to T-l 1 scaling [11], both in absolute value and with respect to
the scaling with Tc and ne. These results confirm those obtained in T-l0 in which the degradation of
confinement with ECH was shown to be less then predicted by L-mode scaling [10] but to agree
with T-ll scaling [9, 11]. The L-mode scaling, however, does not apply in the parameter range
covered by the experiments in TFR. Consequently, a definite conclusion regarding the question
whether the behaviour of the energy confinement with ECH is similar to or more favourable than
that for other heating methods, cannot be drawn from the TFR results.
The behaviour of the m=2, n=l tearing mode was studied both in view of the differences
between the High- and Low-Current regime and of the MHD mode control experiments. Contrary
to the experimental observations, the profiles obtained with High-Current scaling were found to be
more stable than those obtained with the Low-Current scaling for xe- The MHD mode control
experiments were simulated within the framework of the quasi-linear theory for tearing modes [12].
Both the dependence on the position of the electron cyclotron resonance and the injected power
were studied. The results were found to depend very sensitively on the position of the resonance. A
complete suppression of the m=2, n= 1 magnetic island was obtained for heating almost exactly on
the q=2 surface, while varying the resonance position by as little as 0.5 cm had a much weaker
effect. The suppression of the magnetic island was in all cases found to be only temporary. These
results are in contrast with the experiments [3] in which the optimum effect was obtained for heating
approximately 2 cm outside the q=2 surface, and the suppression of the MHD activity lasted for a
full 300 ms pulse of ECH. The interpretation of these experiments is, however, difficult because of
the strong effect ECH has on the horizontal plasma position. In fact, in many cases a clear
correlation between q a and the MHD activity was observed, similar to the one discriminating the
High- and Low-Current regimes [2, 3]. These results show that stability or instability of the
m=2, n=l mode is a consequence of more complicated (non-linear) effects, rather than being
determined by linear tearing mode theory. One possibility is that the m=2, n=l mode is driven
unstable by the m=3, n=l ideal kink mode which is expected to be unstable forqa close to 3 [20].
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ABSTRACT.
A simple model is constructed which allows a systematic study of the effect of local heating or
non-inductive current drive on tearing modes. The current profile changes due to the heating and
current drive are calculated in steady state. An extensive study is made of the properties of the m=2,
n=l tearing mode within this model. It is shown that the effect of local heating on the m=2, n=l
mode stability is extremely sensitive to its localization. This sensitivity will, in practice, be
prohibitive for mode stabilization by local heating. Non-inductive current drive is shown to be far
more efficient in stabilizing the m=2, n=l mode. The optimum effect of the non-inductively driven
current is obtained when it is positioned such that the current density gradient immediately inside the
mode resonant surface is reduced.
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1
INTRODUCTION.
Present-day tokamak plasma perfomance is severely affected by low m tearing modes. These modes
can lead to gross instability causing, e.g., major disruptions (see e.g. [1-4]). It has also been
suggested that they play a central role in establishing so called 'consistent' profiles [5], i.e. it is
conjectured that the plasma itself seeks to minimize A' (the stability parameter for tearing modes [6])
for all modes by flattening the temperature profile around mode rational surfaces of high A', thus
generating consistent temperature and current profiles at the expense of increased transport. An
important improvement of tokamak operation is expected from external stabilization of these modes.
This could, e.g., allow disruption-free operation at lower values of the safety factor at the edge,
ledgeLow m tearing modes can be stabilized by tailoring the current profile to minimize adverse
current gradients at the mode rational surfaces, rs. This can be done either indirectly by tailoring the
temperature profile with local additional heating and thus, through Ohm's Law, the current profile
or directly by non-inductive current drive. Both methods have been studied earlier [7-11]. There is,
however, no systematic assessment of the requirements on the amount of power or the
non-inductively driven current, including their localization, necessary to achieve stabilization.
Moreover, recent calculations of the effect of local additional heating on tearing modes [12] suggest
that the stabilizing effect of profile tailoring by this method could just be transient and does not exist
for steady states.
To address these issues, we have developed a simple model to calculate, for a steady state, the
effect of local heating and of non-inductive current drive on linear tearing mode stability. If
magnetic islands are formed several non-linear effects would have to be considered: e.g., increased
transport across the island, and heating or current drive inside the island [13, 14], all of which may
well be stabilizing. The purpose of the present study, however, is to assess the requirements to
obtain and maintain stable profiles (for which magnetic islands do not form) in a steady state.
Consequently, non-linear effects have no bearing in this context.
We have applied this model to the case of the m=2, n=l mode localized around the q=2
surface. This mode is generally the most unstable tearing mode (except, of course, for the m=l,
n=l mode which may give rise to sawtooth oscillations but does affect transport only within the
sawtooth inversion radius) and, consequently, plays a key role in disruption behaviour and
transport.
In the next section a short description of the model and of the underlying assumptions is given.
Thereafter the results of the present study are presented and discussed. In the final section the
conclusions are summarized.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL.
In most cases the temperature profiles, Te(r), in tokamaks can be well approximated by a Gaussian.
Starting from this observation, which has been named 'profile consistency' [15], we make the
following ansatz: before the application of any heating or current drive which is specifically aimed at
profile tailoring, the temperature profile, T0(r), is indeed Gaussian. Normalizing temperatures and
the radial coordinate to the temperature on axis, TQ(0), and the minor radius, a, respectively, we
thus have
T0(r) = e-* r2 ,

(1)

where X is a dimensionless peaking parameter of the temperature profile. Disregarding neoclassical corrections to the resistivity, the current density under steady-state conditions then is given
by
j(r) = j(0)-(T e (r)/T e (0)) 3 /2.

(2)

Eq.s (1) and (2), together with a choice for X and the radius of the q=2 surface, rs, completely fix
the basic profiles.
Let Tj(r) be the effect on the Te-profile of additional heating with a total power Pj. Assuming
that Pj can be ideally localized at a radius rj (i.e., the deposition profile is - 8(r-rj)), that the
electron heat conductivity and the basic power input, PQ, do not change when Pj is applied, and that
P o is mainly deposited inside the radius r1( we find
P,
— T0(rj)
T,(r) =

for r < r 1 (

°

(3)

— T0(r)
P
0

for r>r,.

The current density profile is again given by Eq. (2), with Te(r) = T0(r) + Tj(r). A new value for
the central current density j(0) is obtained by the requirement that the total current is not changed.
Thus, in steady state the Te-profile is always broadened by Pj and so is the current profile. This
results in a lower central current density j(0) and in an inward shift of the q=2 surface.
The effect of non-inductive current drive can also be calculated in a straightforward way. The
total current, I, is assumed not to change under the influence of the non-inductive current drive. The
amount of non-inductively driven current, I CD , and its profile are specified explicitly according to
•e"P (r ' r CD } ?

(4)

such that the driven current is centred around r CD and its width is given by 1/Vp, with p large and
j C D (r C D ) determined by the specified value of I CD . Note that for a good localization of the driven
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current not only the the power driving the current must be sufficiently localized, but that also the
radial diffusivity of the current carrying (supra-thermal) particles [16] must be small. Because
Eq. (2) applies to the inductive part of the current, the inductive current density is obtained by
multiplying the current density profile before application of non-inductive current drive by d-l^/l.
The stability of the tearing modes is analyzed considering the limit of cylindrical geometry and
using the parameter A1 (A' < 0 stable; A' > 0 unstable) defined by [6]
s-£>
A

m

e

^>

Wrs>

where m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, rs is the mode rational surface with
q(rs) = m/n, and \|/ is the perturbation of the helical flux function. With the normalization
27iBz/(n0R) = 1, one has has for ym n [6]
2

2K

m

In the present study we use these relations for m=2, n=l.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
3.1 THE BASIC PROFILES.
In most tokamak discharges the peaking parameter of the Te-profile is of the order of q ^ e - Let us
consider the particularly interesting case where q ^ e - 3 and the q=2 surface is around r s - 0.7. In
order to assess the properties of the m=2, n=l tearing mode in this situation, A' was calculated for
profiles with 0.6 2 r s £ 1.0 and 2.0 < X <, 4.0. The results are displayed in Fig. 1 in the form of
level curves of constant A'. The shaded area corresponds to profiles with A' < 0, i.e. the stable
cases. From the figure it is seen that, as expected, peaked profiles are more stable than broad ones
and that (for constant X) larger values of rs are generally more stable than smaller ones, except for a
narrow range when r s approaches 1. No stable profiles exist for X < 2.5. In Fig. 1 also the line
with X = q^gg is shown; all profiles with X > %^ge (< <Jedge)are s i t u a t e c * above (beneath) this line.
It is noted that over a large range in X this line is very close to the line of marginal stability (A'= 0).
This observation supports the suggestion that profile consistency and radial transport in tokamaks
are closely related to tearing mode stability requirements [5]. For the study of the possibilities of
mode control by profile tailoring, to be discussed below, we have selected one moderately unstable
profile, which is typical for present-day tokamak operation, i.e., X = 3, r s = 0.7 which gives
=
3-6> A' = 2.1 and a (total) saturated island width (as defined in Ref. [17]) w = 0.14.
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FIG. 1
Stability of Gaussian current profiles with respect to the m=2, n=l tearing mode; j ~ exp(-3/2 X r 2 ) and
rg is the radius of the q=2 surface. Curves of constant A' are given for a range in X and r s typical of present-day
tokamak operation. The lines are drawn at integer values of A'. The shaded area indicates the region of stable profiles,
i.e. A' < 0. The thick dashed-dotted line indicates the profiles with X = q ^ e - Note that for X > 2.5 this line nearly
coincides with the line of marginal stability (A1 = 0).
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3.2 ADDITIONAL HEATING.
The effect of additional heating on stability is shown in Fig. 2 which gives the level curves of A' for
a range in power (0 < PJ/PQ S 1.0) and a range in deposition positions around the q=2 surface
(0.64 < rj < 0.74). It is seen that only a narrow stable region exists, for deposition very close to the
actual q=2 surface. Even for Pj = PQ its width is only 0.01 and this width decreases further with
decreasing power. No stabilization is found for P]/PQ < 0.2. In practice, it does not seem possible
to achieve such a precise positioning as assumed here nor is it likely that the width of the deposition
profile can be made narrow enough to be of the order of or smaller than 0.01.

0.72

0.70

0.68

-

0.66

-

0.0

1.0

FIG. 2
The effect (in steady state) on the m=2, n=l tearing mode in the case of a moderately unstable basic
profile, X = 3 and rs = 0.7 with A' = 2.1, of local heating with a power Pj positioned at r = rj. Level curves are drawn
at integer values of A'. The shaded area corresponds to cases for which the local heating leads to complete
stabilization. It is noted that the stable region is centred around the position of the q=2 surface, which is displaced
inwards by the heating.
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Starting from a less unstable case, these requirements are significantly relaxed, e.g. for a X = 3,
r s = 0.8 with A' = 0.23 and w = 0.04 the stable region is about four times as broad and the
minimum power for stabilization is only PJ/PQ = 0.05. The opposite is found for more unstable
profiles. However, because the power must be localized so close to or even on the q=2 surface, a
possible further stabilizing effect, which is not included in our simple model, is expected from
heating inside the magnetic islands [13, 14]. Even so, this latter effect does not help to maintain a
stable profile: at best, the island width can be significantly reduced minimizing its destructive
effects.
The conclusion that stabilization is almost impossible to obtain with local heating (disregarding
the effects of heating inside the island) seems to be in conflict with previous findings [8,9]. Yet,
there is a very simple explanation for this result. From Eq.s (5) and (6) it can be seen that the main
contribution to the destabilization comes from the current gradient immediately inside rs (note
3j/8r < 0), while the current gradient at the outside of rs will have a stabilizing effect. Thus, the
optimum effect on mode stabilization will be obtained by the creation of a local current density
plateau which is localized immediately inside r$. The creation of such a plateau requires a local
flattening of the Te-profile. Writing down the steady-state solution of the diffusion equation for T e
yields

d

JJ r dV pp(r)

—T
=
Te = - — 2
dr
4 7t R r nc Xg

P(r)
.
4 n2 R r ne XQ

(7)

Inspection of this equation shows that the only way to create a local plateau in T e is to make n e x e
very large, because P(r) is an increasing monotonic function of r. Thus, the only impact to be
expected from local heating, i.e. a strong local rise of P(r), is due to a global redistribution of the
adverse current gradient.
In Ref. [12] stabilization of the m=2, n=l tearing mode by local electron cyclotron heating has
been studied. A transient phase was found during which a local flattening of the current density
profile was produced and the mode was stabilized. On a longer timescale, however, a global
broadening of the current profile was found leading to destabilization of the mode, in agreement
with the present model. The explanation of this phenomenon lies in the different time scales for
local and global current diffusion. Thus, we conclude that the beneficial effect of local heating on
tearing mode stability found in previous calculations [8,9] has to be ascribed to a transient effect
and does not exist in steady state. Also the tearing mode stabilization observed in T-10 [18] with
localized Election Cyclotron Heating may well have to be ascribed to such a transient effect or, else,
to the effects of island heating.
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3.3 NON-INDUCTIVE CURRENT DRIVE.
Non-inductive current drive provides a more direct way for current profile tailoring. Current drive
can also be far more effective than heating, because the non-inductively driven current profile, in
principle, can take almost any shape so that it is more readily possible to create a local plateau in the
current profile. As mentioned above, the optimum effect of such a plateau is obtained when it is
localized immediately inside rs. Using for the non-inductively driven current the Gaussian profile of
Eq. (4) centred around r^-D with a peaking parameter p » I also allows to make an estimate of the
amount of current and its approximate location needed to achieve dj/0r = 0 immediately inside T%.
For typical parameters we find
IICD/II

= 10/p

(8a)

r

" -H(-ICD/I)V2/p,

(8b)

and
CD" r s

where H(x) is the Heaviside function, while the tolerance on the localization will be of order 1/Vp.
We have studied two cases in more detail. In both the basic profile again was specified by X = 3 and
rs = 0.7. Figure 3 gives the results for a relatively broad profile of the driven current (P = 100.)
corresponding to a half width of 0.1, and furthermore -0.1 < I CD /IS +0.1 and 0.4 < r CD < 0.8.
Figure 4 corresponds to a narrower profile, P = 1000., having a half width = 0.03, with
-0.01 SIcp/I < +0.01 and 0.55 Sr^p < 0.75. The shaded area again corresponds to the stable
cases. It is seen that significantly less current is required to stabilize the mode than what is estimated
to achieve 3j/3r = 0 locally (Eq. 8a). For p = 1000., even as little as II CD /II = 0.005 is sufficient
for stabilization. Also therequirementson the localization are relatively moderate as compared to the
case of additional heating: the stable regions have a width of the order of or even greater than 1/Vp,
in agreement with the expectations. The location of these stable regions agree with the condition
given in Eq. (8b). Thus, the conditions given in Eq.s (8a) and (8b) are more than sufficient for
mode stabilization by non-inductive current drive.
To assess the power required to drive such a current (e.g. by electron cyclotron and /or lower
hybrid waves) we take a current drive efficiency (see e.g. Ref. [11,19])
ICD/PCD "

01

A/W.

(9)

This is a typical value for conditions around the q=2 surface in large tokamaks (R = 3.-5. m,
n e « 3. 1019 m"3, rs/R = 0.2, and Te = 2. keV). For current drive by electron cyclotron waves in a
thermal plasma this number may be slightly optimistic, especially because trapped particle effects
tend to become important in that case. For an aspect ratio of 0.2 a reduction of the current drive
efficiency by a factor of about 2 is anticipated [11].
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FIG. 3
The effect of a non-inductively driven current, J C D ~ exp(-P (r-r CD ) 2 ) with |3 =100., in the case of the
same basic profile as in Fig. 2. Level curves are drawn at integer values of A1. The shaded area corresponds to the
cases in which the mode is completely stabilized. Note that for I C D = +/- 10/p I, the current density profile is
completely flattened just inside/ouuide r C D (cf. Eq. (8)).
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FIG. 4
The same as Fig. 3 but for a better localized, p =1000., driven current. These results together with
Fig. 3 confirm that Eq.s (8a) and (8b) represent sufflcient conditions for mode stabilization by non-inductive current
drive. Note that the tolerance on the localization to achieve stabilization indeed is 1/Vp.
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The power transferred to the plasma is minimum in the case of Ohmic heating where
Pn = I V,

with the loop voltage being typically V l o o = 1.0 V in present experiments. Thus,

using Eq. (9) we find
P C D = 10 I C D W/A = 10 P n I C E / I .

(10)

This means that in the case of the broad profile of j C D (P =100.), see Eq. (8a), P C D = P Q . Note that
in this case, the heating caused by the power P ^ D is expected to reduce the stabilizing effect of the
driven current. Let us take the most unfavourable case, namely purely Ohmic heating (P o = Pn), so
that one has P C D = 10 PQ IQ^/I, and make the same assumptions as in the previous section on the
effect of the heating except that we now approximate the heating profile by a block function of the
same width as the profile of the driven current. For (3 = 100. this indeed results in a large reduction
of the stable region. In contrast, for a narrower profile (p = 1000.) the effect of heating is negligible
since in this case P C D < 0.1 P n . Thus, we conclude that in cases of sufficiently intense additional
heating (PQ »

PQ) as available in large tokamaks like JET, TFTR or JT-60 and when the

localization of the non-inductively driven current is good, the heating effects of the driving power
are unimportant.

4

CONCLUSIONS

With the assumptions on profiles adopted here, we arrive at the following conclusions:
-The fact that experimental profiles corresponding to X = q e ( j g e , see Sect. 3.1, over a large
range are close to marginal stability (A' = 0) for the m=2, n=l tearing mode is unlikely to be a mere
coincidence, but rather confirms the conjecture that low m tearing modes are important for tokamak
transport behaviour in that they establish so-called consistent profiles.
-Stabilization of the m=2, n=l tearing mode in steady state by local heating is very ineffective,
because it requires a too accurate and too narrow localization (both of the order of 1% of the minor
radius) of the power deposition. This result is due to the fact that, in steady state, it is impossible to
create a local plateau in T e (and j) by local heating.
-The stabilization with local heating found in previous calculations [8,9] is most likely related
to a transient effect [12].
-Non-inductive current drive does provide an efficient method for stabilization of the m=2,
n=l tearing mode. Driving as little as 0.5% of the total current can be sufficient for stabilization,
provided the driven current can be accurately localized (< 0.03 a). The driven current must be
localized such that the current gradient immediately inside r s is minimized. Sufficient conditions for
mode stabilization by this method are well represented by Eq.s (8a) and (8b). The powers required
to drive such currents are very moderate (P C D S 0 . 1 P o ).
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The practical implementation of this method is, however, by no means trivial. Apart from an
efficient method to drive the required current with the required localization, it also requires a good
knowledge of the position of the q=2 surface in the absence of magnetic islands. Nevertheless, for
the application to a tokamak reactor it may well be the only viable option.
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ABSTRACT.
Transport code simulations are presented of sawteething discharges in T-10. Two models were
employed to describe the sawtooth oscillations. In the first (reconnection) model the sawtooth
collapse is caused by complete reconnection. In the second (turbulent) model the collapse is
ascribed to increased radial transport caused by the generation of turbulence at some critical size of
the m=l, n=l magnetic island. For one particular discharge the predictions of the two models for
the temperature, density, and current profiles as well as the evolution of the heat pulse generated by
the sawtooth collapse, were analysed in detail and compared with the experiment. Also the influence
of both central and off-axis heating by electron cyclotron waves on the sawtooth dynamics as given
by the two models was investigated and compared with the experiment. In all respects good
agreement with experiment was obtained with the turbulent model. In contrast, it was not possible
to obtain satisfactory simulations with the reconnection model. The failure of the reconnection
model is mainly due to the general properties of the reconnection process and, consequently, is not
characteristic of the specific model employed but applies to all models in which the sawtooth
collapse is ascribed to reconnection.
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1
INTRODUCTION.
One-dimensional transport code simulations have become a standard tool in the prediction and
interpretation of tokamak plasma behaviour. Their application is not limited to the study of the
transport of particles and energy, but they can also be used to simulate and study other phenomena
observed in tokamaks. In fact, since the transport code yields information on the basic plasma
profiles and can predict their evolution once the transport coefficients are known, it is possible to
investigate whether the plasma is subject to macroscopic instabilities and, if so, to simulate their
behaviour. Sawtooth oscillations, e.g., can be simulated in this way. Several models for describing
sawtooth oscillations [1-7] have been proposed and can be incorporated in a transport code. Thus,
transport code simulations can help to assess the validity of these models. For this purpose we have
incorporated two different sawtooth models in the transport code ICARUS [8]. These models are
chosen such that they are representative for each of two classes into which the sawtooth models can
be divided. These classes differ by the mechanism responsible for the sawtooth collapse. In the first
class the sawtooth collapse is ascribed to fast reconnection of the helical field inside and outside the
q=l surface(s) as in the model of Kadomtsev [1]. In the second class the sawtooth collapse is due
to a sudden enhancement of the radial tranport caused by either turbulence or stochasticity of the
magnetic field lines. Such a model has, e.g., been proposed by Samain and Dubois [5]. The
different mechanisms for the sawtooth collapse lead to important differences in the plasma profiles
and in the sawtooth dynamics predicted by the two classes of models. Thus, many of the
conclusions resulting from the simulations to be presented do apply to the classes as a whole and
not only to the specific model of each class that has been considered.
In this paper simulations of the sawtooth behaviour in T-10 are presented. Both the basic
sawtooth dynamics including the propagation of the heat pulse originating from a sawtooth
collapse, and the effects of Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) on the sawtooth dynamics are
studied. The Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) measurements reported in Ref. [9] have served as
experimental data base. Three representative discharges selected from this data base have been
simulated with the transport code.
The plan of this paper is as follows. First the two sawtooth models are discussed. Then the
basic sawtooth dynamics of the two models, including the propagation of the generated heat pulse,
are analysed on the basis of one particular discharge. Thereafter, the effect of ECH on the sawtooth
dynamics is studied. For this purpose two discharges have been selected and simulated that have
similar plasma properties except for the toroidal field, chosen such that in one case ECH is in the
plasma centre and in the other outside the q=l surface. In the final section we summarize the results
and present the conclusions.
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2 THE SAWTOOTH MODELS.
Many models for sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks have been proposed [1-7]. Basically these
models can be divided into two classes. The main criterion for this division is the mechanism that is
invoked to explain the sawtooth collapse. We will distinguish so-called reconnection models and
turbulent models. The most prominent example of a model of the former class is the one of
Kadomtsev [1]. Most other models in this class are in fact extensions or variations of this model
[2,3, 4]. From these models the one proposed by Jahns et al. [4] is selected, as it is basically
equivalent with the model of Kadomtsev except that it also includes a mechanism that determines the
sawtooth period.
Within the class of turbulent models one can distinguish between two different mechanisms
invoked for the enhancement of radial transport during the collapse, namely micro-turbulence as
proposed by Samain and Dubois [5] and stochastization of the magnetic field lines as proposed by
Mercier [6] and Lichtenberg [7]. Both are not easily distinguishable experimentally. The model
from this class that we shall use [10] is, in fact, a synthesis of the ideas put forward by Samain and
Dubois [5] and experimental observations on TFR [11,12].
The two selected sawtooth models have been incorporated into the ICARUS transport code.
Because these models contain two and more dimensional features (e.g. magnetic islands), they can
be dealt with only in an average manner. A detailed description of the models is given in the
following subsections.
2.1 THE RECONNECTION MODEL.
In the model proposed by Jahns et al. [4], chosen from the class of reconnection models, the
complete reconnection that causes the collapse is due to an exponential growth of the m=l tearing
mode. It is supposed that this mode continues to grow at its linear growth rate during all its
non-linear evolution. This assumption has been confirmed by quasi-linear calculations [13] and is
also corroborated by numerical simulations [14]. We will use the linear growth rate of the m=l,
n=l tearing mode in its form given in Ref. [15] which in the relevant limits reduces to the two cases
originally considered by Jahns et al. [4], i.e., we consider the growing solution (growth rate
Y > 0) of the equation
2

Y(Y- im* e )(Y- i « * | ) = W T H T R ,

(1)

where o>*e 4 are the electron and ion diamagnetic frequencies and TR H are the resistive and
poloidal-Alfven times. The electron and ion diamagnetic frequencies are defined by [15]
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dPi

dkT e
+ 0.71
ne d r
'
dr

dr

'r,

where -e is the electron charge, rs is the radius of the q=l surface, B z is the toroidal magnetic field,
ne the electron density, T e the electron temperature, and p e j are the electron and ion pressure. The
the resistive and poloidal-Alfven times are defined by [15]

where a is the minor radius, R is the major radius, t) is the resistivity, q is the safety factor, p is the
mass density, and |i o is the permeability of vacuum. To be able to adjust the sawtooth period
resulting from the simulation to the experimental data, we introduce a constant, c - with which the
solution for y obtained from equation (1) is to be multiplied.
In the transport code, yis evaluated after each time step on the basis of the profiles at that time
and the island size is increased accordingly. When the island size becomes roughly equal to the
radius of the q=l surface, rs, the reconnection is necessarily completed in approximately one
growth time (~l/y). Thus, we can define a critical island size, 8C equal to rs> such that when the
island size becomes equal to 8C a sawtooth collapse must occur. The collapse is then simulated by
interrupting the transport code calculation and redistributing the magnetic flux, particles and energy
according to the prescriptions of Kadomtsev [1]. Thereafter plasma evolution according to the
transport code resumes. As soon as q drops anew below 1, the magnetic island starts growing again
from some initial value, 8Q. It is to be noted that the choice for both 8C and 5 0 has only a weak
influence on the sawtooth period, ts, which depends only logarithmically on their quotient:
ts~ln(Sc/50).
2.2 THE TURBULENT MODEL.
The turbulent model used [10], combines theoretical ideas of Samain and Dubois [5] and
experimental data from TFR [11, 12]. In Ref. [5] the non-linear growth of the m=l, n=l magnetic
island is calculated under the assumption that it follows a sequence of ideal MHD equilibria. The
resulting growth is given by
5 2 = 8O2 + 3Ti/u.0(t-t0),

(2)
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where t-t 0 is the time after the last collapse and 8 0 is the initial island size just after a collapse. It is
further assumed that the angle between the separatrices at the X-point of the magnetic island goes to
zero due to ideal MHD effects when the island reaches some critical size. A singular current layer is
then formed at the former X-point wich gives rise to micro-turbulence leading to enhanced transport
during the sawtooth collapse. On TFR it was seen that the collapse occurs when the island is still
comparatively small [11, 12]. It was shown that this critical island size 8C is consistent with the
scaling [10|
8c/rs = As" 2 ,

(3)

where s is the dimensionless shear at the q=l surface: s = r s ^/^T(rs) and A is a constant which
depends on assumptions made in Ref. [10]. Here, A is used as an adjustable parameter to be able to
simulate the correct sawtooth period in the transport code calculations.
In the transport code calculations the island size is evaluated at each time step according to
Eq. (2); when 8 > 5C is found, a collapse is simulated by increasing the transport coefficients in the
regions inside and around the q=l surface with preset factors for a period of time equal to the
experimentally observed duration of the sawtooth collapse (i.e. 200 (is [9] for the present
simulations).
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3 SAWTOOTH DYNAMICS.
The term sawtooth dynamics here covers the evolution of the various plasma profiles during a
sawtooth under otherwise steady state conditions. This also includes the behaviour of the heat pulse
which is generated as the consequence of the energy thrown out of the plasma core in each sawtooth
collapse. As the initial conditions for the heat pulse are set by the sawtooth collapse, they differ for
different sawtooth models. From the evolution of the pulse the heat conductivity of the plasma can
be derived [16, 17].
In this section the sawtooth dynamics as predicted by the two sawtooth models described
above is studied for one particular discharge, i.e. shot 23460 of T-10. The basic plasma
characteristics of this discharge are summarized in TABLE 1. This shot and similar discharges were
used in Ref. [9] to determine the heat conductivity, %e- f™m tn e evolution of the heat pulse. Apart
from the machine settings, the following data were available: the electron temperature profile Te(r,t),
the electron density profile ne(r,t), the central ion temperature Tj(O,t), and data on the propagation of
the heat pulse in terms of the the time t_(r) after the sawtooth collapse at which the temperature
perturbation at radius r (defined relative to the temperature just before the collapse) becomes
maximum. We used this shot to determine the parameters of the sawtooth models and to obtain a
prescription for the transport coefficients in this kind of discharges.

TABLE 1 Basic plasma characteristics of discharge no. 23460 from T-10.
Major radius
Minor radius
Toroidal field
Plasma current
Average density

R

(m)
(m)
(T)
Bz
I
(kA)
<n_;> (10 l 9 nr 3 )

a

1.50
0.325
3.0
440
5.
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The transport code ICARUS [8], solves the following set of equations:
3/2 dp c /3t

= - 1/r d/dr r(Q e + 5/2 TnkTe)
with

+ P E C H - P ei -

%= -

3/2 3 P j

;)

+ Pd,
(4)

with
3n c /at

= -

a/3r(rr n ) + S n

with

r n = -D n d/dr (ne) + n(

pinch'

a/ar (r B e )),

3Be

where x e ; are the electron and ion heat conductivities, Qg j are the electron and ion heat fluxes, D n
is the particle diffusivity, v inch is the inward pinch velocity, F n is the particle flux, P Q , P E CH- ^ei'
and P r a d are the power sources and sinks from ohmic heating, ECH, electron-ion equilibration, and
radiation, respectively, and T\ is the resistivity. The inward pinch velocity includes both the
collisional 'Ware'-pinch and an anomalous inward pinch velocity, va. Impurities were included by
means of a profile for Zefft), which was taken to be constant, Z eff = 2.2. We have obtained good
simulations with the following prescriptions for the transport coefficients:
for r < 0.15 m
for r > 0.15 m,

Xo + 0C m -Xo)(r-0.15)/0.175
with XQ = 0.3 m2/s and %m = 2.0 m2/s,
D n = 0.35
va

(5)

Xe ,

= -2Dnr/a2,

%i = 3 Xi (neo-classical),
TI

= neo-classical resistivity.

The experimental value of the sawtooth period was used to adjust the parameters cy and A in the
sawtooth models. This gave c^ = 0.125 and A = 0.13. Data on the relative decrease of the central
temperature were used to determine the enhancement of transport during the collapse phase. The
resulting enhancement factors were roughly 60 for electron thermal transport, 30 for ion thermal
transport and 80 for particle transport. Note that this tranport enhancement is an additional free
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parameter in the turbulent model to fit data and simulation, which is not .wailable in the reconnection
model. In the latter case the redistribution of energy and particles is prescribed by the reconnection
process and depends only on the helical flux function at the time of the collapse [1]. TABLE 2 lists
the main results of the simulations as obtained with the transport coefficients adopted, for each of
the sawtooth models. So far both models are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
However, the sawtooth amplitude predicted by the reconnection model is too large. Note that, as
compared to the data presented in Ref. [9], the central electron temperatures T e (0,t) used here are
somewhat lower. This is related to an arbitrary normalization used in Ref. [9]. Soft X-ray data, in
fact, indicate a lower value.

TABLE 2 Main results of the simulations with the turbulent model (TURB) and with the
reconnection model (RECON) of discharge no. 23460 from T-10. Experimental results (EXP) are
give for comparison.

TURB
1.11
0.88
8.65
2.1

RECON
0.89
0.77
8.46
2.1

h

EXP
1.1
0.7
8.5
1.5
_
-

0.60
0.15

0.96
0.14

sawtooth period (ms)

8.

8.

7.5

sawtooth amplitude (%)

12.

10.

19.

sawtooth inversion (m)

0.14

0.14

0.12

T e (0) (keV)
Tj(O) (keV)
n e (0)(10 1 9 m" 3 )
v

loop < v )

%
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For a more thorough comparison of the two sawtooth models the results of the simulations and
experimental data must be analyzed in more detail. In Fig. 1 the Te- and ne-profiles just before and
just after a sawtooth collapse and the q-profile, as obtained in the simulations with the turbulent
model, are given. For comparison also the experimental data on T e are given. As the experimental
profiles exhibit a shift towards the outside, they have been symmetrized for tne comparison.
Clearly, the simulated Te-profile agrees well with the experimental one, although the experimental
Te-profile is somewhat more peaked. More peaked profiles would be obtained in the simulation by
either increasing xe near the wall or by decreasing %e in the centre. An increase of %e near the wall,
however, leads to a lower central temperature and a lower q(0) value, while a decrease of the central
Xe value leads to a too high central temperature and also a too low q(0). The q-profile in Fig. lc
shows an important characteristic of the turbulent model: q(0) falls well below 1 and changes only
slightly during a sawtooth period. This is due to the fact that the current is only allowed to change
on the resistive timescale, which is much longer than a sawtooth period. Thus, the q-profile reaches
a quasi-steady state which, apart from neo-classical corrections, is related to the average T^^2
profile.
In Fig. 2 the Tc-, ne- and q-profiles just before and just after a sawtooth collapse, as obtained
in the simulations with the reconnection model, are given. It is seen that the Te-profiles do not agree
as well with the experimental data as the results obtained with the turbulent model: the central pan of
the Te-profile just before the collapse is clearly too broad and the central temperature Te(0) too low,
whilst also the hollow Te-profile after the collapse is in apperent conflict with the observations and
results in a too large sawtooth amplitude. These differences are a consequence of the reconnection
and, thus, characteristic of the model. Because the reconnection keeps the central value of q close to
one, the ohmic heating at the centre of the discharge is far less powerful than in the case of the
turbulent model, which results in the broader central Te-profile and a lower central temperature. As
the reconnection determines the profiles after the sawtooth collapse, the sawtooth amplitude cannot
be adjusted as easily as in the turbulent model. A smaller sawtooth amplitude can only be obtained
by broadening the central Te-profile, which in turn is in conflict with experiment.
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FIG. 1
Results of the simulations with the turbulent model for discharge no. 23460 of T-10.
a) The Te-profile just before and just after a sawtooth collapse. Experimental measurements for both times are also
given [9].
b) The ne-profile just before and just after a sawtooth collapse.
c) The q-profile. It is noted that the current density and, consequently, the q-profile does not change during a sawtooth
collapse.
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FIG. 2
Results of the simulations with the reconnection model for discharge no. 23460 of T-10.
a) The Te-profile just before and just after a sawtooth collapse.
b) The ne-profile just before and just after a sawtooth collapse.
c) The q-profile just before and just after a sawtooth collapse.
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The evolution of the temperature perturbation caused by the sawtooth collapse has been
analysed in terms of the times L(r) after the sawtooth collapse at which the temperature perturbation
(defined relative to the temperature just before the collapse) at radius r becomes maximum. The
results are given in Fig. 3 for both sawtooth models and the experiment. For a detailed discussion
of the evolution of the temperature perturbation we refer to Ref. [17]. The close agreement in the
case of the turbulent model between the measured and computed t (r) values indicates that both the
prescribed x e (r) and the initial perturbation, i.e. the change in the Te-profile caused by the sawtooth
collapse, are correct. In the case of the reconnection model the values of L are clearly too large,
even though the velocity of the heat pulse is the same as in the experiment. This indicates that the
radial extension of the initial temperature perturbation as determined by reconnection is smaller than
is the case in the experiment and in the simulations with the turbulent model. Consequently, the L(r)
curve is shifted to a different starting point leading to higher values of L(r).
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FIG. 3
The times tp(r) after the sawtooth collapse at which the temperature perturbation (defined relative to the
temperature just before the collapse) at radius r becomes maximum. The full curve corresponds to the results obtained
wilh the turbulent model and the dashed curve to those obtained with the reconnection model. The experimental
results for this discharge are indicated by the crosses.
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To obtain a closer agreement between the experimental data and the simulations with the
reconnection model we have considered changes in, e.g., Zef^ and JCe(r): To obtain a higher Te(0)
we increased Zeff. This increases the Ohmic power input and, consequently, Te(0). It also leads to a
higher value of the loop voltage which, however, was already too high. An other possibility to
increase Te(0), is to decrease ^(r) everywhere. However, this yields higher values for tp(r), again
in conflict with experiment. To obtain a more peaked Te-profile one could decrease Xg(0) relative to
Ze(a). This also shifts the q=l surface outwards resulting in better values for tp(r). Although such
changes indeed resulted in a higher Te(0) and better values for L(r), the stronger peaking of the
Te-profile and the outward shift of the q=l surface led to a larger sawtooth amplitude, increasing the
discrepancy between simulation and experiment on this point. We conclude that improving the
simulation with the reconnection model on one point, inevitably leads to an increased discrepancy
between simultation and experiment on an other point.
Thus, contrary to the turbulent model, it is not possible to obtain a reasonable agreement
between all measured and simulated quantities with the reconnection model.
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4 SAWTOOTH DYNAMICS WITH ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING.
Changes in the current profile are expected to change the sawtooth dynamics significantly. One way
to induce such changes is by changing the temperature profile. For this purpose Electron Cyclotron
Heating is an ideal tool as power absorption is well localized and the localization can be controlled.
To illustrate the effect of ECH on the sawtooth dynamics we have simulated two discharges which
in their Ohmic phase are very similar but for which ECH led to profoundly different effects. In the
first discharge (no. 23517) ECH was located nearly on-axis leading to a peaking of the temperature
profile, which resulted in a decrease of the sawtooth period and a moderate increase of the sawtooth
amplitude [9]. In the second discharge (no. 23594) ECH was located well off-axis leading to a
broader Te-profile and a suppression of the sawtooth oscillations during the heating pulse [9]. At
least these general features must be reproduced by simulations to be satisfactory.
In the ohmic phases both discharges are similar to the one studied in the previous section and
good simulations were obtained with (very nearly) the same choices for the parameters in the
transport and sawtooth models. These parameters are listed in TABLE 3 together with the
corresponding results. For reference also the experimental data on the ohmic phases are given. To
obtain good simulations during ECH also the effect of additional heating on transport must be
accounted for. Usually additional heating leads to a deterioration of confinement. In the case of
ECH in T-10 it was shown that this deterioration could be described by a scaling of the anomalous
heat conductivity with Te0-5 [18]. In the present simulations this degradation of confinement was
accounted for by multiplying the electron heat conductivity during ECH with a constant factor over
the whole cross-section. From the experimental increase of Te this factor was estimated to be 1.3
for the discharges considered. The anomalous particle diffusivity was changed by the same factor,
but the anomalous inward pinch velocity was not changed during ECH.
In both discharges 560 kW of ECH-power was injected, of which around 70% is estimated to
have been in the correct polarization, i.e. the O(rdinary)-mode. The central density in both
discharges was close to the cut-off density of the 0-mode. Thus, refraction effects are important in
calculating the power deposition profile. We used the TORAY ray-tracing code [19] to obtain
reliable predictions of the power deposition profiles. In the ray-tracing calculations all power (560
kW) was assumed to be in the O-mode and to be launched from a single antenna in the equatorial
plane with a Gaussian beam of half width 5°, perpendicularly to the toroidal field. The
measurements of the Te-profiles showed a shift of the magnetic axis of several centimeters to the
low field side [9]. In the ray-tracing calculations the effect of this shift was accounted for by a
slightly higher wave frequency, shifting the resonance 3 cm to the high field side. Figures 4 and 5
give the results of the ray-tracing calculations for discharge 23517 and 23594, respectively, at the
beginning of the ECH-pulse. In both cases over 90% of the injected power is initially absorbed in a
single pass. Consequently, the deposition profile is not expected to change significantly during the
ECH-pulse as the temperature increases and the absorption improves. Thus, in the simulations it
was sufficient to calculate the depositon profile only once at the beginning of each ECH-pulse.
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TABLE 3 Plasma and transport parameters and parameters for the sawtooth models for the
simulations of discharges 23517 and 23594 from T-10 and the results for the ohmic phases.

Plasma parameters
BZ(T)
I(kA)
<ne> (1019 m'3)

23517

23594

3.0
335.
5.

3.3
335.
5.

TURB

RECON

v a (D n (r/a) 2 )

0.3
2.0
2.0

0.3
2.0
1.8

sawtooth parameters
A

0.085

EXP
Transport parameters
Xo<m2/s)

C

r s (m)
sawtooth period (ms)
sawtooth amplitude (%)

TURB

RECON

0.275
2.2
1.6

0.3
2.0
1.6

0.085
0.06

Y

Results
Te(0)(keV)
Tj(0) (keV)
ne(0)(1019m"3)
V,oop(V)

EXP

0.95
0.75
8.7
1.3
11.
10.

0.94
0.74
8.7
2.2
0.74
0.11
11.
9.

0.86
0.70
8.5
2.2
0.93
0.10
11.
15.
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0.05

0.98
0.75
1.5

12.
10.

1.05
0.80
8.5
2.1
0.73
0.11
10.5
10.

0.97
0.77
8.4
2.1
0.93
0.10
12.
16.
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FIG. 4
Results of the ray-tracing calculations in the simulation of discharge 23517 from T-10 with the
turbulent model.
a) The ray-trajectories of five representative rays used to simulate the full antenna pattern. The dots along the
ray-trajectories indicate the region of power absorption. Due to the strong dispersion the deposition profile is fully
determined by the poloidal spread in the beam, while the effects of the toroidal spread in the beam are negligible.
b) The resulting power deposition profile. Note that almost all power is deposited inside the q= 1 surface.
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FIG. 5
Results of the ray-tracing calculations in the simulation of discharge 23S94 from T-10 with the
turbulent model.
a) The ray-trajectories of five representative rays used to simulate the full antenna pattern.
b) The resulting power deposition profile. Note that the power is deposited just outside Ihe q=l surface.
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The results of the simulations of these two discharges during the ECH are summarized in Fig.s
6 to 9. In Fig.s 6 and 7 the evolution of the central temperature is given during the ECH pulse (60
ms). It is seen that for the case of heating on-axis the results of the simulations, using the two
sawtooth models, are very different. The turbulent model predicts a decrease of the sawtooth period
and a moderate increase of the amplitude, while the reconnection model predicts an increase of the
sawtooth period and a large increase of the amplitude. A comparison of these results with the
experimental observations shows that the reconnection model is incompatible with the observations.
In contrast, the predictions of the turbulent model show only minor deviations from the
experimental data.
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FIG. 6
The evolution of the central temperature during a 60 ms ECH pulse in discharge no. 23517 in T-10, i.e.
in case of central heating, as measured experimentally (a) and as predicted by the turbulent model (b) and the
reconnection model (c).
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The large increase in the sawtooth amplitude predicted by the reconnection model is not so
much due to the increased period leading to a longer rise phase of the sawtooth, but rather is mainly
caused by the nature of the sawtooth collapse itself. The redistribution prescribed by the
reconnection inevitably leads to a complete flattening of the central Te-profile and, consequently, to
a too large sawtooth amplitude during ECH. This is illustrated by Fig. 8 which shows the
Te-profiles as predicted by the two models, just before and just after the last sawtooth collapse in
the ECH phase. Thus, even enforcing the correct sawtooth period would not lead to satisfactory
agreement between reconnection model and experiment.
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The evolution of the central temperature (luring a 60 ms ECH pulse in discharge no. 23594 in T-10, i.e.
in case of off-axis heating, as measured experimentally (a) and as predicted by the turbulent model (b) and the
reconnection model (c).
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The main difference between the experimental data and the results of the simulation with the
turbulent model is the change of the sawtooth period, both at the onset and at the end of ECH,
which in the simulation is slower than in the experiment. There are two possibilities to improve
upon this point. First, if the current profile were to relax faster than expected from neo-classical
resistivity, then the sawtooth period would relax faster too. Secondly and more likely, if the critical
island size also depended on the plasma pressure, then the sawtooth period could change almost
immediately at the onset and at the end of ECH.
The differences in the simulations of the discharge with off-axis ECH are less obvious, but
again the turbulent model provides a better description of the experiment. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
the turbulent model correctly predicts the absence of sawteeth during the heating pulse. This is due
to the decrease of shear at the q=l surface which, in this simulation, led to an increase of the
sawtooth period to a time longer than the length of the ECH-pulse. In contrast, the reconnection
model still predicts sawteeth during ECH. These sawteeth, however, have almost vanishing
amplitudes. The presence of sawteeth in the reconnection model, even though the central Te-profile
is very flat (c.f. Fig. 9), is due to the neo-classical correction to the resistivity which is equal to 1 on
the plasma axis and increases over most of the plasma core. Thus, the central current profile is still
peaked even when the temperature profile is flat.
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FIG. 8
The Te-profiles just before and just after the last sawtooth during the ECH pulse in discharge 23517,
i.e. in case of central heating, as predicted by the turbulent model (a) and the reconnection model (b).
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FIG. 9
The Te-profilcs shortly before the end of the ECH pulse in discharge 23594, i.e. in case of off-axis
heating, as predicted by the turbulent model (a) and the reconnection model (b).
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5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.
We have presented detailed transport code simulations of the behaviour of sawtooth oscillations as
predicted by two different models for three representative discharges of T-10 taken from Ref. [9].
One of the models is the reconnection model as presented in Ref. [4]. In this model the sawtooth
collapse is the consequence of the mixing caused by the complete reconnection which is the result of
the rapidly growing m=l, n=l tearing mode. The other model is the turbulent model of Ref. [10].
In the turbulent model a resistively growing m=l, n=l magnetic island finally reaches a critical size
at which turbulence is generated leading to increased radial transport which causes the sawtooth
collapse.
A thorough comparison of the results of the simulations with the experimental data described
in Ref. [9] has been made. The simulations obtained with the use of the turbulent model do compare
very well with the experimental data on such diverse points as the overall Te-profile, the sawtooth
amplitude, the evolution of the heat pulse generated by the sawtooth collapse, and the response of
the sawtooth oscillations to well localized additional heating (ECH). In contrast, no satisfactory fit
could be obtained employing the reconnection model. While some of the inadequacies of the
reconnection model can be due to our incomplete knowledge of the growth rate of the m=l, n=l
resistive tearing mode, most of them arise from a more fundamental shortcoming of the
reconnection model: the redistribution of particles and energy in the sawtooth collapse as prescribed
by the process of reconnection itself inevitably generates a completely flat or even hollow Te-profile
after the collapse, thus leading to larger sawtooth amplitudes and broader Te-profiles than observed.
Since this is an inevitable consequence of the reconnection process, this shortcoming applies to all
kinds of reconnection models.
As in the case of the reconnection model the shortcoming of the specific model considered here
applies to the whole class of reconnection models, the favourable results obtained with the turbulent
model also not only apply to the specific model adopted in this study but also to the entire class. The
close agreement of the simulations and the observations suggests that the chosen turbulent model is
essentially correct, even though this model lacks a firm theoretical basis on such crucial points as
the critical island size and the level and extent of the generated turbulence. Also the knowledge of
the evolution of the m=l, n=l magnetic island under these conditions is still incomplete. Nontheless
the results obtained in these simulations should stimulate further theoretical research on turbulent
models of the sawtooth dynamics.
Basically there are two main differences between the turbulent and the reconnection model.
First, in the reconnection model the central current profile is repeatedly flattened such that a the
safety factor q stays close to 1 over the central region, while no such flattening occurs in the
turbulent model which therefore allows a stronger peaking of the current profile and lower values
for the safety factor on axis, q^ Recent observations of the current profile on TEXTOR show that
q^, can be well below 1 when sawteeth are observed [20]. This clearly supports the turbulent model.
Second, the re-arrangement of the plasma state during reconnection leads to completely flat or even
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hollow profiles just after the collapse. If, instead, the collapse is due to enhanced radial transport,
the profiles can remain peaked even after the collapse. Although in many experiments rather flat
profiles were observed after sawtooth collapses, in TPR peaked profiles were seen to exist after the
collapse [11, 12], again favouring the turbulent model.
In conclusion, the turbulent model provides a satisfactory description of many details of the
sawtooth dynamics for the cases considered here and of some observations on other tokamaks. In
contrast, the reconnection model is not able to provide an adequate agreement with experiments.
However, it must be noted that this conclusion cannot be generalized to all kinds of sawteeth. In
fact, the turbulent model does not provide an adequate description of the details of compound
sawteeth as observed, e.g., in JET [21]. In this case other models [22, 23] are more appropriate
(see also Ref. [24]). Some features of these models are similar to the reconnection model: they
require flat central q-profiles with q close to I [22] or even the formation of skin currents [23] and
predict flat or hollow profiles after a full sawtooth collapse.
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ABSTRACT.
A review of the available experimental data on the sawtooth phenomenon in tokamak discharges and
of the models that have been put forward to explain the sawtooth dynamics shows that not only
none of the models can explain all the observations on sawteeth, but that also the data themselves
seem to be contradictory. It is concluded that sawteeth can be divided into two classes. In one class
the sawtooth crash is either due to fast reconnection or to a fast formation of an ideal m=l, n=l
perturbation of large amplitude. In this case the safety factor is close to one over a wide central
range and the profiles of temperature and density are broad. In the other class the crash is due to
enhanced transport. I- his case the safety factor is anticipated to be well below one in the plasma
core and the profiles remain peaked on axis even after the crash.
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1
INTRODUCTION.
The performance of a tokamak is influenced by a variety of instabilities, some microscopic, e.g.
leading to anomalous transport, and others macroscopic, e.g. causing a disruption. Thus a good
knowledge of the physics underlying these instabilities is essential to improve tokamak
performance. Much progress is being made in the understanding of tokamak plasma physics, but
some crucial issues remain controversial. One of these is the explanation of sawtooth oscillations
(also called internal disruptions) which strongly limit plasma performance in the core of a tokamak
discharge. Due to the sawtooth the central confinement is periodically degraded, thus limiting the
maximum achievable central temperature and density. This is illustrated by the very large amplitudes
the sawteeth are seen to have in JET when additional heating is applied. Both experimentally and
theoretically the sawtooth phenomenon has been widely studied. None of the theoretical models put
forward so far [1-10], however, is in agreement with all experimental data. In fact we have to face
the very unsatisfactory situation that sawtooth oscillations in one tokamak are well described by one
model whereas those in another tokamak are better described by another model. Furthermore, an
increasingly complex behaviour of the sawteeth is commonly observed in the large tokamaks JET
[11] and TFTR [12] and sometimes also in smaller machines [4,13].
In this comment it is suggested that a consistent picture of the sawtooth phenomena can be
constructed which reconciles the often contradictory experimental data with present knowledge of
the physics underlying the models. Before this is done, the experimental data will be reviewed with
the aim to display apparent discrepancies. First, the data on what could be called a 'normal
sawtooth' are discussed. Then the information, that can be obtained from the influence of additional
heating or non-inductive current drive on the sawtooth and on the underlying instability is
considered. Thereafter, we discuss the consequences of recent observations on the behaviour of
sawteeth in large tokamaks. On this basis the available theoretical models are considered. To do this
the models are divided into two catagories depending on the main mechanism causing the
degradation of the central confinement during sawtooth collapse. These are mixing of energy and
particles in the plasma core due to either reconnection of magnetic field lines on opposite sides of
the q=l surface or to the plasma flows associated with the m=l, n=l ideal kink mode and,
alternatively, turbulence or stochasticity giving rise to an increase of the anomalous radial transport.
From this discussion it is concluded that not all the experimental data are consistent with the one or
the other of these models. It is then shown that by suitably dividing the experimental data into two
classes a consistent description of all sawtooth phenomena observed can be obtained. Clearly, new
questions are raised by this procedure which cannot be answered in the context of this comment.
We feel confident, however, that these issues can be resolved within the framework of present
theories.
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2 OBSERVATIONS AND POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS.
In this section an outline of the experimental data is given and the discussion is concentrated on
what can be learned from these data about the mechanisms involved in sawtooth oscillations. The
section is divided into three parts, which deal with 'normal' sawteeth as observed in almost all
tokamaks, the changes in sawtooth behaviour due to, e.g., additional heating or non-inductive
current drive, and the 'compound' sawtooth behaviour observed mainly in the large tokamaks (JET
and TFTR).
2.1 NORMAL SAWTEETH.
In most tokamaks the sawtooth oscillations are very regular and show the same typical
characteristics (c.f. Fig. 1). These are that there is a quiet phase during which the central
temperature gradually rises and a precursor oscillation grows, followed by a fast collapse of the
central temperature accompanied by a temperature rise in a ring around the central plasma. No net
energy loss occurs during the collapse but the central energy is rapidly redistributed. The precursor
oscillations have poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, m and n, equal to 1 and are related to a
magnetic island appearing around the q=l surface, which is believed to be caused by growth of the
m=l, n=l tearing mode. Crucial elements of most theoretical models of the sawtooth are the
evolution of this magnetic island, the precise nature of the collapse and the shape of the current and
temperature profiles.
Both in ORMAK [2] and in TFR [14,15] the precursor oscillations have been carefully
analysed and their relation to the collapse has been studied. In ORMAK the growth rate of the
precursor agrees with the predicted linear growth rate of the m=l, n=l tearing mode up to the
moment that the collapse occurs. The collapse is consistent with complete reconnection of the flux
surfaces inside the q=l surface with those outside the q=l surface. Quite the opposite result is
found from the analyses of the TFR data. Not only can the magnetic island still be relatively small at
the time of the collapse, but also the collapse itself cannot be well described by the process of
complete reconnection. Instead, a good description of the collapse is given by a rapidly expanding
zone of increased transport spreading through the plasma starting from the separatrix of the island
[15]. One reason for this conclusion is that the temperature profile after the collapse is not
completely flat but remains slightly peaked. Also in T-10 such peaked profiles are observed after a
collapse [16]. Moreover, in TFR sometimes a postcursor oscillation is observed which can be
attributed to the magnetic island having survived the collapse [15]. With the use of impurity
injection to increase the contrast, otherwise invisible structures have been revealed in PLT, which
have confirmed the possible persistence of the magnetic island after the collapse [17].
Important information on the physics of sawteeth could be gained from accurate measurements
of the current profile. These measurements are, however, difficult and most of them have revealed
little more than that q on axis is only just below one in the cases where sawteeth are seen. Only the
measurements carried out on TEXTOR have been able to reveal more details: central values of q
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well below one have been found [18]. Because the current profile can change only little during a
sawtooth cycle, it must be concluded from these measurements that q can stay well below one
during sawteeth. Although these measurements have been performed very carefully, an independent
confirmation of this very important result would be very valuable. Hopefully more such data will
become available in the near future.

collapse
precursor
sawtooth

time (a.u)

FIG. 1
The evolution of a typical plasma parameter (e.g. T e or n e ) during a normal sawtooth cycle at three
different positions: inside (rin), on (r inv ) and outside (r om ) the so-called inversion radius on which the sawtooth
oscillation changes sign. Note the characteristic precursor.
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2.2 THE INFLUENCE OF ADDITIONAL HEATING AND NON-INDUCTIVE CURRENT
DRIVE ON SAWTEETH.
Since the current profile plays an important role in most models for the sawtooth behaviour, any
change of it is anticipated to lead to modifications of the sawteeth. Hence, much is to be learned
from experiments in which the current profile either is changed directly by non-inductive current
drive or indirectly by changing the temperature profile by additional heating. An important practical
aim of such experiments is to find means to stabilize the sawteeth and thereby to improve plasma
performance. A suitable heating method for this purpose is Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) as its
power deposition is easily controlled and well localized. ECH experiments in T-10 have indeed
proven the possibility to stabilize sawteeth this way: heating well outside the q=l surface did lead to
broad temperature profiles without sawteeth [16]. The ECH experiments in CLEO confirmed this
result 119]. The ECH experiment in TFR, however, led to different findings. Neither heating inside
nor heating outside the q=l surface did significantly alter the sawtooth behaviour. Rather, heating
on the q=l surface was shown to change the sawtooth dynamics strongly: the growth of the
precursor oscillations was slowed down significantly and the mode sometimes even saturated at
high power levels [20].
As said, a more direct way to change the current profile is by non-inductive current drive. The
most successful experiments of this type so far have used Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD).
This has been applied, e.g., in ASDEX [21], PETULA 122], PLT [23], and ALCATOR C [24].
The results of these experiments can be summarized as follows: Sawteeth are stabilized if a
sufficient amount of LH power is injected. From the change in loop voltage it results that the
amount of non-inductively driven current necessary for sawtooth stabilization is some 30-50% of
the total current. On PETULA and ASDEX the current profile is observed to broaden in these cases.
Spectroscopy done with a Li-beam injected into ASDEX has shown that q on axis, qo say, rises
from just below one to just above one, when the sawteeth disappear [25]. On PLT and PETULA an
intermediate regime is observed, where sawteeth are no longer present, but instead a saturated m=l,
n=l oscillation is seen. With a further increase of the LH power this mode can be made to
disappear.
These facts make it difficult to accept a unique cause for sawtooth stabilization in these
experiments. Although in ASDEX the observations clearly prove that stabilization occurs when qg
rises above one, the observations in PETULA and PLT indicate, that stabilization is also possible
with a q=l surface still present. In fact, the sawtooth inversion radius and the radius on which the
stable m=l, n=l oscillation is seen, do not change in PETULA and PLT until complete stabilization
is achieved. In all these cases the stabilization is, however, not likely to be due to the sole presence
of supra-thermal electrons. In fact, it has been shown in, e.g., ASDEX that sawteeth arc not
stabilized when a symmetric LH spectrum is applied leading to generation of a strong supra-thermal
population without a net current being driven, even for power levels well above those required for
stabilization by LH waves in the current drive mode. In this latter case the generation of
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supra-thermals is also much 'ess than with a symmetric LH spectrum [26].
In short, although bringing q above one is a reliable way for sawtooth stabilization,
stabilization is also possible with q o still below one. In these latter cases, in PLT, the central
confinement is seen to be very good.
2.3 SAWTEETH IN THE LARGE TOKAMAKS.
In the large tokamaks (JET and TFTR) the sawtooth behaviour tends to be different from that of the
normal sawteeth discussed above. Only under special circumstances (e.g. in JET in the early phases
of a discharge or in high-q discharges) normal sawteeth are observed [11]. Generally, a more
irregular and complex behaviour of the central plasma is observed, which is characterised by
intermediate collapses that occur at arbitrary times during the rise phases of the main sawteeth.
These intermediate collapses leave the central plasma unaltered and the energy is only redistributed
in a ring around the sawtooth inversion radius. In Fig. 2 a sketch of this behaviour is given.Other
important aspects of these 'compound' sawteeth are the following: No precursor is observed before
the main sawtooth collapse; instead sometimes a small postcursor is seen. The duration of a collapse
is unexpectedly short, typically 50 to 200 us in JET [11], i.e. as short as in much smaller tokamaks
(see e.g. Ref. [15] or [16]). Both pre- and postcursor oscillations are observed in connection with
the intermediate collapses. These oscillations have varying amplitudes and sometimes are
maintained, at a saturated amplitude level, up to the next (main) collapse. Furthermore, the main
sawtooth collapse induces a completely flat or even hollow temperature profile, and the profile
remains relatively flat all the time if additional heating is not applied. With additional heating, the
sawtooth behaviour does, in general, not change in principle, only the period and amplitude
increase [27]. Amplitudes of absolute changes in the electron temperature of several keV are not
uncommon during the main collapse, and relative amplitudes up to 50% are observed. Thus, in
these cases the central confinement is strongly deteriorated.
In JET, this sawtooth behaviour has been extensively studied. Tomographic reconstructions of
high time-resolution soft X-ray measurements of the main sawtooth collapse have been made.
These show the following characteristics of the collapse [28]: First, a fast movement of the hot
plasma core in a kink-like fashion is seen, which is identified as being m=l, n=l. In some 100 us
this kink reaches a large amplitude and a cold bubble is seen to develop in its wake. Then the
outward movement of the hot core is stopped and the hot plasma starts to flow around the cold
bubble and mixes with the colder plasma; this takes about an other 100 \is. Generally, the mixing is
not complete and a small poloidal asymmetry remains giving rise to the postcursor. A similar
structure is seen on the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) signal.
Observations of intermediate collapses show the same kink-like movement of the plasma core
at the start of a collapse. In these cases, however, the kink never reaches a large amplitude, but the
amplitude can vary widely from one intermediate collapse to an other [29]. These facts suggest that
the cause of the intermediate crashes lies in the same instability that leads to the main crashes, but
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which for some reason is stopped at an earlier time during its non-linear evolution. A possible
explanation of the fact that the instability cannot complete its full non-linear evolution rrjght be that
either the available free energy is insufficient or the final state of the instability i'. topologically
inaccessible.

=o

FIG. 2
Sketch of the compound sawtooth behaviour observed a.o. in the large tokamaks JET and TFTR. The
evolution of a typical plasma parameter (e.g. T g or n.) at three different positions is given, in this case: the plasma
centre (r^) and two positions on opposite sides of the inversion radius (r^ and rQul). Note the intermediate collapses
indicated by the arrows. The numbers indicate:
1 An intermediate collapse with pre-/postcursor oscillations.
2 A main collapse with postcursor oscillations.
3 An intermediate collapse with very large postcursor oscillations.
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3 THEORETICAL MODELS.
We now turn to the discussion of the theoretical models developed to describe sawtooth oscillations
and examine to what extent they cover the experimental data. Reviewing the models we can
distinguish two categories. In the first the mechanism for the collapse is mixing due to magnetic
reconnection or plasma flows caused by the m=l, n=l ideal kink mode, and in the second the
collapse is due to increased (diffusive) radial transport. We will call these models mixing models
and turbulent models, respectively.
3.1 MIXING MODELS.
Basic to the mixing models is the explanation of the sawtooth collapse first given by Kadomtsev
[1]. He attributed the collapse to a fast and complete reconnection of the helical flux inside and
outside the q=l surface, resulting in completely flat or even hollow temperature and density
profiles. Kadomtsev assumed that the reconnection is driven by the ideal kink mode. The estimate
he made on the basis of this assumption for the time required to complete the reconnection is,
however, too long compared with the observed duration of the collapse in most tokamaks. A faster
way to achieve complete reconnection is provided by the m=l, n=l tearing mode. The growth of
this mode has been shown not to be reduced during the non-linear phase with respect to the linear
phase, due to the effect of the ideal kink contribution to this mode [30,31].
Using this result, Jahns et al. [2] have formulated a sawtooth model which has the following
features: During the collapse the profiles are flattened and q is brought above one in the whole
plasma. Thereafter plasma heating makes the temperature profile peak again so that the current
diffuses inwards. This lowers q in the centre again below one and the tearing mode starts to grow.
Because the growth rate is proportional to the shear at the q=l surface this growth will first be
slow, but is enhanced as the current diffuses further inwards raising the shear at the q=l surface.
This continues until a new collapse is induced. As mentioned earlier, the predictions of this model
agree with the observations in ORMAK [2], but many other observations are in clear contradiction
with it: the reconnection results in completely flattened or hollow profiles after the collapse and in a
rapid rise of the central q value to just above one, in contrast with the peaked profiles after the
collapse observed in TFR [15] and T-10 [16] and with a value of q o as far below 1 as observed in
TEXTOR [18]. The same objection applies to all models in which complete reconnection is
assumed as the mechanism for the collapse. Futhermore, these models do not offer an explanation
for the compound sawteeth observed in large tokamaks, neither for the precursorless main collapse
nor for the intermediate collapse which does not affect the plasma core.
Alternative mixing models in which the collapse is due to reconnection, but now with multiple
q=l surfaces, also have been put forward. In the model of Parail and Pereverzev [3] two q=l
surfaces exist and a collapse occurs when the corresponding helical flux function just allows
complete reconnection. Because the collapse again is due to complete reconnection, the above objections also apply to this model. In a slightly modified form, however, it is able to offer an explana-
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tion for the intermediate collapse [4]. Namely, if an instability causes reconnection at a time that the
helical flux function does not allow for complete reconnection (see Fig. 3), the reconnection can at
most be partial and will not encompass the plasma core. Thus, either complete or partial reconnection can take place leading to a main or an intermediate collapse, respectively, depending on the
details of the helical flux function. These ideas are corroberated by recent numerical 3-D MHD
simulations, which have shown that, in cases of small resistivity, skin currents may be formed after
a main collapse which may give rise to such a partial collapse [32]. Although the results of these
simulations are promising, a thorough comparison with the experimental data remains to be made.
Reexamining the properties of the ideal m=l, n=l kink mode, Wesson has proposed another
alternative model |5|. He has shown that when the shear inside the q=l surface is small, the growth
rate of the kink mode becomes a very sensitive function of the minimum value of q while the
eigenfunction becomes bell-shaped. This explains the very short duration of the precursorless
collapse and also predicts a plasma flow during the collapse, similar to the one observed on JET
[28]. Reconnection also plays a role in this model, but is assumed to occur only after a collapse and
on a slow time scale. Essential to this model is low shear in the plasma core, inconsistent with q 0
values as low as those observed on TEXTOR. Also peaked temperature and density profiles after a
collapse can again not be accounted for, as the plasma flow leads to a flattening, similar to that
caused by complete reconnection. Thus, although the model is consistent with the results of JET, it
disagrees on vital points with observations in other cases.
Stabilization of sawteeth, within the framework of these models, is possible by raising and
keeping q 0 permanently above one. Another possibility to do so is to prevent the growth of the
m=l, n=l tearing mode. According to the quasi-linear theory of this mode this is possible by means
of current drive or heating within the magnetic island, but high power levels appear to be necessary
[33]. Whether this can explain the observations on PLT and PETULA of the intermediate regime in
the LHCD experiments without sawteeth but with a saturated m=l, n=l oscillation cannot be
judged, as the profile of the LH driven current is not known.
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FIG. 3
Different possibilities (after Ref. [4]) for the form of the helical flux function, y = BQ - r B z / R, that
lead to partial or full reconnection. The full lines represent the helical flux function and the dashed-dotted lines the
corresponding q profile. The left figures are before and the rigth ones immediately after a collapse,
a)
With a single q = 1 surface reconnection can be complete and will then include the region with
b-d)

With a double q = 1 surface at radii rj and r 2 in which case only the region with
Vfrj) < \if 2 y(r 2 ) can participate in the reconnection.
Thus, for y(r 2 ) = y(0) (fig. b) or v(r 2 ) > y(0) (fig. c) the reconnection can be complete. In Ref. [2] the former
condition also is the criterion for the ocunence of a collapse. On the other hand if y(r 2 ) < y(0) (fig. d) the
reconnection cannot encompass the plasma core and must be partial.
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3.2 TURBULENT MODELS.
Several authors have suggested explanations for the sawtooth collapse in terms of a catastrophic
increase of the diffusive radial transport [6-9] This enhanced transport has been ascribed either to
micro-turbulence generated when some instability threshold is exceeded [6, 7] or to global
stochastisation of the magnetic field lines caused by the overlap of secondary islands [8,9]. Both
suggestions have in common that the turbulence or the stochasticity is assumed to be generated
when the m=l, n=l island exceeds a critical size. Thus, the corresponding sawtooth models require
the knowledge of the evolution of the m=l, n=l island and of the critical size of the island.
Furthermore, to predict the final state after a collapse one must know how large the induced radial
transport is, how long the enhanced transport lasts, and also what happens to the magnetic island
and the current profile during the collapse. Especially these latter questions are not convincingly
answered. Nevertheless, these models can explain many of the experimental data that cannot be
described by the mixing models: because the collapse itself is due to diffusive transport, the profiles
remain peaked (only in extreme cases flat profiles are expected after the collapse), and the current
profile does not need to change as dramatically as e.g. in the case of complete reconnection, so that
q o is not prevented from dropping well below one. Also the persistence of the island after the
collapse is consistent with this model. On the other hand, the complex behaviour of sawteeth
observed in large tokamaks and especially the plasma flow observed during a collapse in JET
cannot be explained.
In order to fill in some of the gaps in the models discussed here, the ideas and results
presented in Ref.s [6-9] and experimental data [14, 15] have been used to formulate a more
satisfactory, but basically heuristic model [10]. In this model the non-linear evolution of the
magnetic island calculated in Ref. [7] is combined with a rule for the critical size of the island
derived from the experimental data. Furthermore, it is assumed that the island vanishes during the
collapse, without significantly affecting the current profile outside the island. This model has been
successfully applied in simulations of the sawtooth dynamics in T-10 with Electron Cyclotron
Heating [34]. Again sawteeth are stabilized when q^ is raised above one or when a saturation of the
island growth is achieved at an island size below the critical level. In this case stabilization by
heating or current drive inside the island may very well be possible even at a moderate power level,
because of the slower resistive growth of the mode. In the simulations of T-10 an effective
stabilization is also found when the shear at the q=l surface is significantly decreased by ECH,
leading to an increase of the critical size of the island and a sawtooth period that exceeds the length
of the heating pulse.
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4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.
The convergence of experimental findings and theoretical models for sawteeth in tokamaks, as
presented in the preceding sections, is unsatisfactory. Although part of the data can be explained by
one or more of the mixing models, another part of the data is in clear contradiction with the
expectations from these models. This latter part of the data, however, can be well understood in
terms of a turbulent model. This suggests that we are dealing with two different phenomena, which
each give rise to a sawtoothing behaviour of the plasma. This suggestion immediately raises the
question, what it is that determines whether a sawtooth is caused by mixing or by turbulence. In
trying to answer this question we note that in those cases that agree better with one of the mixing
models the temperature profiles in the plasma core tend to be relatively broad, whereas in the cases
that agree better with a turbulent model the central profiles are more peaked. This difference is, of
course, intrinsic to the two catagories of models. It is known that the ideal kink mode is stabilized
by toroidal effects when the shear in the centre is not too small [35]. This might well apply to those
situations (TFR, T-10, TEXTOR) for which the turbulent models offer a good explanation. As a
consequence the resistive growth of the m=l, n=l tearing mode may be slow (c.f. Ref. [7]) so that
a fast reconnection cannot occur. In fact, instability of the ideal kink mode is essential for the
collapse in the mixing models, either as the cause of the plasma flow corresponding to the collapse
[5] or as a driving mechanism for the growth of the resistive m=l, n=l tearing mode in the nonlinear phase leading to reconnection. Actually, a repetitive flattening of the current profile caused by
reconnection would keep shear low (and can even lead to the hollow current profiles that are the
most satisfactory explanation for the occurrence of intermediate collapses [32]) and consequently
favours instability of the ideal m=l, n=l kink mode or at least fast growth of the m=l, n=l tearing
mode.
Thus, as a final conclusion we suggest that there are two regimes in which the sawteeth have
different features and are due to a different mechanism:
-a high shear regime, with q o well below one as, e.g., in TEXTOR,
-a low shear regime, where q is close to one in the plasma core.
The high shear regime is present in those cases in which the temperature and density profiles
remain peaked after a collapse (e.g. in TFR and T-10). Probably most 'normal' sawteeth belong to
this class. In this regime, a turbulent model, as proposed in Ref. [10], provides a good description
of the sawtooth behaviour.
The low shear regime is present in those cases where the temperature and density profiles are
relatively broad and become completely flat or even hollow after a collapse. These cases can be
consistently described by a mixing model. Such models also offer an explanation of the complex
sawtooth behaviour [32] and of fast collapses. Therefore it appears that the large tokamaks are in
this regime, but also some of the sawteeth that are usually classified as 'normal', might belong to it.
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SAMENVATTING.
Over de gehele wereld wordt intensief gewerkt aan de ontwikkeling van gecontroleerde kernfusie
als een mogelijk belangrijke energiebron voor de toekomst. Hiertoe wordt getracht een mengsel van
lichte elementen (bijvoorbeeld Deuterium en Tritium) tot hoge temperaturen te verhitten en
gedurende voldoend lange tijd op te sluiten, zodat er een zo groot mogelijk aantal fusiereacties kan
plaatsvinden. De temperaturen die hiervoor nodig zijn, zijn typisch 108 tot 109 K. Bij zulke hoge
temperaturen zijn de gassen volledig geïoniseerd en spreken we van een plasma. Een methode om
zo'n heet plasma op te sluiten is met behulp van magneet velden. Het magneetveld beperkt de
beweging van geladen deeltjes loodrecht op de magnetische veldlijnen.
Een veel gebruikte machine waarin deze methode van magnetische opsluiting wordt toegepast,
is de tokamak. Het magneetveld in een tokamak bestaat uit een toroïdaal veld dat gemaakt wordt
door externe spoelen, en een poloïdaal veld dat veroorzaakt wordt door een toroïdale stroom in het
plasma. De resulterende veldlijnen winden zich schroefvormig om de magnetische as van de
tokamak en vormen een nest van magnetische oppervlakken. Het transport langs de veldlijnen, dat
veel groter is dan het transport loodrecht op de veldlijnen, zorgt er voor dat de temperatuur en de
dichtheid van het plasma op zo'n magnetisch oppervlak constant zijn. Het transport in een tokamak
kan dan beschreven worden als een één-dimensionaal probleem van transport loodrecht op de
magnetische oppervlakken. Dit radiële transport blijkt veel groter te zijn dan wordt voorspeld op
grond van botsingsbepaald transport. Men verondersteldt dat dit anomale transport veroorzaakt
wordt door fluctuaties in het plasma. Een goed begrip van de oorzaak en de gevolgen van deze
fluctuaties onbreekt echter. Het anomale transport is dan ook één van hoofdpunten van onderzoek in
de tokamakfysica. Desondanks zijn tot nu toe de beste resultaten, dwz. de hoogste temperaturen en
de beste opsluiting, bereikt in tokamaks.
Om hoge temperaturen te bereiken, worden naast verhitting van het plasma door de resistieve
dissipatie van de stroom nog verscheidene andere verhittingsmethoden toegepast. Veel gebruikte
methoden voor bijverhitting zijn de injectie van hoog-energetische, neutrale deeltjes en de injectie
van bepaalde golven. Zo worden onder andere elektromagnetische golven met een frequentie in de
buurt van de elektroncyclotronfrequentie gebruikt. Een belangrijk voordeel van deze elektroncyclotrongolven is dat de absorptie zeer goed en bovendien goed gelokaliseerd is. De studie van
elektroncyclotrongolven vormt één van de hoofdthema's van dit proefschrift.
In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift (Hoofdstukken 1 en 2) wordt ingegaan op de theorie van
elektroncyclotrongolven. In het bijzonder wordt daarbij gekeken naar de invloed van nietthermische deeltjesverdelingen op het gedrag van de golven. In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift
(Hoofdstukken 3 t/m 6) staat de beschrijving van tokamakontladingen met bijverhitting door
elektroncyclotrongolven centraal. Belangrijk hierbij is de invloed van de elektroncncyclotronverhitting (ECH) op het transport en op de stabiliteit van het plasma.
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In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de invloed van een kleine populatie van stromende, suprathermische elektronen op de absorptie van elektroncyclotrongolven bestudeerd. De suprathermische
elektronen worden daarbij voorgesteld door een Maxwellse verdeling in het meebewegende
coördinatenstelsel. De bijdrage van de suprathermische elektronen aan de dielektrische tensor wordt
dan berekend in dit stelsel en vervolgens getransformeerd naar het laboratorium-stelsel. Zodoende
wordt optimaal gebruik gemaakt van de goed bekende eigenschappen van de diëlektnsche tensor
van een Maxwells plasma. De belangrijkste conclusie is dat een dergelijke populatie van suprathermische elektronen kan leiden tot een aanzienlijke verhoging van de absorptie.
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt het gedrag van elektroncyclotrongolven in een plasma met een
verlieskegel-verdeling bestudeerd. Met name de dispersie-eigenschappen van de buitengewone (X-)
mode kunnen sterk veranderen onder invloed van zo'n verlieskegel-verdeling. Zo ontstaan er extra
afsnijfrequenties en resonanties afhankelijk van de temperatuur en de dichtheid van de elektronen.
Daarnaast leidt de verlieskegel in een smalfrequentie-intervalrond de elektroncyclotronresonantie of
een harmonische daarvan tot negatieve absorptie en dus tot exponentiële groei van de golven. Deze
instabiliteit is bekend als de 'elektroncyclotron-maser'.
In het derde hoodstuk worden simulaties besproken van tokamakontladingen met ECH die
werden uitgevoerd ter ondersteuning van de interpretatie van de ECH experimenten in de Franse
tokamak TFR. Twee onderdelen uit het experimentele programma worden nader bekeken. Een
eerste reeks experimenten had tot doel het gedrag van het transport onder invloed van sterke bijverhitting met elektroncyclotrongolven te bestuderen. Goede simulaties van deze experimenten
worden gevonden onder de aanname dat de warmtegeleidingscoëfficiënt evenredig is met de wortel
uit de elektronentemperatuur, %^ ~ Te0-5. Dit voorschrift voor ^ geeft een goede beschrijving van
de afname van de energieopsluittijd bij toenemende verhitting en bevestigt de resultaten die in
vergelijkbare experimenten werden behaald in de Russische tokamak T-10. In een andere reeks
experimenten werd gepoogd met ECH het temperatuurprofiel en daarmee het stroomdichthe'dsprofiel zodanig te veranderen dat de magnetische eilanden die veroorzaakt worden door de
'scheur-instabiliteit' (tearing mode), worden onderdrukt. Bij juiste lokalisatie van de verhitting
bleek dit inderdaad mogelijk. Met de simulatie van deze experimenten wordt nagegaan of de
resultaten inderdaad verklaard kunnen worden door de berekende veranderingen van de profielen.
De grootte van de magnetische eilanden wordt berekend met de quasi-lineaire theorie van de scheurinstabiliteit. In tegenstelling tot de experimentele resultaten is de onderdrukking van de magnetische
eilanden in de simulatie slechts van tijdelijke aard. Bovendien zijn de resultaten van de simulaties
veel gevoeliger voor de precieze lokalisatie van de verhitting dan de experimentele resultaten.
Gezien deze discrepanties wordt geconcludeerd dat de positieve, experimentele resultaten niet het
gevolg kunnen zijn van de door de ECH veroorzaakte profielveranderingen alleen.
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In het vierde hoofdstuk komen we terug op dit laatste probleem en geven een analyse van de
vereisten voor de verhitting om de scheur-instabiliteit in een stationaire toestand te onderdrukken.
Daarnaast wordt ook gekeken naar de mogelijkheid van stabilisatie van de instabiliteit als gevolg van
de profielverandering door een niet-inductief gedreven stroom. De vereisten voor de verhitting
blijken zo stringent dat een praktische toepassing van deze methode niet mogelijk lijkt. Het tegendeel geldt voor de mogelijkheid van stabilisatie met behulp van een niet-inductief gedreven stroom.
Mits deze stroom voldoende nauwkeurig kan worden gelokaliseerd, binnen enkele procenten van de
kleine straal, hoeft slechts ~l% van de totale stroom op deze wijze gedreven te worden.
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden simulaties van ontladingen in T-10 besproken. Deze simulaties hebben
tot doel de experimentele gegevens omtrent de 'zaagtandoscillaties' van de centrale temperatuur en
dichtheid te vergelijken met de voorspellingen van twee verschillende modellen die als verklaring
voor deze oscillaties zijn voorgesteld. Deze modellen zijn zo gekozen dat ze beide representatief zijn
voor een bredere groep van modellen. Deze groepen onderscheiden zich in de verklaring die
gegeven wordt voor de zaagtand-'collapse'. In de ene groep wordt de zaagtand-'collapse' toegeschreven aan de menging van het centrale plasma als gevolg van reconnectie van magnetische
veldlijnen aan weerszijden van het 'q=l oppervlak'. In de andere groep wordt de zaagtand'collapse' toegeschreven aan een plotselinge verhoging van het radiële transport als gevolg van
turbulentie. Naast een nauwkeurige analyse van het gedrag van het temperatuurprofiel onder invloed
van de zaagtandoscillaties wordt ook het effect van ECH op de zaagtandoscillaties bekeken. Het
turbulentie-model leidt tot simulaties die op vrijwel alle punten goed overeenstemmen met de
experimentele gegevens. In tegenstelling hiermee blijkt het niet mogelijk om redelijke simulaties te
verkrijgen met het reconnectie-model.
In Hoofdstuk 6, ten slotte, gaan we verder in op de zaagtandoscillaties en de daarvoor
voorgestelde verklaringen. Een samenvatting wordt gegeven van de observaties van zaagtandoscillaties in meerdere experimenten. Vervolgens worden de voorgestelde theoretische modellen
besproken. Daarbij worden de zaagtandmodellen net als in het vorige hoofdstuk aan de hand van de
verklaring voor de zaagtand-'collapse' verdeeld in twee groepen. Uit het gegeven overzicht blijkt
dat geen van de voorgestelde modellen een verklaring kan geven van alle experimentele gegevens.
Bovendien lijken de experimentele gegevens elkaar tegen te spreken. Wel is het mogelijk een
bepaalde set resultaten te verklaren met een model uit de ene groep. Terwijl een tweede set data kan
worden verklaard met een model uit de andere groep. Op basis van het voorgaande wordt
voorgesteld, dat bij de zaagtandoscillaties sprake is van twee verschillende fenomenen die elk
verklaard kunnen worden door een model uit één van de twee groepen.
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